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About “Flight to Freedom” 
 

"Flight to Freedom" takes place in the slave-holding border state of Kentucky and the free border state 

of Ohio in the years surrounding the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law. Players play the role of Lucy, 

an enslaved 14-year-old girl who escapes to Ripley, Ohio, and finds refuge within a community of 

African American and white abolitionists. Informed by social history scholarship that centralizes the 

experience – and agency – of African Americans, the game itself is not designed to simulate the 

economic or political system of slavery (these are addressed in the accompanying curriculum). 

Rather, it brings to life the everyday forms of resistance undertaken by enslaved communities, and as 

crucially, the actions undertaken by African Americans to free themselves, through direct action on 

the Underground Railroad and through political organizing in the North.  

 

“Flight to Freedom” drew upon forty years of scholarship by our nation's most pre-eminent historians 

of slavery, including the late John Hope Franklin, whose research and writing has helped generations 

of Americans – of all racial and cultural backgrounds – confront the most brutal chapters of our 

nation's history with truth, courage, and dignity. The content for “Flight to Freedom” was developed 

by a team of historians at the American Social History Project/Center for Media & Learning (ASHP), a 

research center at the City University of New York Graduate Center.  ASHP worked in collaboration 

with African American scholars who are experts in the history of the period – Nikki Taylor, at the 

time historian at the University of Cincinnati and the National Underground Railroad Freedom 

Center (now chair and professor of history at Texas Southern University) and Christopher Moore, at 

the time a public historian and researcher at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture at 

the New York Public Library. Ira Berlin, one of the foremost historians of slavery and Distinguished 

Professor at the University of Maryland, also served as an advisor.  

 

“Flight to Freedom” is part of a growing body of "serious games" that immerses users in historical 

and contemporary problems in ways that encourage perspective-taking, discussion, and weighing of 

multiple kinds of evidence. Educators have found that games can be an effective way to teach about 

sensitive topics such as human rights, the war on terror, immigration, and environmental crises. The 

Mission US approach is especially effective for reaching struggling learners who have difficulty 

learning from a textbook. 

As students play “Flight to Freedom” and make choices for Lucy, they will earn badges representing 

different qualities or characteristics their “version” of Lucy has exhibited. The badges represent 

different ways that slaves, individually and together, responded to the conditions of slavery, in ways 

that ultimately helped hasten its end. Some badges represent choices that helped slaves preserve 

Family and Community in the face of enslavement. Others represent choices to develop skills of 

reading, writing, and speaking (Literacy/Persuasion/Leadership) that helped former slaves and 

freedmen become a powerful force for abolishing slavery. Some badges reflect slaves’ efforts to 

survive slavery by avoiding direct confrontation with slave masters’ power. Others represent choices 
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to directly Resist or break the rules of the slave system, by being Self-Reliant, engaging in Sabotage, or 

otherwise showing a Fighting Spirit.  

In small formative studies of Mission 2 with diverse middle school students, Education Development 

Center researchers found that youngsters were surprised by the arbitrary cruelties of the slave 

system, and deeply interested in the different ways that slaves could and did resist it. Whatever 

students' background, game events helped widen their view of how slavery worked, and the ways 

that enslaved and free people struggled against it. As intended, the game served as a springboard for 

questions, discussion, and further learning via the curriculum materials. 

 

Using “Flight to Freedom” with your students 
 

No history book, novel, or film covers all the ills of slavery; “Flight to Freedom” is no different. 

Although geared to children, the mission tells some ugly truths about slavery, including the work 

regimen of enslaved people, the inhumanity of bondage, the cruelty of abuse, the separation of 

families, and the physical consequences of disobedience. At the same time, the mission combats the 

stereotype of enslaved people as passive victims by showing the range of ways they survived and 

challenged oppression. The mission portrays enslaved African Americans with agency and personal 

power (even when social, economic, and political power was non-existent), and as central actors in 

their own destinies. Our goal is for all students to develop a greater respect for African Americans' 

struggle and African American history as a part of American history.  

 

Before integrating “Flight to Freedom” into your curriculum, we strongly encourage you to preview 

the mission yourself, and make certain it is appropriate for your students and your community. On 

this site, we have provided a vast array of background information, activities, discussion starters, 

primary source documents, suggestions for further reading and research, and other resources to assist 

you in contextualizing “Flight to Freedom” for your students and helping them to understand the 

difficult choices and circumstances faced by enslaved and free African Americans during this period 

of history.   

 

In addition, here are some general tips for dealing with sensitive issues in the classroom: 

 Preview the issue with your students. 

 Set ground rules for classroom talk. 

 Debrief and discuss episodes where violent or disturbing events occur. 

 

We hope you will find “Flight to Freedom” a valuable tool for teaching this important—but 

difficult—period in American history.  
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The mission takes place in northern Kentucky and southern Ohio, and begins in summer 

1848. The game is divided into five parts, as well as a framing prologue and epilogue.  

 

Students playing the game assume the role of Lucy. As the game opens, 

Lucy is a young slave on the King family’s plantation outside of Lexington.  

 

When students are reading a traditional text, such as the chapter of a book 

or a magazine article, all students are presented with the same information. 

However, as students play “Flight to Freedom,” their experiences may 

differ slightly based on the choices they make and their behavior as Lucy. 

As students make their way through the mission, they receive “badges” signifying the 

characteristics, values, and skills of their particular version of “Lucy.” 

 

In the prologue, players learn Lucy recently turned fourteen. She lives in the slave quarters of 

the hemp plantation with her mother, Nell, and her younger brother, Jonah. Lucy’s father has 

been sold away to a neighboring plantation after a poor harvest. On the occasion of her 

birthday, Nell told Lucy she is now grown up, and life will be getting harder.   

 

In Part One, “Behind the Big House,” Lucy awakens to her mother and another slave on the 

plantation, Henry, talking.  After receiving a beating for allegedly damaging a piece of 

farming equipment, Henry plans to run away.  Lucy is asked to complete a variety of tasks, 

some for her family and community and some for the plantation 

owner. Before the end of the day, Mr. Otis, the plantation’s overseer, 

will add on to her already sizeable workload.  One of these tasks will 

be to tend the fire in the smokehouse.  Lucy will complete chores 

across the plantation, encountering Jonah, Sarah King, her master’s 

daughter, and fellow slaves like Esther, the cook, along the way.   

 

Later that night, the smokehouse burns to the ground.  Mr. Otis blames Lucy and Henry, 

insisting they’re sabotaging the plantation.  At this point, knowing that a harsh beating, or 

worse, shipment “down south” is inevitable, Lucy decides to run away.  She will have a short 

time to prepare for her escape, potentially gathering food, useful items, or information.  But 

should she and Henry run away together? 

 

In Part Two, “Runaway!,” Lucy runs away from the King Plantation.  Depending on her 

choices, such as whether or not she’s collected extra food, stolen an axe, or obtained other 
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special items, Lucy’s escape can take a variety of forms.  Lucy travels through towns and 

wilderness in northern Kentucky, hoping to reach safety across the Ohio River.  Along the 

way, she might encounter slave catchers, people suspicious of her activity (whites and blacks 

alike), and, if she’s lucky, abolitionists.   

 

Lucy must make important decisions along the way.  Should she travel in 

more settled areas, with better roads but more people, or in wooded areas 

that are difficult to navigate but have less chance of being spotted?  What 

should she say if she encounters a slave catcher?  What will she wish she had 

taken from the plantation?  Each of these decisions will impact whether Lucy 

successfully makes her way north or is captured and re-enslaved. 

 

Part Three, “Free and Not Free,” takes place about a year later. Lucy is living the life of a 

fugitive slave near the town of Ripley, Ohio.  With the help of Reverend John Rankin, she is 

lodging with two free African Americans, Abigail and Morgan Wright, under the guise that 

she is their niece.  Aunt Abigail and Uncle Morgan run a laundry business, and Lucy has 

been able to save $37 over the course of a year working there.  She desperately misses her 

family and wishes she could see them. 

 

Fears increase when T.C. Bercham, a slave catcher, arrives in town.  Although she is in a free 

state, Lucy must be wary of people, especially T.C. Bercham. Lucy learns that Henry, her old 

friend from the King Plantation, has escaped to Ripley and is being hidden by abolitionist 

John Parker. Concerns about her family increase when she learns the King family, close to 

bankruptcy, is planning to sell many of their slaves. Determined to find a way to secure her 

family’s freedom, Lucy decides to attend an abolitionist meeting in Ripley that night.    

 

In Part 4, “Gathering Forces,” Lucy attends the abolitionist meeting at the Red 

Oak Church. Reverend Rankin, John Parker, and schoolteacher Millie Hatcher 

discuss various anti-slavery activities in the community. Benjamin Harrison, a 

local politician, presents a speech about colonization of slaves.  

 

After the meeting, Rankin, Parker, and Millie Hatcher discuss with Lucy plans to move 

Henry to safety, as well as potential ways to rescue Jonah and her mother from the King 

Plantation before they are sold.  While attempting to move Henry, the group is confronted by 

T.C. Bercham, who almost succeeds in taking Henry, but is missing a critical document that 

makes his capture legal. 
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Lucy is reunited with Henry, who reveals that her mother has been sold south to New 

Orleans. Henry decides he must flee to Canada in order to truly be free.  

 

Through the network known as the Underground Railroad, Lucy is 

able to help Jonah escape from the King Plantation and make his way 

to Ripley.    

 

In Part 5, “New Times, New Troubles,” which occurs one year later, in 

1850, Lucy’s “uncle,” Morgan Wright, is captured by slavecatchers. Though Morgan is a free 

man who has never been enslaved, the Fugitive Slave Act has made slavecatchers 

increasingly aggressive. Lucy and her fellow abolitionists in Ripley must try to prove that 

Morgan is free. 

 

Later, Lucy is identified as a runaway by T.C. Bercham. She is jailed, and visited by Sarah 

King, her former master’s daughter. Sarah’s family is deeply in debt, and she decides to sell 

Lucy for much-needed money.  

 

Lucy is taken to Maysville, Kentucky, and auctioned to the highest bidder.  

 

In the Epilogue, players learn what happened to Lucy after the 

auction. Using the badges they have collected throughout the 

mission, players make choices that determine Lucy’s ultimate 

path.   As Lucy’s fate unfolds, the player learns how the 

mounting regional tensions addressed in the game thrust the 

United States into the Civil War.   

 

During the Mission, students play through several “days” of Lucy’s life.  Each day focuses on 

different modes of resistance to the institution of slavery, as well as elements of daily life in 

antebellum America. Each student playing the game will have a unique gameplay experience 

based on individual choices, skill, and understanding of the period.  
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 PROLOGUE and PART 1: 

Behind the Big House 

1848 

PART 2: 

Runaway! 

1848 

PART 3: 

Free and Not Free 

1849 

PART 4: 

Gathering Forces 

1849 

PART 5: 

New Times,  

New Troubles 

1850 

EPILOGUE 

1850-1860 

Playing Time 25-30 minutes 10-20 minutes 20-25 minutes 10-15 minutes 15-20 minutes 5-15 minutes 

Story After a day full of 

exhausting work in “the 

Yard,” Lucy is accused of 

starting a fire on the King 

plantation in Kentucky, 

and decides to run away 

or risk being sold “down 

river” 

Lucy, with or 

without Henry, 

makes her way 

north to the Ohio 

River and crosses 

into the free state of 

Ohio where she 

finds refuge 

Lucy settles in 

Ripley, Ohio, 

pretending to be the 

Wright’s niece, and 

is alarmed at news 

that Master King 

plans to sell off 

slaves to avoid 

bankruptcy 

Lucy must find help 

for her brother 

Jonah among 

Ripley’s abolitionist 

community, while 

trying to stay clear 

of slave catchers and 

help Parker with a 

fugitive named 

Henry 

After the passage of the 

Fugitive Slave Law, 

Morgan Wright is 

falsely arrested as a 

fugitive and Lucy faces 

constant danger and is 

captured after Bercham 

discovers her real 

identity  

Lucy’s journey 

continues to 1860, the 

eve of the Civil War, 

along one of many 

paths covering a wide 

geography and 

different personal and 

professional outcomes  

Lucy’s Task(s) Complete plantation and 

community tasks 

Escape to Ohio 

without getting 

caught by a 

patrol…it make take 

more than one try 

Do laundry work for 

the Wrights and 

help with the anti-

slavery fundraiser 

Attend the 

abolitionist meeting, 

and decide on plan 

to help both Jonah 

and Henry  

Help try to prove that 

Morgan Wright is a free 

man  

Use badges to 

determine Lucy’s 

journey 

Badges Literacy, Family, Self 

Reliant, Resistance, 

Sabotage, Play It Safe, 

Persuasion 

Escape Master Literacy, Curious, 

Fighting Spirit, 

Persuasion 

Parker’s Promise, 

Family, Self Reliant, 

Oh Henry!, Faith, 

Play It Safe 

Parker’s Ally, Millie’s 

Ally, Literacy, Hard 

Bargain, Community, 

Leadership, Persuasion, 

Faith, Resistance, 

Family , Community 

N/A 
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Target 

Concepts 

Slavery as system of 

forced labor 

 

Slaves found everyday 

ways to resist their 

enslavement 

 

Slavery broke up families, 

but slave community still 

existed 

Escaping was 

difficult and 

dangerous. Slave 

owners had an 

elaborate system for 

surveillance and 

capture of runaways 

including 

professional slave 

catchers, night 

patrollers, trained 

dogs, and posted 

advertisements. 

 

The Underground 

Railroad in the 

South consisted 

mainly of informal 

networks of people 

assisting fugitives, 

though there were 

some stations in 

cities. 

Free black 

communities in the 

North could provide 

refuge for escaped 

slaves, but legal and 

social discrimination 

limits opportunities 

for all African 

Americans. 

 

African-American 

and white 

abolitionists—

including women 

reformers-- led the 

anti-slavery 

movement, which 

also included Free 

Soilers and 

Colonization 

groups. There were 

different strategies 

and debates within 

the movement. 

 

The Underground 

Railroad was more 

organized in the 

North where 

stations and agents 

helped fugitives 

with money, 

supplies, and 

transportation to 

Canada. 

Fugitive Slave Law 

affirmed that slaves 

were property that had 

to be returned to 

masters-- escaped 

slaves no longer had 

safety in the North and 

those who helped them 

evade slavery could be 

arrested. 

The 1850s saw the 

sectional conflict over 

slavery intensify. As 

slave states sought to 

expand westward, 

abolitionists intensified 

their struggle, settling 

in Kansas to make it a 

free state, and assisting 

freedom seekers  

despite the Fugitive 

Slave Law. Meanwhile, 

enslaved people 

continued to find ways 

to survive and resist 

their condition, not 

content to “wait for” 

emancipation. 
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Classroom 

Activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-Game Activity: Cause 

and Effect 

 

Pre-Game Activity: 

Resistance 

 

Pre-Game Activity: 

Slavery By the Numbers 

 

Part 1 Document-Based 

Activity: Slave Quarters 

Photographs 

 

Part 1 Vocabulary Activity  

 

Part 1 Writing Prompts  

 

Part 1 Review Questions 

Part 2 Document-

Based Activity #1: 

Narrative of Henry 

Bibb 

 

Part 2 Document-

Based Activity: 

Runaway Posters 

and Advertisements 

 

Part 2 Vocabulary 

Activity 

 

Part 2 Writing 

Prompts 

 

Part 2 Review 

Questions 

Part 3 Vocabulary 

Activity 

 

Part 3 Writing 

Prompts 

  

Part 3 Review 

Questions 

Part 4 Document-

Based Activity: 

Power of Rhetoric 

 

Part 4 Vocabulary 

Activity  

 

Part 4 Writing 

Prompts  

 

Part 4 Review 

Questions  

Part 5 Document-Based 

Activity: Caution! 

Poster 

 

Part 5 Vocabulary 

Activity  

 

Part 5 Writing Prompts  

 

Part 5 Review 

Questions  

Epilogue Document-

Based Activity: John 

Brown’s Raid 
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Key 

Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Smartwords: 

   auction block 

   hemp 

   master 

   overseer 

   patrollers 

   plantation 

   Yankee 

Related vocab:  

   chattel slavery 

   chicken coop 

   comfrey root 

   “down River” 

   Godey’s Lady’s Book 

   harvest 

   hemp-break 

   hiring-out 

   literacy 

   Negro 

   resistance 

   sabotage 

   slave codes 

   slave pass 

   slave quarters 

   slave state 

  smokehouse 

  yard 

 

Smartwords: 

   bounty 

   fugitive 

   slave catchers 

 

Related vocab: 

   free black 

   free state 

   reverend 

   runaway 

   steward 

Smartwords: 

   abolitionists 

   affidavit 

   bankruptcy 

   foolhardy 

   foundry 

   free papers 

   Free Soil 

   ruthless 

   stalwart 

 

Related vocab: 

   coincidence 

   convention 

   diligence 

   embroidered 

   endured 

   freeholder 

   slave power 

   vital 

 

Smartwords: 

   cargo 

   Colonization 

   conductor 

   defer 

   prudence       

   Underground    

Railroad 

 

Related vocab: 

 affection 

 precaution 

 steward 

 station 

Smartwords: 

   cholera 

   commissioner 

   Fugitive Slave Act 

   opportunists 

   quandary 

   vigilant 

 

Related vocab: 

   civil disobedience 

   Compromise of 1850 

Smartwords: 

   armory 

   calling (vocation) 

   cotton gins 

   foremen 

   gavel 

   missionary 

   namesake 

   radical 

   spirituals 

   theology 

 

Related vocab: 

   Bleeding Kansas 
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Documents 

 

* Some 

documents 

found in the 

game have 

been closely 

based on 

primary 

documents 

that can be 

found in the 

Educator’s 

Guide: 

Resources 

In the game: 

 

School Primer 

 

Godey’s Lady’s Book 

 

Slave Pass* 

 

$1200 for Negroes Poster 

 

Related Primary Docs:  

Kentucky Slave Codes 

 

"Sale of Slaves and Stock" 

Poster 

 

Brer Rabbit's "The Tar 

Baby" 

 

 

In the game: 

 

Runaway 

Advertisements* 

 

Related Primary 

Docs:  

 

Excerpt from Slave 

Narrative by Henry 

Bibb 

 

Interview with a 

Former Kentucky 

Slave About Escape 

and Capture 

 

"Plantation Police" in 

Mississippi Print 

 

 

In the game: 

 

Affidavit 

 

Anti-slavery 

Fundraiser 

 

Related Primary 

Docs:  

 

Excerpt from John 

Parker on the 

Challenges of 

Running Away 

 

Excerpt from 

Frederick Douglas 

Autobiography 

 

Proslavery Letter 

From Anti-

Abolitionist 

Newspaper in Ohio 

 

William Lloyd 

Garrison, The 

Liberator: "I WILL 

BE HEARD" 

Related Primary 

Docs:  

 

"The Transportation 

of Free Blacks to 

Africa" 

 

Free Soil Party 

Platform 

In the game: 

 

Free papers* 

 

Related Primary Docs:  

 

Summary of the 

Fugitive Slave Law 

 

Harriet Jacobs on 

Impact of Fugitive 

Slave Law 

 

"A Bold Stroke For 

Freedom" Print 

 

"Great Sale of Slaves" 

Auction Poster 

 

"Caution!! Colored 

People of Boston" Anti-

Slavery Poster 

Related Primary Docs:  

 

Sojourner Truth, "Ain't 

I A Woman?" Speech 

 

"Political Chart of the 

United States" 

 

Letter From Participant 

in John Brown's Raid 

on Harper's Ferry 

 

Map of the Slave 

Population of the 

Southern States 
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Mission 2: “Flight to Freedom” is designed to help students think about the following questions, 

among others. Keep them in mind as your students play the game.   

 

1. Why would an enslaved person risk running away when the chances of success were so 

small? 

While we don’t have precise numbers, more slaves tried to run away than ever made it 

North. Most runaway slaves went back to their plantation on their own or were caught and 

returned: 

 Slaves often ran away for short periods of time to “cool off” or visit relatives. 

 Slave patrols regularly kept a lookout for runaways, especially in Border States. 

 Masters hired professional slave catchers with bloodhounds to go after runaway 

slaves. 

 Slave owners posted runaway slave advertisements in newspapers offering substantial 

rewards. 

 Most slaves could not read and write, and had minimal information about where to 

run to. 

Would you still try to run? 

 

2. How do big social and political changes – like ending slavery in the United States – 

happen? 

 Who were abolitionists and why were they so unpopular? 

 What other groups opposed slavery? 

 What could slaves do (and not do) to end slavery? 

 What causes a shift in people’s opinions – is it events, arguments, persuasion, 

propaganda, or a combination of many factors?  

 

3. Is running away a challenge to the system of slavery or just a way to escape it? 

 Why were masters so angry when slaves ran away? 

 Why did some whites in the North break the law and help runaway slaves? 

 Why might a slave help another slave run away?  Why wouldn’t they? 

 What roles could runaways play in the anti-slavery movement? 

 Is going to Canada an act of survival or an act of selfishness? 
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The creators of “Flight to Freedom” have designed the game and accompanying classroom materials for 

educators and students to use in a variety of ways. The game’s flexible format allows for use in the classroom, at 

home, in the library or media center, or anywhere there’s a computer with an Internet connection. The game can 

be played in a one-computer classroom, a multiple-computer classroom, or in a lab setting. Students playing the 

game can work alone, in pairs, or in groups. Educators using the game can decide just how much classroom time 

they wish to dedicate to gameplay, in-class activities, and accompanying assignments.   

 

Your students will gain the most from “Flight to Freedom” if their gameplay experiences are supported by 

classroom activities, discussions, and writing exercises guided by your teaching expertise. The “Flight to 

Freedom” curriculum available on the MISSION US website provides a wealth of materials to connect the game 

to your own goals and objectives related to teaching about slavery in America preceding the Civil War. 

 

This document provides you with some planning questions to help you map out your classroom implementation 

of “Flight to Freedom,” as well as three different “models” for low, medium, and high utilization of the game 

and the accompanying materials.          
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The Test of Time  

If a student were to sit down at a computer and play “Flight to Freedom” from beginning to end 

without stopping, the entire gameplay experience would take approximately 90 – 120 minutes. 

However, we do NOT suggest you use this approach with students. The game is divided into five 

separate “parts” (think of them as chapters in a historical novel). Your students’ learning will be 

maximized if you take the time to use the gameplay as a “point of departure” or inspiration for 

classroom instruction. 

 

As a first step: Play the game yourself and briefly review the curricular materials available accompanying 

“Flight to Freedom” on the MISSION US website. Think about how much classroom time you usually dedicate 

to the events and concepts presented in the game. What other curricular goals do the game and accompanying 

materials support? What are the dominant themes of your social studies instruction (vocabulary, writing and 

reaction, social issues, analysis of primary source documents)?   

 

*Make a rough estimate of how much classroom time you’d like to dedicate to “Flight to Freedom.”    

 
Location, Location, Location 

As mentioned above, “Flight to Freedom” can be played in a variety of settings with a variety of 

technology set-ups. Your students can play as a class, in small groups, in pairs, or individually, or you 

can mix and match these approaches. Depending on accessibility of technology, students can play in 

class, at home, or both, since their online accounts will save their game data wherever they play, and 

allow them to continue playing in any setting where a computer with an Internet connection is 

available. 

 

As a second step: Consider the technology available to you and your students. Do you want to play the game 

entirely in class? Assign some sections as homework? Split student play between in-class and at-home? Ask 

your students to play the game entirely at home, and dedicate class time to activities? 

 

*Determine how and where you and your students will play the different sections of the game.   
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Classroom Activities, Discussion, and Reflection 

The classroom activities accompanying “Flight to Freedom” on the MISSION US website offer an 

extensive set of resources to support instruction. The activities roughly fall into four broad categories: 

 

 Document-Based Activities 

 Vocabulary Activities 

 Writing Prompts 

 Review Questions 

 

Other activities and resources provide additional primary sources, background information on the 

characters and setting, historical essays, and printable artwork from the game.  

 

As a third step: Review the available classroom materials and activities, and identify those most strongly aligned 

with your educational objectives and curriculum.  Plan to use the activities “as-is,” or make adaptations or 

changes to them. The resources provided may also inspire you to create your own “Flight to Freedom” activities. 

If you do, please share them with the MISSION US team!  Post your ideas, thoughts, and suggestions to the 

MISSION US Facebook page at www.facebook.com/MissionUS, or to the MISSION US Twitter feed at 

www.twitter.com/Mission_US. 

 

*Create a preliminary list of the activities you and your students will complete during your use of “Flight to 

Freedom.” 

 

Planning 

Because of their flexibility, teachers may opt for low, medium, or high integration of the game and its 

accompanying materials. There is no “right” or “wrong” way to use “Flight to Freedom.”  Below are 

some ideas on what the different levels of integration might look like in a classroom.   

 

“High” Integration (using the game as context for classroom learning)  

Estimated Number of 45-minute class periods: 8-10 (excluding homework time) 

• Students play the different parts of “Flight to Freedom” in the classroom or computer lab, 

individually or in pairs.   

• Before, during, and after playing each part of the game, students process what they are doing 

through discussion, writing, and other activities facilitated by the teacher.  

   

A teacher working in this mode might begin a class by asking students to share what they learned 

about the main characters in the prior part of the game, what the keywords for the day mean, or what 

they predict will happen in the episode they are about to play.   

http://www.facebook.com/MissionUS
http://www.twitter.com/Mission_US
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During game play, the teacher might walk around and look over students’ shoulders, asking them to 

explain a choice they’ve made, and perhaps pose a question to the room – “How many people 

decided to fix Sarah’s dress differently than she asked?”  “Why would you choose to deliberately 

disobey her request?”  “How does that relate to what we’ve been discussing about resistance and 

sabotage?”   

 

Right after game play and/or for homework, the teacher would engage students in one of the follow-

up activities available on the MISSION US website – discussion and writing prompts, vocabulary 

exercises, primary source analyses, or reviewing cause-and-effect – all of which deepen students’ 

understanding of the period by connecting game experiences to more formal curriculum knowledge 

and skills.  Students might end the unit by making presentations or drawings, writing, or completing 

other multimedia projects.   

 

Medium Integration (using the game as supplement to classroom learning) 

Estimated number of 45-minute class periods: 5 (excluding homework time)  

• Students split game play between in the classroom or lab and as homework.    

• Game play is complemented with in-class and homework activities in which students write and talk 

about what is happening in the game, using materials from the website.   

• Game play alternates with non-game-related classwork.  

 

A teacher working in this mode might introduce students to the game by playing Part 1 on a Friday 

afternoon, and asking students to play Part 2 for weekend homework.   

 

A portion of the following Monday’s class period would focus on students’ reactions and thoughts 

about the game, as well as a brief vocabulary activity or political perspectives activity. Students 

would be asked to play Part 3 of the game before class on Tuesday.  

 

In Tuesday’s class, students would complete a document-based activity related to Part 1, 2, or 3 of the 

game. 

 

In Wednesday’s class, students would be assigned Part 4 and to respond to a writing prompt or 

review question as homework.  

 

In Thursday’s class, students would play Part 5, and complete one of the activities related to that 

portion of the game in class.  
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In Friday’s class, students would review terms, phrases, and events from “Flight to Freedom,” and be 

assigned to respond to a writing prompt or review question as homework.     

 

Low Integration (using the game as an extra or enhancement)  

Estimated number of 45-minute class periods: 1 total (excluding homework time) 

• Teacher introduces the game to students (perhaps using a projector), and assigns students to play 

the entire game as homework, giving students several days to complete the task.  

• Teacher assigns one or two of the “Flight to Freedom” writing activities to students for homework, 

and/or holds a class discussion about the events in the game, connecting those events to what 

students are learning about through traditional study.  

 

Follow MISSION US on Facebook (www.facebook.com/MissionUS) and Twitter 

(www.twitter.com/Mission_US) to share and discuss your experiences and learn how other educators 

are using the game in their classrooms across the country.  

 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/MissionUS
http://www.twitter.com/Mission_US
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Some educators may wonder whether or not Mission 2: “Flight to Freedom” will provide rich content, 

context, and learning experiences to students. In addition to supporting the standards listed in the 

National Standards Alignment document, the game has also been constructed to help students achieve the 

following learning goals.  

 

MISSION US OVERALL LEARNING GOALS  

 

Students will:  

 

 Learn the story of America and the ways Americans struggled to realize the ideals of 

liberty and equality. 

 Understand the role of ordinary men and women—including young people—in history. 

 Develop historical thinking skills that increase historical understanding and critical 

perception. 

 

MISSION 2: “FLIGHT TO FREEDOM” LEARNING GOALS  

 

Enslaved men and women challenged the system of slavery through everyday acts of 

resistance and by running away.  Even though most slaves failed to escape, their actions 

helped fuel the growing anti-slavery movement in the United States in the years leading 

up to the Civil War.   

 

Will Lucy succeed in escaping the plantation or will she be sold South?  Will friends 

from the Underground Railroad help her and her family find safety up North?  Or will 

she be returned to slavery under the provisions of the new Fugitive Slave Law?  

 

As the player, you determine Lucy’s flight to freedom amid the rising tensions between 

abolitionists, law enforcement, plantation owners, escaped slaves, free blacks, slave 

patrols, farmers, and other workers and residents along the Ohio-Kentucky border. 

 

 

Historical Thinking: Cause and Effect 

To understand the past, we need to examine what happened and why, and who 

supported and opposed change: 

 Events have multiple causes, and some causes are more important than others 

 Individuals shape historical events, but events are also shaped by larger political, 

social, economic, and environmental forces 
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 Just because one event happens before another event doesn’t necessarily mean it 

caused it 

 Actions can have unintended consequences 

 

By playing the game and completing the accompanying lessons, students will develop 

skills in analyzing cause-and-effect relationships.  Specifically, students should be able 

to: 

 Identify the multiple reasons why slaves ran away and why so few managed to 

successfully escape  

 Connect the actions of individual slaves to the larger anti-slavery movement 

 Identify ways that the Fugitive Slave Law impacted runaways, free blacks and 

many white residents and changed attitudes in the North 
 

Historical Understandings  Key Related Vocabulary 

Slavery was a system of forced labor in the South in 

which enslaved people were treated as property and 

received no wages (a system that no longer existed in 

the North). 

plantation 

master 

slave 

overseer 

harvest 

chattel slavery  

Slaves found everyday ways to resist their 

enslavement (slow downs, non-cooperation, petty 

theft, sabotage). 

resistance 

sabotage 

rebellion 

Slavery broke up families, family members were sold 

to different plantations and regions. 

“Deep South” 

auction block 

Escaping was difficult and dangerous. Slave owners 

had an elaborate system for surveillance and capture 

of runaways, including professional slave catchers, 

night patrollers, trained dogs, and posted 

advertisements. 

bounty  

patrol 

slave pass 

literacy 

The Underground Railroad, a network of free blacks 

and white supporters, was present in southern cities to 

assist runaway slaves with information, safe houses, 

and leads to contacts in the North.  

Underground Railroad 

conductor 

station 

cargo 

Free black and white communities in the North could 

provide refuge for escaped slaves, but legal and social 

discrimination limited opportunities for all African 

Americans. 

discrimination 

freedom papers 

free black 
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The anti-slavery movement in free states was 

comprised of African Americans and white 

abolitionists, including women, as well as other 

groups like the Free Soilers and Colonization groups. 

There were different strategies and debates within the 

movement. 

Abolitionist 

Free Soil, Free Slavery 

reformer 

Colonization 

emancipation 

The Fugitive Slave Law said that slaves were property 

that had to be returned to masters-- escaped slaves no 

longer had safety in the North and those who helped 

them evade slavery could be arrested.  

fugitive 

Compromise of 1850 

vigilant 

slave power 
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RELATED STANDARDS: 

National Standards for History Basic Education 

Common Core Standards: English/Language Arts  

Partnership for 21st Century Skills 

 

The “Flight to Freedom” interactive game and accompanying curriculum are designed to teach 

students about slavery and abolition in the years before the Civil War, and to simultaneously 

develop their historical thinking, problem solving, and literacy skills.  By integrating the game 

and rich collection of activities and documents into their classrooms, teachers can address the 

following standards and student outcomes. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

From the National Standards for History Basic Education, available online at 

http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/nchs/standards/. 

 

The National Standards for History feature Historical Thinking Standards (skills) and U.S. 

History Standards (content).   

 

“Flight to Freedom” aligns most closely with the following Historical Thinking Standards:  

1. Chronological Thinking  

2. Historical Comprehension 

3. Historical Analysis and Interpretation.   

 

Both the game and the accompanying activities ask students to consider the consequences of 

Lucy’s actions on her life and her community.   

 

As a culminating task, players should be able to construct a historical narrative about Lucy that 

will assess their ability to: 

 

“Analyze cause-and-effect relationships bearing in mind multiple causation including: 

(a) the importance of the individual in history; (b) the influence of ideas, human 

interests, and beliefs; and (c) the role of chance, the accidental and the irrational.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/nchs/standards/
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“Flight to Freedom” also addresses the following content areas: 

 

Era 4 Expansion and Reform (1801-1861) 
The new American republic prior to the Civil War experienced dramatic territorial expansion, 

immigration, economic growth, and industrialization. The increasing complexity of American society, the 

growth of regionalism, and the cross-currents of change that are often bewildering require the 

development of several major themes to enable students to sort their way through the six decades that 

brought the United States to the eve of the Civil War. One theme is the vast territorial expansion between 

1800 and 1861, as restless Americans pushed westward across the Appalachians, then across the 

Mississippi, and finally on to the Pacific Ocean. A second theme confronts the economic development of 

the expanding American republic--a complex and fascinating process that on the one hand created the 

sinews of national identity but on the other hand fueled growing regional tensions.  A third theme 

interwoven with the two themes above, can be organized around the extension, restriction, and 

reorganization of political democracy after 1800. The rise of the second party system and modern interest-

group politics mark the advent of modern politics in the United States. However, students will see that 

the evolution of political democracy was not a smooth, one-way street as free African Americans were 

disenfranchised in much of the North and woman's suffrage was blocked even while white male suffrage 

spread throughout the states and into the newly developed territories. Connected to all of the above is the 

theme of reform, for the rapid transformation and expansion of the American economy brought forth one 

of the greatest bursts of reformism in American history. Emerson captured the vibrancy of this era in 

asking, "What is man born for but to be a reformer?" Students will find that the attempts to complete 

unfinished agendas of the revolutionary period and to fashion new reforms necessitated by the rise of 

factory labor and rapid urbanization partook of the era's democratic spirit and religious faith and yet also 

reflected the compulsion of well-positioned Americans to restore order to a turbulent society. 

 

Standard 2D. The student understands the rapid growth of "the peculiar institution" after 1800 

and the varied experiences of African Americans under slavery. Therefore, the student is able 

to: 

5-12 

Describe the plantation system and the roles of their owners, their families, 

hired white workers, and enslaved African Americans. [Consider multiple 

perspectives] 

5-12 

Identify the various ways in which African Americans resisted the conditions 

of their enslavement and analyze the consequences of violent uprisings. 

[Analyze cause-and-effect relationships] 

 

Standard 4A. The student understands the abolitionist movement.  Therefore, the student is 

able to: 

5-12 Explain the fundamental beliefs of abolitionism and compare the antislavery 

http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/Standards/historical-thinking-standards-1/3.-historical-analysis-and-interpretation#section-0
http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/Standards/historical-thinking-standards-1/3.-historical-analysis-and-interpretation#section-0
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http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/Standards/historical-thinking-standards-1/3.-historical-analysis-and-interpretation#section-0
http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/Standards/historical-thinking-standards-1/3.-historical-analysis-and-interpretation#section-0
http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/Standards/historical-thinking-standards-1/3.-historical-analysis-and-interpretation#section-0
http://www.nchs.ucla.edu/Standards/historical-thinking-standards-1/3.-historical-analysis-and-interpretation#section-0
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positions of the "immediatists" and "gradualists" within the movement. 

[Consider multiple perspectives]  

 

Standard 4C. The student understands changing gender roles and the ideas and activities of 

women reformers. Therefore, the student is able to: 

5-12 

Analyze the activities of women of different racial and social groups in the 

reform movements for education, abolition, temperance, and women's 

suffrage. [Examine the importance of the individual]  

 

 

Era 5 Civil War and Reconstruction (1850-1877)  

Standard 1A. The student understands how the North and South differed and how politics and 

ideologies led to the Civil War. Therefore, the student is able to: 

7-12 

Explain how events after the Compromise of 1850 and the Dred Scott decision 

in 1857 contributed to increasing sectional polarization. [Analyze cause-and-

effect relationships] 

7-12 

Analyze the importance of the "free labor" ideology in the North and its 

appeal in preventing the further extension of slavery in the new territories. 

[Examine the influence of ideas]  

 

 

 

From the Common Core Standards: English Language Arts, available online at  

http://www.corestandards.org/the-standards/english-language-arts-standards 

 

Common Core Standards, now adopted in over 40 states, are designed to help educators 

prepare students for success in college and careers by focusing on core knowledge and skills.  

The English Language Arts standards reflect the need for young people “to read, write, speak, 

listen, and use language effectively in a variety of content areas” including history/social 

studies.   

 

 

Mission US: “Flight to Freedom” and the accompanying curriculum provide students with 

multiple opportunities to develop literacy skills through (1) reading and listening to game 

dialogue, (2) learning “smartword” vocabulary terms in the game and utilizing them in 
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classroom activities, (3) comprehension and analysis of primary documents, and (4) written 

performance tasks in the classroom activities. 

 

Mission US: “Flight to Freedom” is most closely aligned with the following Common Core 

Standards: 

 

RH.6-8.2. Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide 

an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions. 

 

RH.6-8.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 

vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. 

 

RH.6-8.7. Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) 

with other information in print and digital texts.  

 

WHST.6-8.2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events. 

 

 

From the Partnership for 21st Century Skills, available online at 

http://www.p21.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=254&Itemid=120 

 

This framework advocates for teachers and learners to master the knowledge, skills, and 

expertise needed to live and work in the 21st century.  P21 brings together resources and tools 

for educators to integrate the “four Cs” (critical thinking and problem solving, communication, 

collaboration, creativity and innovation) into their core curriculum.  P21 is also focused on the 

crucial role of support systems (professional development, learning environments, curriculum) 

in assisting educators in developing an approach to 21st century learning. 

 

Mission US is an interactive and immersive game experience that promotes critical thinking and 

problem solving.  “Flight to Freedom” asks students to construct their own understanding of 

the cause and effects of slave resistance and the anti-slavery movement.  By playing the game 

and constructing a historical narrative, students also engage in critical thinking that requires 

them to reason effectively, use systems thinking, make judgments and decisions, and reflect on 

the learning experiences.   

 

Mission US: “Flight to Freedom” is most closely aligned with the following Twenty-First 

Century Student Outcomes: 

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 

http://www.p21.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=254&Itemid=120
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Reason Effectively 

 Use various types of reasoning (inductive, deductive, etc.) as appropriate to the situation  

Use Systems Thinking 

 Analyze how parts of a whole interact with each other to produce overall outcomes in 

complex systems  

Make Judgments and Decisions 

 Effectively analyze and evaluate evidence, arguments, claims and beliefs  

 Analyze and evaluate major alternative points of view  

 Synthesize and make connections between information and arguments  

 Interpret information and draw conclusions based on the best analysis  

 Reflect critically on learning experiences and processes  

Solve Problems  

 Solve different kinds of non-familiar problems in both conventional and innovative 

ways  

 Identify and ask significant questions that clarify various points of view and lead to 

better solutions   

 

Communication and Collaboration 

 

Communicate Clearly 

 Articulate thoughts and ideas effectively using oral, written and nonverbal 

communication skills in a variety of forms and contexts  

 Listen effectively to decipher meaning, including knowledge, values, attitudes and 

intentions  

 Use communication for a range of purposes (e.g. to inform, instruct, motivate and 

persuade)  

 Utilize multiple media and technologies, and know how to judge their effectiveness a 

priority as well as assess their impact  

 Communicate effectively in diverse environments (including multi-lingual)  

Collaborate with Others 
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 Demonstrate ability to work effectively and respectfully with diverse teams  

 Exercise flexibility and willingness to be helpful in making necessary compromises to 

accomplish a common goal  

 Assume shared responsibility for collaborative work, and value the individual 

contributions made by each team member  

 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Literacy  

 

Apply Technology Effectively 

 Use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate and communicate information  

 Use digital technologies (computers, PDAs, media players, GPS,  etc.), 

communication/networking tools and social networks appropriately to access, manage, 

integrate, evaluate and create information to successfully function in a knowledge 

economy  

 Apply a fundamental understanding of the ethical/legal issues surrounding the access 

and use of information technologies  
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1501—The transatlantic slave trade from Europe to the Americas begins. 

 

1619—The first documented slaves (“20 and odd” in number) arrive in the North American 

colonies at Jamestown, Virginia.   

 

1672—The English Royal African Company, the world’s largest single slave-trading business, is 

founded.  The arrival of slaves regularly increases into all of the northern and southern English 

colonies. 

 

1680—The slave population is about 7% of the colonial population of America, and will increase 

to over 40% by the middle of the 18th century. 

 

July 4, 1776—Members of the Continental Congress adopt the Declaration of Independence, 

declaring the thirteen colonies separate from Great Britain.  Portions of the Declaration, such as 

“all men are created equal” and the mention of inalienable rights, will form the backbone of the 

argument against slavery in the new nation.   

 

1783—The end of the American Revolutionary War brings a resurgence in the slave trade.  

Between 1783 and 1808 over 100,000 Africans are imported into the southern United States. 

 

May 14-September 17, 1787—The United States Constitutional Convention occurs, with 

members debating and deciding on a new government for the nation.  As a part of the new 

Constitution, the delegation will decide to count three-fifths of the enslaved population for 

congressional representation, and to allow the Atlantic slave trade to continue for a period of 

twenty years. 

 

1790—The first U.S. Census records 3.89 million people in the nation, with 694,280 slaves. 

 

February 12, 1793—The Congress passes, and George Washington signs, the nation’s first 

Fugitive Slave Law, allowing slave owners and hired slave catchers to cross state lines to 

capture runaway slaves.  This law also makes it a federal offense to harbor, aid or abet runaway 

slaves. 

 

August 31, 1800—Virginia slave Gabriel Prosser’s plan against local slave owners is foiled when 

two slaves in different locations tell their masters about the plot.  The trials of the plotters last 

two months and end with juries condemning 26 slaves to death by hanging. 
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March 3, 1807—Thomas Jefferson signs a law banning the Atlantic slave trade, but slave ships 

will continue to illegally transport Africans into the United States for the next fifty years.  The 

law goes into effect on January 1, 1808. 

 

1809—Following the national prohibition of the importation of slaves, the key to growth in the 

slave population is family reproduction, or intentional breeding by slaveowners.  In the next 

half-century the slave population triples, from about 1.2 million to nearly 4 million in 1860. 

 

March 3, 1820—After bitter debate over the admission of Missouri as a slave state, the Missouri 

Compromise is agreed upon.  The compromise admits Missouri as a slave state and Maine as a 

free state.  The latitude of 36°30’ is also set as an important guide for the future admittance of 

states carved from the Louisiana Purchase, with states north of the line being free states and 

states south of the line permitting slavery. 

 

December 16, 1821—The first meeting of the American Colonization Society occurs.  The 

Society, which includes such prominent members of Congress as Henry Clay, will have the 

purpose of purchasing freedom for slaves and shipping them to Africa. 

 

July 2, 1822—Denmark Vesey and five other slaves are executed for a plotted insurrection in 

South Carolina.  Slaves from Charleston and plantations surrounding the city were planning to 

seize arsenals, burn the city, and kill the governor and every white man they saw.  Their plot 

was disrupted when nervous slaves informed their masters about the plan.  

 

1826—Levi Coffin, an avid abolitionist and “conductor” of the Underground Railroad, 

welcomes his first runaway slave into his home in Newport, Indiana.  By the end of the Civil 

War, Coffin is purported to have assisted 2,000 fugitive slaves on their flight to freedom. 

 

September 1829—David Walker publishes An Appeal to the Colored Citizens of the World in 

Boston, Massachusetts. 

 

Circa 1831—The Underground Railroad, the loose connection of hideaways and safe havens for 

fugitive slaves, is given its name.  By the 1850s, the Underground Railroad will be a well-known 

name for the shuttling of freedom seekers from the South to the North and Canada. 

 

January 1, 1831—William Lloyd Garrison publishes the first edition of the Liberator, an 

abolitionist newspaper, declaring, “I do not wish to think, or speak, or write, with moderation. . 
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. . I am in earnest -- I will not equivocate -- I will not excuse -- I will not retreat a single inch -- 

AND I WILL BE HEARD." 

 

August 21-22, 1831—Nat Turner, a slave in Virginia, leads a slave revolt in Virginia.  Overall, 

some 60 whites and over 200 blacks are killed as a result of the insurrection.  Turner evades 

capture for over two months and is then hanged on November 11.  

 

December 1833—Abolitionists meet in Philadelphia to form the American Anti-Slavery Society 

(AASS).  They will focus their efforts on the immediate and uncompensated emancipation of 

slaves. 

 

April 1835—John Rankin, a prominent conductor on the Underground Railroad and resident of 

Ripley, Ohio, helps establish the Ohio Anti-Slavery Society.  From 1822 to 1865, Rankin and his 

family will help hundreds of runaways escape slavery. 

 

Summer 1835—The American Antislavery Society launches the “Great Postal Campaign,” 

sending over a million pieces of antislavery pamphlets, etchings, newspapers, handkerchiefs, 

and more to newspaper editors and elected officials through the mail in an effort to persuade 

the country’s lawmakers to abolish slavery. 

 

May 26, 1836—The Congress institutes the “gag rule,” tabling any petition dealing with slavery 

and thus stifling debate on the contentious issue.   

 

September 3, 1838—Frederick Douglass, the most prominent fugitive slave, escapes from 

slavery in Maryland.  He will become the most visible African American lecturer and writer 

during the antebellum era. 

 

May 4, 1839—Theodore Weld’s American Slavery as It Is: Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses is 

published.  It uses runaway advertisements and southern descriptions of slavery to attack the 

peculiar institution, and is instantly an important work for the antislavery movement. 

 

July 1839—A successful insurrection occurs on the Amistad, a Spanish slave ship.  On board, the 

slaves kill the captain and two other crew members.  The slaves are eventually captured in Long 

Island Sound, between New York and Connecticut.  A U.S. Supreme Court case, in which John 

Quincy Adams represents the slaves, declares those who were on board the Amistad free in 

March 1841. 
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1840—Vermont and New York pass “personal liberty laws” granting fugitives the right to a trial 

by jury and attorneys.  Over the next twenty years, other northern states will pass laws 

providing similar rights to runaway slaves. 

 

April 1840—The Liberty Party, comprised of committed antislavery men, meets in Albany, New 

York and nominates James G. Birney as their presidential nominee. 

 

April 1841—Solomon Northup travels from New York to the nation’s capital with two white 

men.  He’s then drugged and kidnapped by these men, eventually being sold into slavery in the 

South.  He will be released in 1853 and will write Twelve Years a Slave to recount his experiences 

in bondage.   

 

November 7, 1841—A slave revolt occurs on the Creole, a ship on route from Hampton, 

Virginia, to New Orleans, and the slaves sail the ship to the Bahamas.  The slaves are granted 

asylum and their freedom. 

 

March 1, 1842—The U.S. Supreme Court, in Prigg v. Pennsylvania, rules that it is the 

responsibility of the federal government to uphold the 1793 Fugitive Slave Law, not the 

responsibility of each individual state. 

 

April 24, 1846—The Mexican-American War begins as a result of the Mexican army crossing the 

Rio Grande River, a region that the United States and Mexico both claimed as their own, and 

attacking American troops.  President James K. Polk uses the incident to rally congressmen to 

pass a war resolution. 

 

August 1848—David Wilmot, a freshman Democratic Representative from Pennsylvania, 

introduces an amendment aiming to ban slavery from territory gained from the Mexican-

American War.  Wilmot’s actions demonstrate the gulf between Democrats from the North and 

Democrats from the South over the issue of slavery. 

 

August 1848—Antislavery members of the Whig and Liberty parties meet in Buffalo, New York 

to form a new political party, the Free Soil Party.  Free Soilers will oppose the expansion of 

slavery into the western territories.  

 

December 1848—William and Ellen Craft, slaves on a Georgia plantation, escape to 

Philadelphia.  The Crafts will be forced to move to Boston and then England because their 

former owner demanded their extradition back to the South. 
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1849—Harriet Tubman, the most famous “conductor” of the Underground Railroad, escapes 

from slavery.  Eventually, she will lead more than 300 people to freedom. 

 

January 29, 1850—Henry Clay presents a series of measures, now known as the Compromise of 

1850, to avert civil war between free and slave states.  The Congress debates these measures for 

eight months, passing them with the help of Stephen Douglas, with the most infamous measure 

being the Fugitive Slave Act.   

 

January 20, 1851—Near Ripley, Ohio, a fugitive slave being pursued kills a slave catcher.  The 

runaway is captured and taken back to slavery in the South. 

 

February 15, 1851—Shadrach, a fugitive slave in Boston, is arrested.  After his court case was 

adjourned to the following week, a “body of men” force their way into the courtroom and carry 

Shadrach away.  Rumors will surface that Shadrach finds freedom in Canada. 

 

April 4, 1851—Thomas Sims, a freedom seeker, is arrested in Boston.  Although Bostonians 

make a valiant attempt to rescue Sims, the runaway is eventually sold back into slavery. 

 

September 1851—Edward Gorsuch, a slave owner, is killed in Christiana, Pennsylvania while 

trying to capture his runaway slave.  Nearly forty individuals are put on trial for such offenses 

as treason, although all are eventually discharged. 

 

July 5, 1852—Frederick Douglass delivers a speech entitled “What to the Slave is the Fourth of 

July?”  In the speech, Douglass states that the rhetoric of freedom in the Declaration of 

Independence is meaningless for African Americans. 

 

March 20, 1854—The first credited meeting of the Republican Party, a coalition of Free Soilers, 

former Whigs and disenchanted Democrats, occurs in Wisconsin.  The Republican Party, which 

will oppose the westward expansion of slavery, will grow over the next few years, nominating 

its first presidential candidate, John C. Fremont, in 1856. 

 

May 24, 1854—Charles Suttle captures his “property,” runaway slave Anthony Burns, in 

Boston, Massachusetts.  On June 2, Burns is convicted of being a fugitive slave and 50,000 

Bostonians line the streets to watch Burns, in shackles, be shipped back south. 
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May 30, 1854—The Kansas-Nebraska Act becomes the law of the land.  The Act states that the 

slavery question would be decided by popular sovereignty, thus repealing the Missouri 

Compromise of 1820. 

 

May 21, 1856—A proslavery mob descends on Lawrence, Kansas, an antislavery stronghold, 

beats residents, destroys two newspaper offices, and burns much of the town.  In response, John 

Brown, a radical abolitionist, will round up his own posse of men to kill proslavery settlers at 

Pottawatomie Creek.  The violence will rage for several years, earning the moniker “Bleeding 

Kansas,” a term coined by Horace Greeley. 

 

March 5, 1857—The U.S. Supreme Court, under the leadership of Chief Justice Roger B. Taney, 

rules against a slave in Dred Scott v. Sanford.  The justices rule that Scott must remain a slave, 

despite the fact that he had lived in the free states of Illinois and Wisconsin.  Taney, writing the 

majority opinion, then declared that blacks could not be citizens of the United States and 

Congress had no right to restrict or outlaw slavery in any territories. 

 

August 21-October 15, 1858—Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas debate each other across 

the state of Illinois.  Each debate focuses on the issue of slavery.  Ultimately, Lincoln loses the 

election to represent Illinois in the U.S. Senate. 

 

September 13, 1858—Two disguised slave catchers lure John Price, a fugitive, out of Oberlin, 

Ohio with promises of work.  Between 200 and 500 members of the local community then storm 

the hotel where the slave catchers were holding Price, allowing the fugitive slave to escape to 

safety. 

 

October 16, 1859—John Brown, a radical abolitionist, raids the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, 

Virginia with a group of sixteen white and black men.  Their hope was to lead an armed 

rebellion against slave holders, but Brown’s indecision led to their capture.  John Brown is 

hanged on December 2. 

 

1860—The Census documents over 31 million people in the United States.  3,953,760 of those are 

slaves in 15 Southern states, and 488,070 are free African Americans.  Over half of free blacks 

live in the South.  The slave population of nearly 4 million is the largest slave population ever 

assembled in the New World. 

 

November 1860—Abraham Lincoln is elected the sixteenth president of the United States.   
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April 12, 1861—The first shots of the Civil War are fired at Fort Sumter off Charleston, South 

Carolina.  The federal troops on Fort Sumter surrender 34 hours after the bombardment begins. 

 

April 16, 1862—Slavery ends in Washington, DC, as Abraham Lincoln signs a law providing 

compensation for slave owners in the nation’s capital. 

 

September 22, 1862—Lincoln issues the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, declaring that 

if the southern states did not cease fighting, all slaves in rebellious territory would be made free 

on January 1, 1863.   

 

January 1, 1863—Lincoln issues the Emancipation Proclamation.  Technically not freeing a 

single slave, the Emancipation Proclamation changes the meaning of the war from one of 

“preserving the Union” to one for emancipation.  Large numbers of slaves flee plantations to 

cross into Union lines in hopes of finding freedom. 

 

January 31, 1865—The Thirteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution is passed by Congress.  

The Amendment will be ratified on December 6, thus outlawing the institution of slavery in the 

United States.   
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“The Atlantic Slave System foreshadowed many features of our modern global economy.  We see 

international investment of capital in distant colonial regions, where low-cost, highly productive 

gang labor by slaves produced commodities for an international market.  Slave-produced products 

like sugar, tobacco, coffee and chocolate actually altered the European and American diet.”  --

David Eltis and David Richardson, Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave Trade 

 

I. Industrialization Impacts North and South 

During the years prior to the Civil War from 1830 to 1860, known as the antebellum period, the 

U.S. experienced significant changes in technology that led to major gains in productivity in 

both agriculture and industry. Industrialization of the textile industry in England and the U.S. 

dramatically increased the demand for cotton and transformed the lives of workers both in the 

North and South. New power-driven machines—reapers, looms, sewing machines, lathes, and 

steam boilers—fueled this soaring productivity. 

 

The changing world of northern workers was accompanied and in part created by the arrival of 

large numbers of immigrants. The influx of hundreds of thousands of new residents from 

Ireland and Germany in the 1830s, 1840s, and 1850s assured a steady and often inexpensive 

supply of labor. The great majority of these wage earners worked in the free-labor North, which 

grew increasingly distinct from the slave-labor South and included significant numbers of free 

African Americans and women.  

 

Another important transformation wrought by these economic and technological changes was 

the emergence of a new category of professionals and managers, many of whom were willing to 

forego the ownership of land or businesses for the relative security of a salary. The members of 

this emerging middle class played an important role as consumers, purchasing a growing 

number of mass-produced products—clothing, furniture, silverware, and carriages—to show 

off their newfound wealth and status.  

 

In the growing urban centers of the North, new forms of leisure activity offered respite from 

hard work, although these activities both accompanied and fueled increases in noise, crime, 

drink, and disorder in urban areas. Responses to perceived urban disorder took various forms; 

in addition to the establishment of paid police forces in major cities, native-born members of 

both the middle and working classes engaged in a range of moral reform campaigns, such as 

the temperance movement that sought to end the sale of alcohol.  

 

Women were active in many of the reform movements of the 1830s and 1840s and it gave them 

increased presence and influence in the public and political sphere. In this period, most women 

lacked the right to vote, keep their wages, retain custody over their children, or protect their 

bodies from assault. Free black and immigrant women were especially limited in their 
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occupational options, yet many had to support their families and face harassment and assaults 

by white employers. For these women, the most important issues involved rights to good jobs 

and fair wages.  

 

In the South, the removal of the so-called Five Civilized Tribes of Indians in the 1830s from land 

that could be profitably cultivated in cotton and sugar opened the door to an expanded 

plantation economy based on slave labor.  Although cotton was considered the king of southern 

agricultural products by 1830, several other crops competed with cotton for labor and profits. 

Tobacco, rice, and sugar, although they could not be grown in as many parts of the South as 

cotton, were highly profitable in those sections where the climate and soil were favorable. These 

crops demanded different growing seasons and cycles, which contributed to the distinctly 

different experiences of slaves on rice, tobacco, cotton and sugar plantations. Rice plantations 

along the coast required highly skilled but backbreaking labor that was usually organized on 

the task system.  This system allowed many of the enslaved workers more time to take care of 

their own needs, but working in the hot, wet rice fields also involved special perils such as 

malaria, pneumonia, and tuberculosis. Tobacco, sugar, and cotton plantations relied primarily 

on gangs of slaves performing largely unskilled labor. Under the gang system, planters 

benefited from having entire families working in the fields.  

 

II. Southern Slave Experiences 

On large plantations, the demand on laborers differed from place to place, from crop to crop, 

and from job to job. For instance, house slaves lived under quite different conditions from those 

of field hands. House slaves, although privileged in certain ways, still worked hard and their 

close proximity to whites made them more vulnerable to surveillance, sexual exploitation, and 

abuse. House slaves were subject to their masters’ demands at all hours of the day or night. 

Fieldwork varied depending on the crop and season, but most field hands worked from dawn 

to dusk and some tasks, such as grinding the sugar harvest, often extended far into the night. 

Punishment was used more often than reward to induce slaves to work harder.  Whipping was 

the most common means of punishment, but some slaves were beaten, chained, imprisoned, 

maimed, or shot by their masters or overseers. 

 

Although some African Americans accommodated themselves to their owners’ demands in 

order to avoid sale, brutal beatings or other forms of punishment, many others demonstrated 

their opposition to bondage through everyday acts of resistance. Using whites’ own prejudices 

about the laziness and irresponsibility of black labor, slaves broke tools, worked at a slow pace, 

damaged property, feigned illness or pregnancy, and engaged in other acts of sabotage. Slave 

cooks might spoil meals or spit in the soup before serving it. A few even poisoned their owners. 

Suspicious fires were common on plantations. Slaves might use them to distract masters from 

other crimes, such as the theft of meat or other goods. Many enslaved men and women also ran 
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away, hiding out for days or weeks at a time. Some of them, mostly young men, found their 

way to freedom in the North.  Despite nearly impossible odds, a small number of slaves chose 

open revolt over daily resistance. These revolts revealed the deep feelings and aspirations that 

slaves normally had to conceal from their masters. Although such open revolts were rare, they 

were greatly feared by white southerners of all classes, and their outbreak often resonated 

across the region and intensified the suppression of slaves and free blacks no matter how 

limited the actual event was. 

 

III. Free Blacks in the South 

In addition to slaves, free blacks threatened planters’ authority. The mere existence of free 

blacks in the South challenged any simple connection between race and enslavement. Fearing 

the influence that free blacks exerted on slaves, the Virginia General Assembly in 1837 

reaffirmed an 1806 statute that allowed county courts to determine whether free blacks would 

be allowed to remain in residence permanently. To stay in Virginia, the petitioner had to 

demonstrate that he or she was “of good character, peaceable, orderly and industrious, and not 

addicted to drunkenness, gaming or other vice.” African American men had a more difficult 

time than women persuading courts to let them remain in the state as free persons. It was hard 

for them to be industrious without being viewed as competitors with white workingmen, and 

they were more likely to be considered disorderly by their mere presence in the population. 

 

The number of free blacks in the South remained small throughout the mid-nineteenth century, 

and most lived in towns and cities rather than plantation areas. Yet their presence still created 

considerable anxiety among whites. By 1840 the state of Mississippi passed laws expressly 

prohibiting free blacks from testifying against whites, serving in the militia, voting, or holding 

office. 

 

IV. Southern Planters Try to Maintain Power 

During the 1830s and 1840s, revolts and escapes by slaves, the growth of the free black 

community, demands by non-slaveholding whites, and the rise of an anti-slavery reform 

movement  all challenged the power of planters. The British abolition of West Indian slavery in 

1833, the Panic of 1837, and the emancipation of slaves in the French West Indies in 1848 

intensified slave owners’ concerns over the future of the South’s increasingly peculiar 

institution. Attacks from northern opponents — a growing abolitionist movement, fugitive 

slaves, the condemnation of church leaders, and massive petition campaigns — heightened 

slave owners’ concerns as well. 

 

The defenders of slavery did not retreat, however. Believing that expansion into western lands 

presaged a new day for planters, they developed an aggressive defense of their way of life and 

further restricted possibilities for change. Previously referred to apologetically as a necessary 
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but temporary evil, black bondage was now described as the natural order of things. In the 

words of South Carolina Senator John C. Calhoun, slavery was “a positive good,” an institution 

beneficial alike to planters, slaves, and all other social groups. 

 

The growing importance of slavery to southern agriculture, along with the 1808 prohibition of 

the importation of slaves, increased the prices for slaves and encouraged an expanding internal 

slave trade. The internal slave trade was one of the cruelest aspects of a harsh system. Although 

slaves had always been subject to sale, the possibility of being sold to a plantation hundreds of 

miles from one’s family increased dramatically in the 1840s with the extension of slavery into 

Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas. Because the slaves in greatest 

demand were between the ages of twenty and fifty, a high percentage of those sold left spouses 

and children behind. As slavery’s heartland moved southwestward, the forced migration of 

hundreds of thousands of African Americans caused the massive destruction of families. 

 

V. Extending Slavery to the West 

The dreams of westward expansion fueled political conflicts within and between the North and 

the South. The Lone Star Republic of Texas generated intensive debates in the 1830s and 1840s. 

It had sought U.S. statehood from the moment it achieved independence in 1836, but northern 

hostility to admitting this immense slaveholding territory into the Union postponed action for 

several years. In 1844, however, the Democratic Party platform tied support for Texas statehood 

to the demand — popular among northern farmers — for the annexation of all of Oregon (a 

region claimed by both England and the United States). Farmers from the Old Northwest had 

been eyeing Oregon’s Willamette Valley for years. By 1843, thousands of wagons were already 

following the Oregon Trail west from Missouri. Southern planters and politicians began to 

believe that the North’s appetite for new lands might at last provide the basis for Texas 

statehood. The election the following year turned on the issue of admitting Texas and annexing 

Oregon. 

 

President Polk had even grander plans for expansion. Polk presided over the settlement of the 

disputed Oregon Territory and then turned his attention to wresting more land from Mexico. 

Knowing that this plan would necessitate war, he promptly provoked one. In January 1846, 

Polk sent U.S. troops across the Nueces River in Texas and into territory claimed by Mexico. 

News that Mexican troops had crossed the Rio Grande River in April and attacked American 

soldiers led Polk to demand war with Mexico.  

 

Most slaveholders eagerly looked forward to creating new slave states from these hoped-for 

territories. For proslavery forces, the chance to acquire additional lands in the Southwest 

offered numerous benefits. The spread of slavery would aid planters in the upper South by 

creating an even greater demand and higher prices for their excess slaves. Small farmers who 
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owned no slaves (a group that would constitute three-fourths of southern white families by 

1860) could hope for a better chance on the new western lands, thereby alleviating the pressures 

on the planter class to respond to their needs by redistributing existing wealth. And finally, the 

rapid growth of a non-slaveholding and increasingly antislavery North endangered the political 

autonomy of the slaveholding South. Geographical expansion would help ensure planters 

increased representation in the Senate through the admission of new slave states. This would 

prevent the North from using the federal government to block the interests of slaveholders. 

 

As it turned out, winning the war against Mexico greatly sharpened the internal conflict in the 

United States. The debate over what to do with the new land — specifically, whether to permit 

slavery there — aroused emotions that ultimately exploded in the Civil War. 

 

VI. The Abolitionist Movement 

For many reform-minded women and men in the North, the eradication of slavery was the most 

important movement of the day. Led by advocates of immediate emancipation such as William 

Lloyd Garrison, Frederick Douglass, and Abby Kelley, radical abolitionists argued that other 

forms of bondage—wage slavery and prostitution, for instance—paled in comparison with the 

millions held in servitude by southern planters. Seeking to create a movement that reflected 

democratic and egalitarian ideals, radical abolitionists demanded that antislavery groups, 

including the American Anti-Slavery Society (AASS), be open to women as well as to men and 

to African Americans as well as to whites. 

 

The commitment of radical abolitionists to principles of both racial and sexual equality ensured 

that some who agreed with the abolition of slavery would disagree over the means to achieve 

emancipation. By the late 1830s and 1840s the result was factionalism and infighting among 

abolitionists. But such disagreements also multiplied the number and range of antislavery 

movements, forcing more and more of those who lived in the free-labor North to confront their 

complicity with slavery in the South. 

 

VII. The Compromise of 1850 

After the discovery of gold in California, the number of U.S. residents there had grown so 

rapidly that in 1849, political leaders sought statehood without having ever applied for 

territorial status. This made California the focal point of debates over slave labor and free labor 

that continued to dominate eastern political life. Just before California applied for statehood, 

northerners who wanted the West left open for settlement by free men founded the Free Soil 

Party. Free Soilers advocated a non-slave West, but they did not advocate abolition. They were 

willing to leave slavery alone where it already existed, thereby hoping to assuage the concerns 

of southerners. 
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Ultimately, the Compromise of 1850 consisted of a series of separate bills passed by different, 

and sometimes competing, coalitions. Northeasterners and midwesterners, for instance, nearly 

all supported the admission of California as a free state and the abolition of the slave trade in 

the District of Columbia. Southerners, on the other hand, voted overwhelmingly for the new 

Fugitive Slave Law, which denied jury trials to accused runaway slaves and empowered any 

marshal pursuing them to force local citizens to join the hunt. On each issue, just enough party 

loyalists crossed sectional lines to assure passage. In addition, the sudden death of President 

Taylor in July 1850, who despite his support for California’s admission had threatened to veto 

the larger compromise of which it was a part, paved the way for the bill’s passage. The new 

president, Millard Fillmore, not only supported the compromise but used his powers as 

president to convince northern Whigs to support it as well. 

 

VIII. The Fugitive Slave Law 

One of the Fugitive Slave Law’s major targets was the “underground railroad,” a network of 

thousands of free blacks and white sympathizers who concealed, sheltered, clothed, and guided 

runaway slaves in the course of their northward flight. The best known of the “conductors” 

who served this railroad was Harriet Tubman, who escaped from slavery in Maryland in 1849. 

Over the next decade, Tubman returned to the South nineteen times, repeatedly risking capture 

and death in order to liberate more than three hundred others. In the North, local vigilance 

committees — composed largely of free blacks and white Quakers — kept the railroad going. 

Free blacks provided most of the labor and funds required by the cause despite their long hours 

of work and limited economic opportunities.  

 

During the 1840s, slave owners grew more anxious about the underground railroad, even 

though the number of successful slave escapes may not have increased. Escapes affected far 

more than the few thousand who actually fled. News traveled through the slaves’ “grapevine 

telegraph,” emboldening many still in bondage. At the same time, successful fugitives such as 

Frederick Douglass and William and Ellen Craft, who had escaped from Georgia in December 

1848, became powerful and effective antislavery speakers in the United States and Britain. The 

Fugitive Slave Law, its proponents hoped, would not only reduce the number of escapees, but 

also drive earlier runaways such as Tubman, Douglass, and the Crafts back into hiding. Instead, 

the new law had the opposite effect, re-invigorating protests against slavery and against slave 

owners who were viewed as abusing federal power. A law that forced them to assist slave 

owners in returning fugitives to bondage enraged long-time abolitionists and their new allies. 

They held mass meetings throughout the North and Midwest. 

 

The 1852 publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a sentimental and tragic tale of slavery and slave-

hunters, enhanced popular opposition to the Fugitive Slave Law. Harriet Beecher Stowe first 

published the story in serial form in the National Era, an abolitionist newspaper. When 
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published in book form, it sold three hundred thousand copies in one year, electrified northern 

readers, and infused opposition to the Fugitive Slave Law with a powerful emotional appeal. 

 

Contrary to the hopes of its sponsors, then, the Compromise of 1850 inflamed antislavery 

feelings in the North. As long as slavery seemed geographically contained and remote, free-

state residents could try to ignore it, considering it someone else’s worry and someone else’s 

sin. But by refusing to outlaw slavery in the West and then welcoming slave hunters into the 

free states and requiring all citizens to aid them, the new law put an end to those illusions. Like 

the Mexican War, the Fugitive Slave Law seemed to bear out the abolitionist claim that chattel 

slavery endangered freedom everywhere, not merely in the South. 

 

IX. The Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 and Bleeding Kansas 

Before the battles over the Fugitive Slave Law could ebb, struggles over slavery erupted in the 

Great Plains. The focal point of this battle was the Kansas-Nebraska Act, submitted to Congress 

in January 1854 by Democratic Senator Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois. Douglas had speculated 

heavily in western lands and hoped that by attracting settlers to the region he could persuade 

Congress to route a planned transcontinental railroad through the area. Since many southern 

Senators preferred a more southern route, Douglas offered them an incentive to vote for his bill. 

He included a clause that allowed residents of the territory to decide by popular vote whether 

or not they would permit slavery. Since the Nebraska Territory lay north of the 36° 30’ line set 

by the Missouri Compromise, allowing residents there to vote on whether to become a slave 

state or a free state would effectively remove all federal barriers to the spread of slavery 

throughout the West. Despite these strong objections, the Senate passed the Kansas-Nebraska 

Act on March 3, 1854.  

 

During the next two years, political passions burned fiercely in Kansas. Pro-slavery Missourians 

poured across the border, hoping to claim the Kansas Territory for themselves. But even more 

settlers arrived from the free states. Thousands were aided by abolitionists back east who 

formed the Kansas Emigrant Aid Society to assure the territory would remain a haven for free 

labor. Confronted by a free soil majority, the pro-slavery forces quickly resorted to armed 

intimidation and violence. When anti-slavery forces responded, undeclared guerrilla war 

followed. Despite the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act and its support by pro-slavery 

Democrats, residents of Kansas finally established a free state government in mid-1858.  

 

The Republican Party coalesced out of the large but amorphous opposition to the Kansas-

Nebraska bill of 1854. In their first party platform, drafted in 1856, Republicans denounced 

slavery as immoral and insisted on halting its further westward expansion. The new party 

attracted support from many formerly competing interests, including antislavery Whigs, 

Democrats, former Free Soilers, and Know-Nothings. 
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X. The Deepening Rift Becomes a Chasm  

The Republican victory in 1860 grew out of the social, economic, cultural, and political changes 

that had taken place in the United States during the preceding half-century. By preserving slave 

labor, the first American Revolution stopped far short of the Declaration of Independence’s 

stated goal — a society based on the principle that “all men are created equal.” For a number of 

decades, national leaders worked long, hard, and successfully to hold together a nation 

increasingly divided by two distinct labor systems. But as the slave-labor South and the free-

labor North matured, they developed needs, interests, and values that each region found to be 

ultimately unacceptable in the other. Slave owners and their supporters became more and more 

committed to chattel slavery, viewing it as the essential prop to their own independence, while 

to them the North’s vaunted “free society” became an object of fear and loathing. And although 

northerners hotly disagreed among themselves about the meaning of “free labor,” most came to 

view the expansion of slavery as a direct threat  to northerners’ own rights, freedoms, and 

aspirations. The ongoing resistance to slavery and the response it evoked from slaveholders 

kept the issue alive and the stakes high.  

 

Disputes over the future of the West manifested and exacerbated the growing sectional clash, 

destroyed the old two-party system, and gave life to Republicanism. “Bleeding Kansas” and 

John Brown’s raid at Harpers Ferry revealed how sharp the conflict had become and anticipated 

the way in which it would at last be resolved.  
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As students play MISSION 2: “Flight to Freedom,” they will encounter many of the following key terms 

and definitions. The key terms appear throughout the Mission during the different parts of Lucy’s life. 

Please see the Mission 2 At A Glance document in the Overview section of the Teacher Materials for 

information on when terms are included in gameplay. Additional terms are included for teacher and 

student reference. 

 

abolitionists—men or women who wanted the immediate end to slavery.  Some abolitionists 

believed blacks and whites were equal. Others did not. 

 

ambush— to conduct a surprise attack. 
 

American Colonization Society—the organization founded in 1816 whose mission was to 

transport free African Americans to colonies in Africa. 

 
affidavit—a written statement used as evidence in court.  

 

armory—a supply of weapons; a place where weapons are made and/or stored. 

 

auction—a public sale where goods or services go to the highest bidder. 

 

auction block—a platform from where a person sells a good or service to the highest bidder. 

 

bankruptcy—when a person can no longer pay their creditors (the people who loaned them 

money or goods). 

 

“Big house”—a reference to the plantation owner’s home, the biggest house on the plantation. 

 

Bleeding Kansas—the name for a period of violence between pro- and antislavery forces in 

Kansas Territory from roughly 1854 to 1857. 

 

bluff—an attempt to fool someone by lying or tricking them. 

 

border—the line, or area, separating two geographic regions. 

 

Border State—the states of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Missouri that were 

located between the “free” and “slave” states.  Although they’re referred to as border states, 

each had slavery.    

 

bounty—a reward for a service rendered, such as the capture of a runaway slave. 
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bounty hunter—someone who captures individuals, such as runaway slaves, for whom a 

reward is offered. 

 

brace—(noun) a device that clamps together to provide support; (verb) to make sturdier.  

  

calling (vocation) — an occupation; profession. 

 

Canada—a part of the British Empire (before 1867) that borders the United States to the north 

and where slavery was illegal. 

 

cargo—the load of goods held in a ship’s hull or on a wagon. 

 

chattel slavery— the ownership of a person and his/her descendants. 

 

cholera—a life-threatening disease of the small intestine, which causes severe diarrhea, 

vomiting, and muscle cramps.  

 

chicken coop—a shed or other enclosure where chickens are kept and raised. 

 

Cincinnati—a city in the southwest corner of Ohio.  It was a common destination for runaway 

slaves in the 1830s, 40s, and 50s. 

 

citizen—a legally recognized individual within a city, state or nation who has rights, like voting 

and land ownership. 

 

civil disobedience—the refusal to obey certain laws or requirements of a government. 

 

coincidence—when two or more things occur at the same time, in a way that is not planned or 

expected. 

 

colonization—a movement in the 1800s to transport free African Americans to Africa. 

 

colored—an old term used to refer to African Americans. 

 

comfrey root—a root found in the United States that can be used to heal cuts, burns,  and other 

wounds. 

 

commissioner—a person who has been hired to perform a business or duty for the government.  
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convention— a large meeting of a group of people who have a common goal or are interested 

in a common topic. 

 

Compromise of 1850—a series of bills that tried to end the sectional stalemate over slavery.  It 

admitted California as a free state, but it also provided slave catchers with increased powers to 

return fugitive slaves back to the South. 

 

conductor—a person who helped transport freedom seekers along the Underground Railroad. 

 

cotton gin— a machine invented by Eli Whitney, which separates cotton seeds from cotton. 

 

defer—to accept someone else’s opinion or judgment on a particular topic or situation out of 

respect for that person. 

 

detour—a roundabout route used to avoid something dangerous or troublesome. 

 

“down river”—a term describing the selling of a slave to the Deep South, oftentimes by using 

the Mississippi River for part of the travel. 

 

diligence—dedicated, persistent work or effort. 

 

discrimination—treating someone unfairly and/or poorly because of their race, ethnicity, 

religion, etc. 

 

emancipation—freeing someone from slavery. 

 

embroidery—the art of stitching decoration onto cloth with thread or yarn.  
 

endure— to put up with something that might cause pain or discomfort; tolerate. 

 

ferry—a boat or raft used to carry passengers and/or goods from one side of a body of water to 

the other.  

 

flatboat—a boat with a flat bottom that was used to transport a large number of goods across a 

river. 

 

foolhardy—reckless; doing things without thinking. 
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ford—(noun) a shallow place in a river where one can walk across; (verb) to cross a river at a 

shallow place.  

 

foreman—someone in charge of a group of workers. 

 

foundry—a workshop or factory where metal can be cast and shaped. 

 

free blacks—African Americans who were not enslaved, although they faced discrimination in 

most communities, in the North as well as the South. 

 

freeholder—someone who owns a piece of land and has the right to sell, lease or rent it. 

 

free papers/freedom papers—a certificate proving the free status of an African American. 

 

Free Soil—a political group within the antislavery movement that wanted to restrict slavery 

from the western territories. They did not support racial equality. 

 

free state— a US state in which slavery was not allowed and/or became illegal before the Civil 

War. 

 

fugitive—the term used to describe runaway slaves; also, a person who has escaped from a 

place and is hiding.  

 

Fugitive Slave Act—a part of the Compromise of 1850 that provided slave catchers with 

increased powers to return freedom seekers to the South.  It also required northerners, and their 

legal officials, to assist in this process. 

 

gavel—a mallet or hammer used to get a group’s attention or to confirm an action (at a meeting, 

in court, etc.). 

 

Godey’s Lady’s Book—a popular lady’s magazine during the Civil War era, covering such 

topics as fashion and containing essays, short stories and poetry. 

 

green wood—wood that is tough to burn because it hasn’t had time to dry out since it’s recently 

been cut from a living tree. 

 

Harriet Beecher Stowe—the abolitionist author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, a best-selling novel based 

on real events that convinced many northerners that slavery was wrong. 
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harvest—the period and process of gathering crops on a farm or plantation. 

 

hemp— a plant, the coarse fiber of which can be used to make rope, fabric, or paper. 

 

hemp-break—a machine used to separate the hemp’s fibers from the plant’s stalk 

 

hiring-out papers—documents allowing a slave to travel or work for someone other than his or 

her owner. 

 

illiterate—unable to read or write. 

 

Lexington—a city in northern Kentucky, located about 80 miles from the Ohio border. 

 

lickety split—very fast. 

 

Licking River—a tributary of the Ohio River, located in northeastern Kentucky. 

 

literate/literacy—being able to read and write. 

 

master—the person who owned a slave. 

 

Maysville—a city bordering the Ohio River in northern Kentucky.  It was an important crossing 

point for slaves escaping to the North. 

 

missionary—a person who is sent to a specific region or country to do religious work. 

 

moor—to secure a boat in a particular place.  

 

morals—a person’s belief in what is right and what is not right for them to do. 

 

namesake—a person, place or thing having the same name as another; often referring to 

someone who is named after another person. 

 

Negro—common term used during the Civil War era to refer to an African American, or black, 

person. 

 

Ohio River—the river that separates the states of Ohio and Kentucky. It’s the largest tributary 

of the Mississippi River, and it begins in Pennsylvania. 
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opportunist—a person who takes advantage of a situation, often with little thought to 

consequences or principles involved.  

 

overseer—the person hired to run the day-to-day operations of a plantation, including 

discipline.  

 

patrollers—individuals in charge of capturing and returning runaway slaves within a certain 

town, county, or state. 

 

plantation—a large farm, normally specializing in the growth of one cash crop, worked by 

slaves. 

 

precaution— an action taken ahead of time to avoid something that could be dangerous or 

harmful. 

 

proprietress/ proprietor— a person who owns a business or property. 

 

prowling— to move about in a sneaky manner, like a animal searching for its prey. 

 

prudence—caution. 

 

quandary—a state of uncertainty; a predicament.  

 

radical—having extreme views which are not shared by most people. 

 

rebellion—active and open resistance against a ruler or leader. 

 

reformer—someone who sets out to change an aspect of society that they do not like. 

 

resistance—refusing to comply or follow directions, orders or demands; fighting back.  

 

reverend—a title of respect used when talking to a preacher, pastor, minister or other member 

of the clergy in a church. 

 

Ripley—a town in Ohio, on the other side of the Ohio River from Kentucky, that served as a 

safe haven for fugitive slaves along the “underground railroad.” 

 

road pass or slave pass—a pass needed by slaves (and sometimes by free blacks) if  

they were traveling throughout the South. 
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root cellar—a structure built partially or entirely underground that stores vegetables, fruits, 

nuts and other food. 

 

runaway—a slave trying to escape his or her owners so that he could be free. 

 

ruthless—cruel, mean, heartless. 

 

sabotage—purposely destroying, disenabling, damaging or obstructing something. 

 

safe house—homes on the Underground Railroad, which provided food and a safe place for 

runaway slaves to stay on their way to freedom. 

 

seminary—a school or place of religious learning. 

 

shawl—a piece of fabric worn by women, normally worn around the shoulders or wrapped 

around the head. 

 

skiff—a shallow, flat-bottomed open boat.  

 

slave—a person forced to work for someone else, not earning any money or reward for their 

effort. 

 

slave catchers—men who were paid to travel even to the North to find and bring back slaves 

who had run away.  

 

slave codes— laws which limited the rights of slaves and gave slave owners total power over 

them. 

 

slave power—the belief among antislavery men and women that southerners who were only 

interested in protecting the institution of slavery controlled the U.S. government.   

 

slave quarters—the housing for laborers, oftentimes small shack-like housing with very few 

comforts. 

 

slave state— a US state in which slavery was legal before the Civil War. 

 

slave trader- someone who buys and sells people as slaves. 
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Slaveocracy—a ruling group of slaveholders or advocates of slavery, as in the southern United 

States before 1865.  A popular term during the slave era, used in anti-slavery newspapers like 

The Liberator and Emancipator. 

 

slop—bran or cornmeal mixed with water and fed to pigs and other livestock. 

 

smokehouse—a place to both “smoke,” or cook, and store meat. 

 

“sold south”—the term used when slave owners decided to sell either disobedient or 

nonessential slaves further south to raise extra money. 

 

spirituals—religious folk songs, originally sung by African Americans in the southern United 

States. 

 

stalwart—a loyal, hardworking member of a group, team or cause. 

 

station—a stop along the Underground Railroad, often a house, cave or other safe haven. 

 

steward— a person in charge of taking care of passengers and the food supply on a ship, train, 

bus, etc. 

 

surveillance—the close observance of someone, especially if that someone’s suspected of being 

a criminal. 

 

tavern—a place that serves both food and alcoholic beverages. 

 

testify— to make a statement based on personal knowledge or belief. 
 

theology— the study of religion. 

 

toll station—a place where a person had to pay money to use a road (like a toll booth on 

today’s interstate highways).  

 

tracking—following, trailing. 

 

Underground Railroad—the loose, informal network of individuals, hideaways, and safe 

havens that assisted slaves as they tried to escape to freedom. 

 

vigilant —keeping careful watch for danger or trouble. 
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vital— very important; necessary. 

 

wily—skillful at tricking or deceiving.  

 

witness— someone with personal knowledge of something. 
 

Yankee—a name for Northerners used by Southerners. 

 

yard—a place, often immediately by the “big house,” where slaves performed daily chores and 

completed tasks. 
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As the game 

begins, Jonah is an 

eight year old 

enslaved laborer 

on Master King’s 

plantation. He is 

Lucy’s younger 

brother.  

Nell is Lucy and Jonah’s mother. Nell 

is a field hand on Master King’s 

plantation. She works planting, 

hoeing, weeding, harvesting, and 

bundling hemp. Nell has a pass which 

allows her to visit her husband on a 

neighboring plantation occasionally. 

Much of “Flight to Freedom” is based on actual events, places, and people. While some characters are 

fictional and serve to illustrate the various components of antebellum society, others are based on actual 

historic figures. Brief background information is included here on the Mission’s fictional characters, as 

well as biographical information on the historic figures included in the game.    

 

Characters 
 

Lucy (fictional character) 

 

 

 

 

Jonah (fictional character)   Nell (fictional character) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the game begins, Lucy is a fourteen year old enslaved laborer on Master 

King’s hemp plantation, located 20 or so miles from Lexington, Kentucky. Lucy is 

the daughter of Nell. Lucy’s father was sold away to the nearby Preston 

plantation after a bad harvest. She only sees her father occasionally. Lucy is 

strong willed and has gotten into trouble for speaking her mind. She grew up 

playing with the master’s daughter, Sarah, though their relationship has changed 

as they have grown older. Lucy works in the yard tending animals and the 

garden, washing clothes, toting water for field hands, and helping the cook.  

After being accused of burning down the plantation smokehouse, Lucy escapes 

to Ohio, where she is taken in by a free black couple, and becomes involved in 

the abolitionist movement. 
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Henry is a nineteen year old field hand on Master King’s plantation. Henry is a 

good friend of Lucy’s family. In addition to his duties in the fields, Henry is also 

responsible for tending the smokehouse – cutting wood and maintaining the fire 

whenever hogs have been butchered and are ready to smoke. Henry’s family was 

sold away from the King plantation the previous year. Henry is strong willed and 

has a short temper.  He has run off for days at a time over the past year. As the 

game begins, Henry has been beaten for possibly breaking some equipment on 

the plantation.  

Esther is the cook and a house slave on Master King’s plantation. Because she 

spends her days in the “Big House,” Esther overhears much of Master King’s 

business and passes information along to other slaves. Esther also travels to 

Lexington to shop for the household and gathers information from other 

enslaved workers and free blacks at the Lexington market. 

Mr. Otis is the overseer on 

Master King’s plantation. 

Mr. Otis manages the 

enslaved labor and 

farming operations for 

Master King. Unlike Lucy 

and her family, Mr. Otis is 

paid a salary. He is a harsh 

supervisor who uses 

punishment—and fear of 

it-- to force more labor 

from the slaves. 

Sarah is the fifteen year old 

daughter of Tobias King 

(Lucy’s master). Sarah grew 

up playing with Lucy, but 

now views herself as an 

adult and mistress over the 

slaves. Sarah’s primary 

interest is finding a suitable 

husband and marrying 

within in the next few years.  

She is an avid reader of 

ladies’ magazines and 

follows the latest fashions. 

 

Henry (fictional character) 

 

Esther (fictional character) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sarah King (fictional character)                             Mr. Otis (fictional character) 
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John Rankin (1793-1886) was a Presbyterian minister who started out preaching 

in Tennessee, but was forced to leave when he made his anti-slavery views 

public. Rankin became an outspoken abolitionist in Ripley, Ohio, where he was 

extremely active in the Underground Railroad. His “Letters on Slavery” greatly 

influenced William Lloyd Garrison, Henry Ward Beecher, Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, and other abolitionists around the country. Rankin lived in a house high 

on a hill in Ripley, overlooking the village and the Ohio River. During the forty 

years preceding the Civil War, it is estimated over 2,000 slaves passed through 

Ripley, many of whom were assisted by the Reverend Rankin and his family. 

Rankin’s house is currently a National Historic Landmark.    

John Parker (1827-1900) was a former slave who escaped from slavery in 

Alabama, was recaptured, and eventually purchased his own freedom. He 

moved to Ripley, Ohio in 1849, where he became active in the Underground 

Railroad. Parker was known to venture into Kentucky to help slaves across the 

Ohio River.  He was a skilled iron worker, and one of the few African Americans 

to hold multiple patents during the 19th century. Parker eventually owned his 

own foundry, where he designed and manufactured farm tools. His Ripley 

house is also a National Historic Landmark.  

Abigail and Morgan Wright are a free African American couple living in Red 

Oak, Ohio, just north of Ripley. Their ancestors were Virginia slaves freed after 

the American Revolution and resettled by their owners in the Ohio River 

Valley. The Wrights own and operate a laundry business for individuals and 

businesses in the area. Abigail and Morgan are abolitionists, and active in the 

Underground Railroad.  When Lucy escapes from the King plantation, they 

take her in and claim she is their niece from Pennsylvania. 

 

Reverend John Rankin (historical figure) 

 

 

 

John Parker (historical figure) 

 

 

  

Abigail and Morgan Wright (fictional characters) 
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Millicent Hatcher is a twenty-

one year old teacher who 

studied at the Hartford Female 

Seminary under Harriet 

Beecher Stowe. An outspoken 

abolitionist, she moved west to 

Ohio to teach in the Red Oak 

School under the supervision of 

Reverend Rankin. 

T.C. Bercham is a 

slave catcher based in 

Lexington, Kentucky, 

who is hired by 

Master King to track 

down Lucy and 

Henry. 

Benjamin Harrison is a politician and member of the Free Soil Party from 

Cincinnati, Ohio. He is running for office as a state representative. Harrison 

opposes the expansion of slavery to the western territories, but does not 

advocate the immediate abolition of slavery.  He believes freed slaves could 

never become equal citizens in the United States, and instead supports the idea 

of government financed colonization, which means sending freed slaves to 

Liberia, Africa. 

Mrs. Porter manages the Ripley 

Hotel with her husband.  The hotel is 

located across from the ferry dock on 

the Ohio River. Originally from 

Kentucky, Mrs. Porter believes 

slavery is beneficial to both slaves 

and slave owners. Many of the 

hotel’s customers come from 

Kentucky. 

 

Millie Hatcher (fictional character)      T.C. Bercham (fictional character) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benjamin Harrison (fictional character) 

 

 

 

Mrs. Porter (fictional character) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheriff McKee (fictional 

character) 

Ripley’s sheriff, who is 

responsible for maintaining 

law and order.  He is not an 

abolitionist, but sympathizes 

with fugitives who are 

trying to escape. He does not 

enjoy returning them to 

slavery. 
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Ripley and Red Oak, Ohio  

Ripley is a small, bustling town just across the Ohio River from Kentucky. Ripley served as a 

port for the shipping of pork headed south and tobacco headed north. Warehouses, markets, 

and boat builders lined the waterfront. The population of Ripley was divided over the issue of 

slavery, with many outspoken opponents as well as many pro-slavery residents.  Red Oak was 

a small settlement slightly north of Ripley, where the Reverend John Rankin led a church and 

school serving free blacks as well as whites. 

Locations: 

 

 

 

King Plantation, Bourbon County, Kentucky  

The King Plantation a medium size farm growing hemp and 

corn as cash crops. The farm also raises hogs, chickens, cows, 

and growing vegetables for sustenance. The hemp crop is sold 

to factories in Lexington that turn it into rope and baling fabric 

to be sold to cotton plantations in further south. Likewise, most 

of the corn crop is sold south as food grain. Master King owns 

fifteen enslaved workers. He has been selling off some of his 

slaves to the New Orleans slave markets in recent years to offset 

bad harvests. 

The Ohio River  

The Ohio River is the dividing line between the slave-owning state of Kentucky and the non-

slave state of Ohio. The Ohio River is a main transportation artery for delivering goods from 

the Ohio Valley to southern ports along the Mississippi.  Many steam boats, ferries, and flat 

boats navigate the river, and it is heavily patrolled on both sides by slave catchers. The river’s 

current is very strong and swimming across can be very dangerous. Boats on both sides of the 

river are required to be kept locked to prevent fugitive slaves from stealing them. 
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Auction House, Maysville, Kentucky 

When the importation of enslaved laborers from overseas was outlawed, and as cotton 

production in the Deep South expanded, slaves became one of Kentucky’s most valuable 

exports. Slave traders and auction houses in Kentucky and other slave states sought out 

slaves that could be sold “down the river” to the cotton growers further south. Some slaves 

sold in Kentucky were also sold to slave states further west, such as Missouri. 
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1. Slavery was the same everywhere in the United States. 

The conditions and experiences of slaves differed across the South depending on the place, 

the crops, the size of the farm, and the type of work.  In the period before the Civil War, 

most slaves worked in gangs on cotton plantations that stretched across the Carolinas and 

Deep South states of Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, and were 

expanding westward into Missouri and Texas. Planters made the entire family work–men, 

women, and children–but divided most jobs by age and sex. In general, men plowed and 

women hoed, but during harvest season, all able-bodied slaves picked cotton at an 

unrelenting pace. Slaves were closely supervised and those who did not pick their share 

were whipped. 

 

On rice plantations in the Carolinas and Georgia, slaves were highly valued for their 

knowledge of rice cultivation. They worked on the task system, which gave them more 

control over their time and work process. But conditions were harsh in the swampy, 

disease-prone areas where rice grew, and slaves faced severe punishment if they did not 

complete tasks satisfactorily.  

 

Slaves on sugar plantations in Louisiana and Florida faced the most physically dangerous 

work, and also the most industrialized because the process of refining sugar cane into sugar 

required heavy machinery.  Slaves here also worked in a gang system. 

 

Slaves in the border states of Maryland, Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee tended to grow 

a mixture of hemp, corn, and tobacco crops.  Work conditions were not as brutal, and slaves 

had a greater chance of escaping north to the free states.  But because slaveowners in border 

states were the leading exporters of slaves to the Deep South, slaves there were often sold 

away from their families and communities. 

 

Slaves also worked on small farms throughout the South. Many worked alongside their 

owners. They were often treated better than slaves on larger plantations, but did not have 

access to an African American community, had little chance of marriage, and were socially 

and culturally isolated. 

 

Finally, not all slaves worked in agriculture. In 1860, about 140,000 slaves lived in towns and 

cities throughout the South. Urban slaves performed comparatively less demanding 

physical labor -- in shipyards, brickyards, cotton presses and warehouses. Many were 

apprentices to tailors, saddle makers, butchers and masons, and were housed in the same 

lodgings as their owners, usually in an attic or back room. The practice of "hiring out" was 
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one feature of urban slavery that gave the enslaved a route to independence in their daily 

lives. Through this process, slave owners rented slaves to others. Enslaved people could, by 

arrangement with their owners, also hire themselves out. They then resided in or near the 

renter, who was officially, if not in practice, required to refrain from mistreating his leased 

property. Money earned from hiring out went into the owners' pockets, but occasionally the 

laborer could keep some of the earnings. In this way, a slave might save enough money to 

buy his or her own freedom. 

 

2. All African Americans were enslaved and all Southern Whites were slave owners. 

In 1860, 89 percent of the nation's African Americans were enslaved. The remaining 11 

percent were free blacks, mostly in the north but with significant free black communities in 

the South. Some free blacks purchased their freedom, while some were manumitted (given 

freedom) by their owners. Others were descended from blacks who had been free during 

the Colonial era.  Most Southern whites did not own slaves. Less than 25 percent of 

southerners were slave owners, and half of all masters owned 5 or fewer slaves. While most 

small slaveholders were farmers, many were artisans, shopkeepers, and public officials. 

 

3. Most slaves lived on large plantations. 

This is true, but a significant number, 47 percent, did not live on large plantations. These 

slaves were spread out across many small holdings. By 1860, as wealth became more 

concentrated in the southern cotton belt, 53 percent of the enslaved lived on plantations of 

20 or more slaves, and approximately one third lived on plantations with 50 or more slaves. 

 

4. House slaves were a privileged group who often aligned themselves more with 

masters than with field slaves. 

The assumption that house slaves were a distinct and privileged group is not validated by 

nineteenth century accounts of slavery. Very few plantations had exclusive house slaves. In 

general, very young or very old enslaved women did household tasks, but worked the fields 

in the years in-between.  Many times slaves who did household work also worked in the 

fields, especially during harvest times. Tensions between house slaves and field slaves are 

rarely mentioned in first-person accounts of slavery. On the contrary, slaves who worked in 

the house often helped the larger slave community by passing along information they 

overheard.  
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5. Slaves did little or nothing to free themselves. 

Resistance to slavery took many forms, and included sabotage, work slow-downs, 

disobedience, stealing, escaping, economic bargaining, and organized rebellions. It is hard 

to quantify the many ways slaves resisted, how many slaves ran away, or even how many 

rebellions took place. There were a number of large-scale rebellions, including the Stono 

Rebellion (1739), the New York Slave Insurrection (1741), the Gabriel Prosser Uprising 

(1800), the Denmark Vesey Uprising (1822), the Nat Turner Rebellion (1831), and the 

Amistad Revolt (1839). Slave owners and local governments established elaborate systems 

of laws and law enforcement to limit slave mobility, education, and communication. Slaves 

who rebelled faced harsh punishment or death. The fact that resistance continued despite 

this repressive legal system indicated the depth of opposition among enslaved African 

Americans. 

 

6. Everyone in the North was opposed to slavery. 

Slavery existed in the North until the 1820s, with significant numbers of enslaved 

individuals in New York and New Jersey. Even after slave labor was outlawed, many 

northerners with economic interests in the cotton or sugar industry continued to support the 

use of slave labor in the South. In the 1830s and 1840s, white and black abolitionists were 

frequently attacked by mobs of northern whites. Most of the anti-abolitionist mobs were not 

made up of young rowdies from lower-class neighborhoods. They were well-organized 

groups of respectable, middle-class citizens who believed abolitionism threatened their 

communities and businesses. 

  

7. All abolitionists had the same goals and strategies. 

Abolitionism was not a unified movement. As opposition to slavery increased in the 1840s, 

abolitionists disagreed on methods, racial attitudes, and the role of women in the 

movement. The radical, or Garrisonian, abolitionists favored immediate emancipation based 

on moral and religious grounds, refused to negotiate political solutions, included women 

equally in their organizations, and supported women’s rights. A more moderate group of 

political abolitionists also sought immediate emancipation, but believed that working 

through the political system to elect antislavery candidates would be most effective. They 

held more traditional views about the role of women in public life and argued that 

addressing “the woman question” frightened off many people who would otherwise 

support antislavery. Free Soil Party members accepted slavery in the southern states, but 

opposed the spread of slavery to the western territories, and believed that if expansion was 

prevented slavery would come to a natural end throughout the South. Supporters of 
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colonization believed that the voluntary or forced migration of freed slaves to Africa was 

the best solution to the issue. 

 

8. Most slaves who escaped did so via the Underground Railroad. 

Most slaves escaped on their own, and often had no help or guidance from anyone for the 

majority of their journey. When they did receive assistance, it was likely to be an individual 

act of compassion; to provide food or a resting spot by a fellow slave, free black, or a white 

resident along the way. 

 

9. The Underground Railroad was composed of white abolitionists and Quakers. 

The majority of conductors on the Underground Railroad in both the South and the North 

were black. In the South, many conductors were slaves themselves. 

 

10. Slaves learned about the Underground Railroad through songs and quilts. 

Current scholarship does not support the claim that songs such as "Swing Low, Sweet 

Chariot," "Wade in the Water," "Steal Away," and "Follow the Drinking Gourd" aided slaves 

in escape. Some people believe quilts were hung from roofs, barns, and fences to signal to 

fugitives that the location was a station, or safe house, on the Underground Railroad. This is 

also not supported by historical evidence. There are no references in the many slave 

narratives written in the nineteenth century, period accounts by runaways, or in the 1930s 

Works Progress Administration oral histories to suggest that songs or quilts transmitted 

information about Underground Railroad routes, safe places, or code words to slaves.  
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Before you begin playing MISSION US: “Flight to Freedom,” here are five important pieces of 

information to consider. This information may or may not help you as Lucy makes her way through life 

on a plantation in the 1840s. 

 

1. From the 1820s, when slavery ended in the northern states, until the Civil War broke out in 

1861, the United States was divided into “free states” and “slave states.” Free states and 

territories were in the North, and slavery was not permitted there. Slave states and territories 

were in the South, and slavery was permitted there.  If a slave escaped to a free state, he or she 

was still legally a slave, and could be returned to his or her master in the South. Slaves who ran 

away, also called “fugitives” or “Freedom seekers,” tried to find protection among free blacks 

and abolitionists in the North, or went to Canada, where slavery was prohibited. 

 

2. Slaves who lived in “border states” (slave states next to free states) such as Kentucky had a 

better chance of escaping than slaves who lived further South. As a result, slave owners in 

border states were especially watchful about preventing or capturing runaways. They sent out 

nightly patrols, imposed curfews, hired slave catchers with dogs, posted runaway 

advertisements and rewards, and arrested any suspicious slaves. 

 

3. The “Deep South” refers to the area of the United States surrounding the Mississippi River 

Delta, where cotton was the major crop. Because the harsh working and living conditions on 

cotton plantations were well-known, masters in border states threatened to sell “troublesome” 

slaves, or slaves who ran away, “down river” or “down South.” Even slaves who worked hard 

and “obeyed” their masters were sometimes sold South, since that was where the demand for 

slave labor was highest. 

 

4. Slavery was a system based on cruelty and violence. Slaves found ways to resist their masters 

by working slowly, breaking tools, “stealing” food or clothes, or lying to their masters.  All 

these forms of resistance carried the risk of punishment, which often included whippings. 

Slaves who tried to run away or were openly rebellious risked severe whippings, branding, 

imprisonment, or were forced to wear iron collars around their neck, hands, or feet. Slaves that 

burned property, stole, or committed murder or other serious crimes were killed. 

 

5. Even though masters treated slaves as property, slaves themselves found ways to build 

families and communities that helped them survive their enslavement. Slaves got married, 

raised children, and relied on networks of relatives and friends. Many slaves practiced 

Christianity, and found strength through faith, spiritual expression, and belief in a better life 

after death. 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

“Flight to Freedom” is largely about cause and effect, emphasizing how a slave’s choices—to comply with authority 

or resist in some manner—may impact her life, the lives of others, and the nation.  At the same time, the game and 

classroom materials demonstrate how national events, such as the Fugitive Slave Act, have implications on the lives 

of individuals.  Ultimately, Mission 2 will show students that through acts of resistance, Americans—both white 

and black, free and slave—shaped the world in which they lived. 

 

This Pre-Game Activity has two parts.  Part I focuses on individual choices, examining common scenarios students 

or their peers might confront in daily life.  Part II asks students to think historically, examining acts of resistance 

across different eras of US History. 

 

Part I: 

The goal of Part I is to introduce students to the concepts of cause, effect, and resistance. It will also introduce 

students to the names and roles of the badges they will be earning in the “Flight to Freedom” game. Teachers will 

present a series of scenarios to their students.  Each scenario will present a situation a student or their peers might 

confront in their daily lives.  Each scenario is followed by three choices:  1) to reluctantly comply, 2) to provide 

moderate resistance, and 3) to completely resist what’s being asked.   

 

You can opt to divide your students into pairs or small groups to review the scenarios and determine the best course 

of action, to read the scenarios aloud to the class and discuss options, or to present the scenarios and take a vote 

(with student eyes hidden) on the best option.  

 

After your students have decided on the best course of action for each scenario, review the “Badges Earned” 

organizer as a group. If they were earning a badge for the choices they made in the given scenario, what badge might 

it be? Why? Ask your students how their choices exhibit particular traits or characteristics.   

 

As students play “Flight to Freedom” and make choices for Lucy, they will earn badges representing different 

qualities or characteristics their “version” of Lucy has exhibited. The badges represent different ways that slaves, 

individually and together, responded to the conditions of slavery, in ways that ultimately helped hasten its end.  

Some badges represent choices that helped slaves preserve Family and Community in the face of enslavement.  

Others represent choices to develop skills of reading, writing and speaking (Literacy/Persuasion/Leadership) that 

helped former slaves and freedmen become a powerful force for abolishing slavery.  Some badges reflect slaves’ efforts 

to survive slavery by avoiding direct confrontation with slave masters’ power. Others represent choices to directly 

Resist or break the rules of the slave system, by being Self-Reliant, engaging in Sabotage, or otherwise showing a 

Fighting Spirit. This activity sets the stage for the badge system students will encounter in the game.    

 

However you decide to present the scenarios to your students, be sure to follow up the scenario and your students’ 

choices with group discussion that includes the “Badges Earned” Organizer.  Ask students what the outcome of 

their choices might be, and to emphasize what the consequence (effect) would be for the chosen action (cause).  

Choose the number of scenarios you present to your students based on available class time. 
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Part II: 

The goal of Part II is to provide historical context for cause, effect, and resistance.  The activity illustrates that 

throughout U.S. History, there have been times when people felt so deeply about a political or social cause, they 

resisted the status quo in some manner.  While playing “Flight to Freedom,” students will see how both slaves and 

those in the antislavery movement resisted slavery.   

 

In Part II of the Pre-Game Activity, teachers will show students several pictures of resistance throughout American 

history.  Though students may have not yet studied the historical eras presented, you can ask students questions 

about the pictures, such as: 

- What do you think these people are resisting? 

- Why do you think they are resisting? 

- Do you think they were successful? 

- Is this action important even if it does not succeed? 

- What are some possible positive or negative outcomes of this form of resistance? 

 

After completing both of these exercises, students will better understand see how acts of resistance can lead to social 

or political change.  As your students start to play “Flight to Freedom,” ask them to focus on how Lucy and the 

various people she encounters resist the institution of slavery, how they earn badges in the game, and why. 
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Part 1: Scenarios 

1. Maggie, 12, and her brother Tim, 8, have been living with a foster family for several 

years.  While she and her brother miss their birth parents, who live hundreds of miles away, they 

are managing.  Maggie and Tim are very close to each other.  Last week, Maggie and her brother 

read a letter they found accidentally mixed in with some junk mail.  In it, they learned their stay 

with their current foster family was coming to an end. Maggie will be moving to another state to 

live with her very, very old grandmother.  Tim will move in with an uncle, a man who doesn’t 

like children, in another state. 

 

What would you tell Maggie and her brother to do? 

a)  Go along with it because kids have no power and adults can see the bigger picture, but make sure 

everyone along the way knows how upset they are. 

b)  Try to convince the foster agency to move both Maggie and Tim to their grandmother’s house. 

c)  Refuse to go anywhere because the grandmother and uncle are unfit to take care of children. 

 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or characteristics your 

advice may have exhibited in this scenario, as well as which badges your choice may have earned.  

 

2. Reuben, 14, and his sister Polly, 12, have parents who run a small store.  It is impossible for 

their parents to do everything at the store alone, so they depend on Reuben and Polly to help out.  

As they have gotten older, the siblings have had to take on more and more responsibility.  Now, 

there is no time for them to socialize with their friends.  If they are not doing their homework, 

they are working in the store.  Their parents tell them their duty to their family is more important 

than socializing with their friends. This weekend, everyone is going to a dance at school, and 

they really want to go.  Their parents tell them they must paint a storage room at the store.   

 

What should Reuben and Polly do? 

a)  Complete the chore as asked of them, but make sure that every chance they can, they let their 

parents know that they have ruined their lives. 

b)  “Accidentally” spill the paint meant for the storage room.  

c)  Pretend they didn't know they were expected to do the painting and go to the dance instead. 

 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or characteristics your 

advice may have exhibited in this scenario, as well as which badges your choice may have earned.  
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3. Della, 15, and Hardy, 12, have a bad relationship with their father, a man who is mean to them 

and everyone else.  They decide to run away from home when they discover that he plans to do 

something very mean, very soon.  That night, they are camping out in the woods by their house.  

While Della is out looking for some kindling for a fire, Hardy is cornered by a private 

investigator who tells him he has been sent by their father to bring them back.  Della sees and 

hears this from where she is hiding.   

 

What should Della do? 

a)  Come out of hiding and reluctantly return to her father’s house with the private investigator and her 

brother. 

b)  Sneak up on the detective and hit him with a tree branch so that she and Hardy can run away. 

c)  Run away, even though her brother will be taken home, and then spend the rest of the night 

planning how she will help Hardy escape from their father’s house. 
 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or 

characteristics your advice may have exhibited in this scenario, , as well as which badges your choice may 

have earned.  

 

4.   Eliza, 13, has had her pet dog, Lester, a three-year-old Labrador retriever, since he was a 

puppy.  One day, she is told she may not bring him into a drug store, where she needs to pick up 

some medicine for her sister.  She ties Lester to a tree and goes inside to get the medicine.  When 

she returns, Lester is gone.  He never would have run away, so she knows that he has been 

dognapped.  Over the next few months, Eliza is unsuccessful in all her efforts to find Lester.  Two 

years later, she sees a dog that looks a lot like Lester.  She calls him, and he responds.  She 

confronts the people with Lester, who produce papers for the dog and who explain how they 

bought him for $400 from a woman who was leaving the country.  They are happy to sell Lester 

to her for that amount.  Eliza cannot prove the dog is hers; the other people can.  The law isn’t on 

Eliza’s side. 

 

What would you advise Eliza to do? 

a)  Tell them it is not fair for her to have to pay for something she already owns and demand they give 

Lester to her.  

b)  Ask to pay $20 each month until the people receive their $400, but mention whenever possible that it 

is unfair to pay for something she already owns. 

c)  Follow the people to where they live, see where they keep Lester, and then take back the dog once 

they go to sleep. 

 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or 

characteristics your advice may have exhibited in this scenario, as well as which badges your choice may have 

earned.  
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5.  Tom, 13, is unconnected.  He doesn’t own or have access to a computer outside of school, 

and he feels as though he is at a disadvantage:  his friends know more about technology and 

the world because of their digital access.  When Tom asks his parents for a computer, they tell 

him they can’t afford it.  One night, Tom overhears a whispered conversation between his 

parents and his aunt and uncle.  They say that the real reason they forbid him to have 

technology is that there are too many inappropriate things out there, many of which would be 

confusing or even dangerous to Tom.  They feel they wouldn’t be able to provide him with 

proper parental guidance if he was “infected” by all the crazy ideas he might find on the 

Internet.  

 

What will you tell Tom to do? 

a)  Use every spare minute he’s not with his parents to use technology at school or in the library to 

catch up with his friends, but to keep it secret from his parents. 

b)  Refuse to do any chores around the house until his parents buy a computer and accept that he’s 

responsible enough to use the Internet.  

c)  Forge a letter from his principal that says that all students need Internet access at home in order to 

be able to do their work and graduate. 
 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or 

characteristics your advice may have exhibited in this scenario, as well as which badges your choice may have 

earned.  

 

6.  Kevin, 12, and his little brother, Mike, 7, live with their mother in a big city.  Kevin dreams of 

being a professional baseball player, spending nearly every afternoon practicing with the kids in 

the neighborhood or his teammates.  His mother works two jobs to make sure Kevin and Mike 

have a roof over their heads, food in their stomachs, and clothing on their backs.  One night, 

Kevin’s mother receives an unexpected phone call asking her to come in to work.  She asks Kevin, 

who has a baseball game that evening, to watch Mike.  Kevin’s team needs him because if they 

win this game, they’ll be in the playoffs.  He cannot miss this game. 

 

What should Kevin do? 

a)  Tell his mother that he’ll watch Mike, then leave Mike alone in the apartment while he goes to his 

baseball game. 

b)  Bring Mike along with him to the baseball game, even though he knows he won’t be able to watch 

him while playing the game.  

c)  Refuse to watch Mike, telling his mother his dream of being a professional baseball player is more 

important than watching his little brother. 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or 

characteristics your advice may have exhibited in this scenario, as well as which badges your choice may 

have earned.   
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7.  Alejandra and Ana, 12, are twins.  They like doing everything together, from shopping to 

playing basketball to even doing their homework.  Alejandra and Ana’s parents moved to the 

United States right before their daughters were born, which makes the girls are U.S. citizens.  One 

day, government officials come to their apartment, tell the girls’ parents that they must move 

back to their home country, and take the twins to a local police station.  They say that both 

Alejandra and Ana can stay in the country because they were born here.  The girls want to 

continue living with their parents, and they want their parents to be able to continue living in the 

United States.  And they definitely don’t want to be sent to separate homes. 

 

What advice would you give Alejandra and Ana? 

a) Pack their bags and wait to be sent to another country with their parents.   

b)  Ask community members to organize a rally demanding the release of their parents. 

c)  Try to break into the facility their parents are being held in, rescue their parents, and then escape 

and start their lives over in a new town/city. 

 

After making your choice, take a look at the “Badges Earned” Organizer to see what traits or characteristics your 

advice may have exhibited in this scenario, as well as which badges your choice may have earned.  
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Badges Earned 

Student Organizer 
 

As you play MISSION US “Flight to Freedom,” you will earn badges in the game for the decisions you make as 

Lucy. As you review the scenarios accompanying this organizer, think about which badge listed below you might 

earn for each choice you make.   

 

Possible Badges Badge Description 

Scenario and Choice That Might Earn This Badge 

(list the Scenario Number and  the letter of Your 

Choice) 

 
Play It Safe 

You do not engage in 

any acts of resistance 

and stay on the good 

side of authority 

figures, avoiding 

punishment for you 

and your loved ones. 

 

Resistance 

You take direct action 

against rules and 

policies  you don’t 

support. When times 

are tough you rally 

by taking action 

against your 

oppressors. 

 

 
Family Matters 

You care deeply 

about keeping your 

family together and 

safe.  You turn to 

your family in your 

times of need. 

 

Sabotage 

You take every 

available action 

possible against those 

trying to oppress 

you, demonstrating 

active resistance – 

even if this means 

harm or destruction. 
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Fighting Spirit 

You actively struggle 

against those who 

may be trying to 

harm or deceive you. 

 

 
Self-Reliant 

You trust yourself 

more than others and 

prefer to work on 

your own.  You take 

actions that 

demonstrate your 

survival instinct. 

 

Persuasion 

You have a way with 

words and you can 

convince people of 

your position or get 

what you want by 

speaking. 

 

 
Hard Bargain 

You turn to money or 

bribery to convince 

people to do what 

you want. 

 

 
Literacy 

You value reading 

and education, and 

show a passion for 

leaning new words, 

trying new things, 

and picking up new 

skills. 
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Leadership 

You show initiative 

and can easily lead 

community efforts. 

 

Community 

You turn to others in 

your community in 

hard times, and will 

rely on the support of 

your community to 

save another 

community member. 

 

 
Escape Master 

Thanks to a 

combination of skills, 

wit, and luck, you are 

able to easily escape 

difficult 

environments. 
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Badges Earned 

Student Organizer-ANSWER KEY 

 

This key lists potential badges students could earn for the choices they make related to the scenarios in 

this activity. Feel free to debate the badges listed here, or ask your students to come up with new badges 

based on their reactions to the scenarios and their choices.  

 
Scenario 1 

Choice A. Play It Safe badge 

Choice B. Persuasion badge, Family Matters badge 

Choice C. Family Matters badge, Resistance badge 

 

Scenario 2 

Choice A. Play It Safe badge, Family Matters badge 

Choice B. Sabotage badge 

Choice C. Resistance badge 

 

Scenario 3 

Choice A. Play It Safe badge, Family Matters badge 

Choice B. Fighting Spirit badge, Resistance badge 

Choice C. Self Reliant badge, Resistance badge 

 

Scenario 4 

Choice A. Hard Bargain badge 

Choice B. Persuasion badge 

Choice C. Resistance badge 

 

Scenario 5 

Choice A. Literacy badge 

Choice B. Resistance badge 

Choice C. Literacy badge, Resistance badge 

 

Scenario 6 

Choice A. Resistance badge 

Choice B. Resistance badge 

Choice C. Resistance badge 

 

Scenario 7 

Choice A. Play It Safe badge 

Choice B. Leadership badge, Community badge, Resistance badge 

Choice C. Escape Master badge, Resistance badge 
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Part II:  Resistance in U.S. History 

Distribute copies of the following images or project them onto a screen for your students.  Provide 

students with the location, date, and the “hint” related to each image.  Then ask your students the 

following questions about the images: 

- Do you know what this event is? 

- What do you think these people are resisting? 

- What words would you use to describe their resistance? Is it peaceful or violent? Is it 

destructive or calm?  

- Why do you think they are resisting? 

- Do you think they were successful? Why or why not? 

 

(Image 1 is the Boston Tea Party, Image 2 is the New York City Draft Riots during the Civil War, Image 

3 is a suffragist being arrested after chaining herself to the White House fence, Image 4 is a labor 

protest/work slowdown at an automotive plant, Image 5 is a lunch counter sit-in during the Civil Rights 

movement, and Image 6 is a man advocating boycott of an oil company in the wake of a recent spill.) 

 

After reviewing the images, tell your students that as they play “Flight to Freedom,” they should pay 

special attention to how Lucy and the people she encounters resist the institution of slavery. 
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Boston, Massachusetts 1773 

Hint: The Indians aren’t real, and there’s tea in those crates.  

 

 
New York City, 1863 

Hint: Some of the people in the picture were unhappy with the government’s policies for drafting men into the army.   

 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Boston_tea_party.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a1/New_York_Draft_Riots_-_Harpers_-_beating.jpg
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Washington, DC 1917 

Hint: This woman chained herself to this fence at the White House.  She did not vote for the President because she couldn’t.  

 

 
Flint, Michigan 1936 

Hint: These men are where they work. It’s the middle of the work day.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/48/Flint_Sit-Down_Strike_window.jpg
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Nashville, Tennessee 1960 

Hint: The store is refusing to serve the men seated at the counter. And they won’t leave. 

 

 
Brooklyn, New York 2010 

Hint: Remember the oil well explosion that released millions of barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico? 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/Rodney_Powell_Nashville_sit-ins_1960.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2d/Mermaids_Boycott_BP.jpg
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A Note to the Educator 

 In addition to supporting a variety of National Standards listed elsewhere in the classroom 

materials, MISSION US: “Flight to Freedom” provides teachers and students with an 

opportunity to explore complex historical thinking. 

 

A core element of “Flight to Freedom” is the notion of “cause and effect” in history. Throughout 

the game, students will understand how the choices and actions of both individuals and groups 

impact historical events.  

 

This activity will ask students to consider the idea of “cause and effect” in history, and develop 

their understanding of the following:  

 
 Events have multiple causes, and some causes are more important than others;  

 Individuals shape historical events, but events are also shaped by larger political, social, 

economic, and environmental forces; 

 Just because one event happens before another event doesn’t necessarily mean it caused it; 

 Actions can have unintended consequences.  
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Steps to Complete 

1)  Make copies of the “Cause and Effect Cards” that follow this activity. Cut the copies 

in half, so that you have a pile of “Cause” cards and a pile of “Effect” cards. Be sure to 

make enough copies so that you have exactly enough cause and effect cards for each 

student in your classroom to receive one.  

 

2) Explain to your students that “Flight to Freedom” examines how the idea of cause 

and effect impacts history. Ask your students for an example of “cause and effect” from 

their studies of history.  

 

3) Explain to your students that a “cause” is one action or event which results in another 

action or event, or “effect.”  

 

4) Tell your students you will now be taping a small piece of paper to each of their 

backs. The paper will either have a “cause” or an “effect” on it. Explain to students they 

are not permitted to remove the paper from their backs or ask a classmate what it says. 

They are permitted, however, to read what other students have taped to their backs. Be 

sure  that each time you tape a “cause” to one student, you tape the corresponding 

“effect” to another student (i.e. if you tape the cause “The Titanic hit an iceberg” to one 

student, be sure to tape the effect “The Titanic sank to the bottom of the ocean” to 

another student). Depending on the size of your class, you may not use all of the 

available “Cause and Effect” cards.   

 

5) Tell students that each of them now has a “cause” or “effect” on his or her back. Some 

of the cause and effect relationships in the room focus on historical events. Some of the 

cause and effect relationships in the room focus on events that might happen to you in 

your daily life. Their challenge now is to determine if they are a cause or effect, and to 

find their corresponding partner in the room. If they are a cause, they are looking for 

the effect they triggered. If they are an effect, they are looking for their cause. Explain to 

students that they may only ask “yes” or “no” questions of each other in order to find 

their corresponding cause or effect. 

 

6) Provide your students with an example, telling students a potential cause is “I 

flipped the light switch.” Ask students what the corresponding effect would be? (“The 

lights came on.”)  
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7) Remind your students they may only find their corresponding cause or effect by 

asking “yes” or “no” questions. If they see two people who belong together, they are 

permitted to put them together. Tell students that once they think they have found their 

partner, they should ask a classmate to check their work and confirm that they are with 

the correct person.   

 

8) Give your students some time to find their corresponding cause or effect partner. 

While your students are finding their partners, write the four “cause/effect” statements 

on the board:  

 
a. CAUSE: The Titanic hit an iceberg. EFFECT: The Titanic sank to the bottom of the ocean.  

b. CAUSE:   Thomas Jefferson purchased the Louisiana Territory from France. EFFECT:  

Thomas Jefferson doubled the size of the United States.  

c. CAUSE: You finished your dinner. EFFECT: You got dessert. 

d. CAUSE:  Bill bought a lottery ticket.   EFFECT:  Bill won the lottery, and now he’s a 

millionaire.  

 

9) After your students have found their partners, ask them to reveal their causes and 

effects to the class. Explain to your students that sometimes cause and effect 

relationships can be more complex than they seem. Tell students that you are going to 

look at some specific examples from this activity to explore that idea more closely.   

 

10) As a class, consider the following statement: “CAUSE: The Titanic hit an iceberg. 

EFFECT: The Titanic sank to the bottom of the ocean.” Ask your students if the ship 

hitting the iceberg was the only cause of it sinking. Were there other causes? What might 

they have been? Lead your students to understand that events have multiple causes, and 

some causes are more important than others.  

 

11) As a class, consider the following statement: “CAUSE:   Thomas Jefferson purchased 

the Louisiana Territory from France. EFFECT:  Thomas Jefferson doubled the size of the 

United States.” Ask your students if they think Thomas Jefferson was the only person 

responsible for the Louisiana Purchase? What other causes for the Louisiana Purchase 

existed? Lead your students to understand that individuals shape historical events, but 

events are also shaped by larger political, social, economic, and environmental forces. 
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12) As a class, consider the following statement: “CAUSE: You finished your dinner. 

EFFECT: You got dessert.” Ask your students to raise their hand if finishing their 

dinner is a necessary requirement for getting dessert in their home. Ask your students if 

sometimes they get dessert even when they haven’t finished their dinner. Lead your 

students to understand that just because one event happens before another event doesn’t 

necessarily mean it caused it. 

 

13) As a class, consider the following statement: “CAUSE:  Bill bought a lottery ticket.   

EFFECT:  Bill won the lottery, and now he’s a millionaire.” Ask your students if Bill’s 

buying of the lottery ticket caused him to win the lottery. Why not? Lead your students to 

understand that sometimes causes and effects are impacted by chance, the unexpected, and the 

irrational.   

 

14) On the board, write the following. “EFFECT: Slavery was abolished in the United 

States.” Ask your students to consider what they know about the end of slavery in the 

United States. What was the cause—or causes—of slavery being abolished? Ask 

students to consider everything they’ve learned about “cause and effect” relationships 

as they provide their answers. Accept all answers, and write student responses on the 

board.  

 

15) Ask your students to consider how “cause and effect” relationships—and their 

complexities-- contributed to the end of slavery as they play through MISSION US: 

“Flight to Freedom.” 
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CAUSE: The 
Titanic hit an 
iceberg.  

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: The 
Titanic sank to 
the bottom of 
the ocean.   

{{PD-1923}} 

{{PD-1923}} 
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CAUSE:  Apple 
announced it is 
releasing a new 
iPhone. 

  

 

 

EFFECT: Tens of 
thousands of people 
went online to order 
Apple’s new iPhone. 
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CAUSE: Jonas Salk 
and Albert Sabin 
developed a vaccine 
for polio. 

 

 

 

EFFECT: Polio 
has been 
eliminated from 
most countries 
in the world. 
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CAUSE: Barack 
Obama won the 
US presidential 
election in 
November 2008. 

 

 

EFFECT: Barack 
Obama became 
President of the 
United States in 
January 2009. 
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CAUSE: Hawaii 
became the 50th 
state of the 
United States.  

 

 

 

EFFECT: The US 
flag was changed 
to include 50 
stars. 
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CAUSE: 33 miners 
were trapped in a 
mine in Chile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: NASA and the 
Chilean Navy created a 
rescue capsule which 
successfully brought 33 
trapped miners to safety.  
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CAUSE: There was a 
terrible snowstorm 
in your hometown. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  Your 
school is closed 
for the day. 
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CAUSE: You ran 
over a nail on 
your bike.  

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: You got 
a flat tire. 
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CAUSE:  You 
studied hard for 
your social 
studies test. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: You got an 
“A+” on your social 
studies test. 
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CAUSE:  Your 
favorite television 
show got very low 
ratings. 

 

 

 

EFFECT: 
Your favorite 
television 
show was 
cancelled. 
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CAUSE: There 
was a terrible 
drought in the 
Southwest. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: Crops 
in the 
Southwest 
failed. 
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CAUSE: You 
finished your 
dinner. 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: You got 
dessert. 
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CAUSE: A man 
robbed a bank and 
was arrested. 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: A man 
went to jail for 
bank robbery. 
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CAUSE:  Your 
shoes were too 
tight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: You 
got a blister on 
your foot. 
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CAUSE: You 
didn’t check the 
weather before 
you left for 
school. 

 

 

EFFECT: Your 
clothes are soaked 
because you were 
caught in a sudden 
rainstorm. 
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CAUSE:  Your 
basketball team 
practiced hard 
every day after 
school. 

 

 

 

EFFECT: Your 
basketball team 
won the 
championship. 
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CAUSE: You got a 
job after school.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: You were 
able to save enough 
money to buy an iPad. 
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CAUSE:  Jim was 
caught cheating on 
his science test.  

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: Jim 
was suspended 
from school. 
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CAUSE: You 
forgot to set 
the timer on 
the oven. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT: The 
cookies you 
were baking 
got burned. 
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CAUSE: You brush and 
floss your teeth twice 
every day. 

 

 

 
 

 

EFFECT: When 
you go to the 
dentist, you 
never have any 
cavities. 
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CAUSE: The 
Confederacy 
attacked Fort 
Sumter in 
Charleston, South 
Carolina.  

 

 

 

EFFECT: The 
American Civil 
War began.   

 

 

{{PD-1923}} 
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CAUSE: The 
Japanese Army 
attacked the 
United States 
naval base at 
Pearl Harbor, 
Hawaii.   

 

 

EFFECT: The United 
States entered 
World War II.  
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CAUSE:  The 
stock market 
crashed in 1929.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  The 
United States 
entered the 
Great 
Depression.  
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CAUSE:  Bill 
bought a lottery 
ticket. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  Bill won the 
lottery, and now he’s a 
millionaire.  
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CAUSE:  
Christopher 
Columbus 
“discovered” the 
“New World.” 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  

European countries 

established 

colonies in North      

America.  

 

{{PD-1923}} 

 

{{PD-1923}} 
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CAUSE: In 1848, 
gold was 
discovered in 
California.  

 

 

 

EFFECT:  
Thousands of 
settlers poured 
into California 
seeking gold. 

 

{{PD-1923}} 

 

{{PD-1923}} 
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CAUSE:  The 
United States 
ratified the 19th 
Amendment. 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  Women in 
the United States 
began voting in 
elections.  
 

 

 

{{PD-1923}} 
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CAUSE:  Abraham 
Lincoln issued the 
Emancipation 
Proclamation. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  There is no 
more slavery in the 
United States. 
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CAUSE:   Thomas 
Jefferson purchased the 
Louisiana Territory from 
France.  

 

 

 

EFFECT:  Thomas 
Jefferson doubled 
the size of the 
United States.  

  

{{PD-1923}} 

 

{{PD-1923}} 
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CAUSE: You 
accidentally hit 
your thumb with a 
hammer. 

 

 

 

 

EFFECT:  Your 
thumb really, 
REALLY hurts.  
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A Note to the Educator 

This document contains background historical information for teachers, as well as two separate activities 

using data and primary source information to increase student understanding of slavery.  

 

Students, and even some teachers, can initially be put off by charts, tables and graphs, but we would 

strongly encourage you to help your students get their feet wet.  With just a little guidance and practice, 

middle school students become adept at seeing patterns. At that point, it becomes very satisfying for them 

to look at a line of numbers and narrate the story they tell. In addition to getting practice with statistics, 

there are opportunities here for teachers to capitalize on that inclination, and at the same time, encourage 

students to see when there is room for more than one interpretation of data.   

You should decide if you will use one or both of the activities, based on what your students know or don’t 

know coming into the “Flight to Freedom” unit, and also how easy or difficult it will be for them to work 

with the materials. 

The two activities contained in this document include:  

 

1) "What Other Work Did the Enslaved Do?" The goal of this activity is to have students gain 

information from a primary source document showing that not all the enslaved, even in the South, picked 

crops in the hot sun.  Students will practice the skill of reading from a chart, and learn about other 

occupations enslaved Africans had.  This is a straightforward activity, appropriate for 5th grade and up.  

2) "Enslaved Population as Part of the Total Population in 1790, 1820 and 1860"  In this activity, 

students will read a short essay that examines the factors that ultimately led to the Civil War. This 

reading is appropriate for 6th grade and up.   Older students can then use a color-coded chart to show 

trends in the enslaved population between 1790 and 1860 in the North, the South, and in the Border 

States.  They will see how the North gradually emancipated their enslaved and to what extent slavery 

made its way to new states.  Warning!  This chart looks more complex that it actually is, but the picture 

students will get will be worth the proverbial thousand words. The second part of this activity is 

appropriate for students in 7th grade and up. 

 

Background Historical Information 

I. Slavery in History 

Other cultures had practiced slavery over the millennia.  Since there are references to slavery both in the 

Old and New Testaments, one might infer, as many slaveholders did, that slavery was a status that was 

divinely sanctioned.  So, was it so bad?  So wrong?  Slavery, across the cultures in which it existed at 

different times in history, meant many different things.  Most often, it was not race-based, and so the 
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enslaved looked like their captors.  At its outset in ancient civilizations, the status meant slaves were as 

prisoners of war.  In some cultures, it was a temporary status, and people who were enslaved could work 

their ways toward becoming free members of the enslaving culture, with full rights and privileges.   

II. Slavery in America 

Regardless of the severity or relative mildness of the slave experience in ancient civilizations, except in the 

instance of the enslavement of Africans from the 14th to the 19th centuries by Europeans, none of these 

occurred at a point in human history when people had begun to consider the idea of natural rights, of 

freedom as a given condition of being human.  At the same time, the English, as a result of their 

exploration of Africa in the 16th century and the way encounters there were reported and interpreted, 

were even more predisposed to feel entitled to enslave Africans in America. For example, depictions of the 

devil in books at that time always had him with black skin, and the English made the connection that 

Africans were somehow evil; the curse of Ham (Chem), Noah’s son, for his sin against his father, was 

interpreted by many to mean black skin.  This curse was to be visited on all Ham’s progeny and their 

descendants.  Therefore, some English believed that Africans were these descendants, out of favor with 

God, and therefore morally suited to be enslaved.  While other European countries practiced slavery in the 

Americas, it was the English adaptation that was most disdainful of people of African descent. 

 As a result of these factors, the character of race-based slavery in America was not only morally 

contradictory, but also particularly insidious, and perhaps its cruelest incarnation in history. It was 

pervasive, often perverse, enduring, and altogether tragic. 

Because of the geography and climate of the South, and because of the availability of arable land to the 

English who settled it, the only factor that would limit the generation of wealth by large-scale agricultural 

production of cotton, sugar, tobacco, and rice, among other crops, was the availability of cheap labor.  The 

practice of buying or kidnapping Africans and taking them off by ship predated the American colonies, 

that system was already in place when the English colonized the South, but was not the first solution to 

the lack of labor. Initially, large landowners in what would become the United States relied on the labor of 

indentured servants, people who would agree to give seven years of unpaid labor in exchange for passage 

to the New World and the opportunity to claim land for themselves afterward. As health conditions in the 

colonies improved, more indentured servants survived their seven years and tried to establish their own 

farms. These land claims resulted in increased competition and tensions between freed servants, wealthy 

landowners and Native Americans.  By the late 1600s, slavery was adopted as the most expeditious and 

economical solution for the labor needs of the landed gentry of that place at that time.  

The scale of these massive farms, or plantations, and the relatively large numbers of enslaved that worked 

them was such that our attention as students of history is usually drawn to them when we think of what 

the slavery experience was like in America.  And it is certainly true that over the course of the slavery 

period, millions of enslaved worked as field hands on plantations in the South while others worked as 

housekeepers, cooks and the like, serving the families that owned and operated them. 

III. Completing the Picture 
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There is a bigger story about what work enslaved people did and how and where they lived.  Which states 

in the North practiced slavery by the turn of the 19th century?  To what extent?  What work did the 

enslaved do in addition to farm work?  Were the large plantations in the South typical, or were they the 

exception to the rule?  Once white people did begin to think about slavery as contradictory to their ideas 

about the human condition, how and where did that change patterns of slavery in the country between 

1800 and the beginning of the Civil War?  

There are two good ways to get at this bigger picture.  One is by looking at the documentary record, but 

looking at documents, even very important ones, can be like looking at a few photographs in order to 

understand the life of a family.  They often provide a close-up view, so depending on what else you know 

or don’t know, the pictures can contribute to your understanding or mislead you.  We will also need to 

look at the numbers, at statistics, and see how they can provide a larger context for students’ 

understanding of the game, the documents and the slavery experience. 
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Activity 1. 

 Reading a Chart: What Other Work Did the Enslaved Do? 

Teacher Directions: Project the "Charleston List of Manual Operations, 1848" or make copies and 

distribute them.  Allow some time for each student to read the list.  Define for students, or ask 

them to research, the occupations that sound unfamiliar.  Then, ask them to consider the 

discussion questions you feel are most important or most relevant.   You will see that some are 

more literal, while others require more skill at making inferences. You might provide some 

choice or assign them as journal entries first, so students who work at different rates have time 

to think through their responses. 

For all of the following, ask your students NOT to include “Domestics” and “Unskilled 

Workers” in their tallies, because these are the more usual occupations at which the enslaved 

worked.  Also, especially if you will not take time to define terms, let students know that 

“Superannuated” means too old to work anymore, or retired. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Which of the occupations on this list could a person of average intelligence learn to do in 

less than a month (unskilled)?  Which would require more than half a year of learning (skilled)?  

What might be the relationship between how long it takes to learn a job and how important 

others feel it is? 

 

2. At how many different skilled jobs did the enslaved work in Charleston? 

 

3. List the ten jobs at which the most enslaved people worked.  Why do you think these 

occupations were more popular or necessary than some of the others? 

 

4. Which occupations would require you to have mathematical skills?  Which were more 

physical than mental? Which required both physical and mental strength or competence? 

 

5. At which jobs were there approximately the same number of enslaved and white workers?  

Why might this have been the case? 

 

6. In which occupations were there a significant difference in the number of white and 

enslaved workers?  Why might this have been the case? 

 

7. What does the fact that there are “Apprentices” listed here tell you about how slaveholders 

thought about the ability of the enslaved to learn skilled occupations? 
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8. Why might slaveholders have had some of their enslaved trained in skilled labor if there 

were already white people in those occupations available to do that work?    

 

9. How might becoming a skilled worker have affected how an enslaved person thought about 

him/herself?  How might it have affected other enslaved in the community? 

 

10. Which of these occupations still exist today?  Of those, which do you think are highly 

regarded and highly paid?  Which are not?  Can you think about why this is the case? 

 

 

Data source: 

http://cghs.dade.k12.fl.us/slavery/antebellum_slavery/non_plantation_slave_life/census.htm 

 

 

  

http://cghs.dade.k12.fl.us/slavery/antebellum_slavery/non_plantation_slave_life/census.htm
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Activity 2. 

Part A: 

Student Reading: Why Was the Civil War Fought? 

 

Introduction: Learning about Lucy and her journey will give you a close-up view of 

slavery; background articles like this give you the long view.  You need both to 

understand what happened in our country. 

“Flight to Freedom” takes place before the Civil War begins. In this activity, you will be 

examining some charts and graphs to understand how slavery grew and changed in the 

years leading up to the outbreak of war. To prepare you for reviewing the charts and 

graphs, this reading examines why the war was fought.  In a way, that's like telling you 

the end of the slavery story while you are still in the middle of the book.   But while it's a 

little out of order, it's important for you to understand something about the three groups 

of states you will see on the charts: the Northern, the Southern, and the Border States, 

and to understand that more easily, it's good to know about what happened in those 

three groups during that war.  

 

One of the most argued questions about the Civil War, still, is why it was fought in the first 

place.   

Abraham Lincoln was personally against slavery.  He once said, "Whenever I hear any one 

arguing for slavery I feel a strong impulse to see it tried on him personally." But even before he 

became President, and also as he was taking office, he made it clear that he had no intention of 

ending it himself.  In his First Inauguration Speech, Lincoln said, "I have no purpose, directly or 

indirectly, to interfere with the institution of slavery in the States where it exists. I believe I have 

no lawful right to do so, and I have no inclination to do so." (Excerpted from The Collected Works 

of Abraham Lincoln, edited by Roy P. Basler, Volume VIII, "Speech to One Hundred Fortieth 

Indiana Regiment," p. 361.) 

The gathering tensions between the North and the South in Congress really had to do with 

sectionalism, the idea that since different parts of the country had different needs, they should 

have different laws.  Specifically, the argument was over who should decide whether new states 

should be slave or free states, the federal government in Washington, or the people living in 

those new states?  

The congressmen and senators from the South wanted the slave-free state question to be 

decided locally.  To have a President who was opposed to that would be irritating, to say the 

least.  So, it makes sense that the tensions came to a head when Lincoln was elected.  It makes 
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sense regardless of what Lincoln said about the states that already had slavery: if he could use 

his power and influence as President to limit slavery in the new states, even if he left it alone in 

the states where it existed, the South would gradually become weaker and weaker in Congress.  

Then, at some future time, slavery could be outlawed.  Think of it like this: two baseball teams, 

the North and the South, each begin the World Series with nine players on the field.  But as the 

game goes on, the North adds new players while the South is forced to stay at nine.  The North, 

with all those extra players on the field, could more easily win the game.   

If the North was going to add free states, the South wanted to add slave states, so the country 

could remain in balance. With Lincoln's election, the South lost faith that the balance would be 

maintained.  What is really interesting, though, is that when the battle lines got drawn and 

eleven Southern, slaveholding states seceded from the Union (that is, resigned from the country 

to start their own separate country), five more slaveholding states remained in the Union, and 

they remained in it for the duration of the Civil War.   

Two years after the war began, when Lincoln wrote the Emancipation Proclamation, he ordered 

the freedom of the enslaved in the eleven states that had seceded, but not in the five that remained 

in the Union. The proclamation read, "...all persons held as slaves within any State or designated 

part of a State, the people whereof shall then be in rebellion against the United States, shall be 

then, thenceforward, and forever free."  As Lincoln had said in his speech, he had no intention 

of ending slavery in states in which it already existed.  The proclamation was, in a way, a 

punishment for the states that had rebelled.  So if the war wasn't about slavery, what was it 

about? 

When men enlisted in the Union army at the beginning of the Civil War, they believed they 

were fighting to keep the country united, to preserve the Union, not for the freedom of the 

enslaved.   Even though most of the states on the Union side no longer had slavery, many 

northerners had never seen an African American, and while they knew about slavery and even 

felt that it was unfortunate situation, few of them would have gone to war, risking life and limb, 

to benefit people they did not know, never saw, and who were the victims of cruelties they 

could not easily imagine. 

For Lincoln, for those people who believed that important laws for the young country should be 

made in Congress for everyone, and for the millions of men who enlisted on the side of the 

North, the purpose of the war was to tell the South that the United States of America wasn't a 

club from which you were allowed to resign.  Once a state became a state, it was a lifetime 

membership.   

For the South, it was about what kind of country this was going to be: they didn't like the idea 

that people in Washington with one set of beliefs might be making important laws for people 

far away in places where people had other beliefs and needs.  To prohibit slavery in places 

where there could be agriculture that worked the way it did in the South was like telling car 
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manufacturers that they would have to make cars without engines!  Madness!  Their idea of the 

country was that it should be more like a group of countries, each with its own laws, tied 

together for mutual benefit, not to tell each other how to live. 

Caught in the middle were the four million enslaved.  And as time passed, as Americans who 

did not participate in slavery became more and more aware of what it was, more and more 

people opposed it.   So while at the start of the war, it was pretty clear to everyone that the 

conflict was about sectionalism (with slavery as the issue) and saving the Union, it was 

changing into a war about slavery, or, more generally, about freedom.   

By 1863, Lincoln had more clarity about the changed purpose of the war.  In his famous 

Gettysburg Address in the fall of that year, he said that the unfinished work begun by those 

who had died in battle should be finished so that, "...this nation, under God, shall have a new 

birth of freedom -- and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not 

perish from the earth."  Historians believe that, at this point, Lincoln was feeling that the 

emancipation of all the enslaved would come with a victory by the North.     

The first birth of American freedom had occurred eighty-seven years earlier, "four score and 

seven years" earlier, with the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.  The Declaration 

asserted our independence from England. But oddly, "all men are created equal" did not mean 

to include the enslaved.  Now Lincoln was rededicating the country, asking people to devote 

themselves to a "new birth of freedom," to a country in which all people would be free.  The war 

that had begun about preserving the Union turned into one about ending slavery and extending 

liberty to a millions of Americans who had never enjoyed its blessings. 
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Activity 2. 

Part B: 

Enslaved Population as Part of the Total Population in 1790, 1820 and 1860 

Background: Over the span of the seventy years from 1790 to 1860, there were important trends 

and events related to the issue of slavery: 1) with new technology that enabled mechanized 

spinning and weaving of cloth and the removal of seeds from cotton fibers, cotton-growing 

became a huge cash crop in the United States that increased the number of slaves and expanded 

their geographic spread, 2) in the 1830s, the abolitionist movement gathered momentum, fueled 

in part by a widening awareness of what slavery meant and the clarification for many of the 

moral contradiction it represented. Frederick Douglass wrote and spoke against slavery, as did 

Sojourner Truth.  William Lloyd Garrison published The Liberator, an anti-slavery newspaper. 

The enslaved captives that were being transported on The Amistad overwhelmed the captain 

and crew, and their court trial became an important news story that shed even more light on the 

plight of the enslaved.  Dred Scott attempted to sue for his freedom in the Supreme Court.  And 

John Brown, back from a murderous anti-slavery spree in “Bleeding Kansas” led an 

unsuccessful attempt to recruit an army of the enslaved and free sympathizers in order to 

embark on a violent campaign of liberation across the South, and 3) as the North gradually 

emancipated its enslaved population, the debate raged in Congress about maintaining slavery 

where it existed in the South and extending it into new states and territories.   

At the same time, the country more than doubled in size as a result of territory acquired 

through purchase and as a result of war. And it was during this time that the United States 

underwent a tremendous period of technological and industrial growth, which expressed itself 

in road and canal building, railroad building, as well as developments in communication (such 

as the telegraph and photography),  as well as developments in weaponry that would change 

the face of war in the coming conflict. 

 

Teacher Directions: You will be asking your students to discover another part of the story by 

using population data gathered from the censuses in 1790, 1820 and 1860 to develop an 

understanding of the extent to which slave labor was used in the U.S., where it was used, and 

how the patterns of slavery changed and developed over time. 

You might begin by going over the column and row headings on the accompanying table so 

that students become oriented as to how the data are organized.  Ask some basic questions 

students can answer just by looking at the chart and reading one figure.  Then, ask a few 

questions that require student to compare two or more figures.  Finally, you might ask students 

a few questions that require them to use several figures and make inferences or to draw a 

conclusion based on them. You could also include map reading skills in this activity by 
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combining the chart with a map that shows slave and free states in 1860 and/or which cash 

crops were grown where in the United States. 

Ten statements follow the chart that may be proven TRUE or FALSE by using the data.  You can 

use this activity both as a way to help your students develop some familiarity and also some 

flexibility with the information.  You may feel that completing this exercise is enough.  You 

might also challenge your students to formulate other statements for others to prove true or 

false using the data on the chart.  As a further challenge, you might ask your students to raise 

questions suggested, but not answered, by the data on the chart.  Those might be posted and 

answered by doing other research over the course of the study.   

 

ANSWER KEY FOR STUDENT ORGANIZER: 

1. TRUE, more than Delaware, Kentucky and Tennessee 

2. TRUE, there were still a small number of enslaved in Connecticut and Pennsylvania 

3. FALSE, it increased fivefold from 1790 to 1820, and then more than doubled again by 

1860 

4. FALSE, Illinois and Indiana had slavery 

5. FALSE, there were still enslaved people in New Jersey and all the border states at that 

time 

6. TRUE: 331,059 divided by 922,622 = .36, or just a few short of 1 out of 3. 

7. TRUE, all had fewer than 402,406 people 

8. FALSE, there was extensive slavery in Florida and Texas and some slavery in Kansas 

and New Mexico 

9. TRUE, Massachusetts, Maine, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nevada, 

California, and Oregon never enslaved any of their population 

10. TRUE, 57% of the population was enslaved 
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Enslaved Population as Part of the Total Population in 1790, 1820 and 1860 

 

State 1790 

TOTAL        SLAVE 

1820 

TOTAL        SLAVE 

1860 

TOTAL        SLAVE 

Connecticut 238,141 2,759 275,102 97 460,147 - 

Massachusetts 378,717 - 523,159 - 1,231,066 - 

New Hampshire 141,899 158 244, 022 - 326,073 - 

New Jersey 184,139 11,423 277,426 7,557 672,035 18 

New York 340,120 21,324 1,372,111 10,088 3,880,735 - 

Pennsylvania 434,733 3,737 1.047,507 211 2,906,215 - 

Vermont 85,416 17 235,749 - 315,098 - 

Delaware 59,096 8,887 72,749 4,509 112,216 1,798 

Kentucky 73.077 11,830 564,135 126,732 1,155,684 225,483 

Maryland 319,728 103,036 407,350 107,397 687,049 87,189 

Georgia 82,548 29,264 340,983 149,654 1,057,286 462,198 

North Carolina 393,751 100,572 638,829 205,017 922,622 331,059 

South Carolina 249.073 107,094 502,741 258,475 703,708 402,406 

Tennessee 35,791 3,417 422,761 80,107 1,109,801 275,719 

Virginia 748,308 293,427 1,065,129 425,153 1,596,318 490,865 
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New States after 1790 

Illinois  55,161 917 1,711,951 - 

Indiana 147,178 190 1,350,735 - 

Maine 298,269 - 628,279 - 

Michigan 8,765 - 749,113 - 

Ohio 581,295 - 2,339,511 - 

Missouri 66,557 10,222 1,182,012 114,931 

Alabama 127,901 41,879 964,201 435,080 

Arkansas 14,255 1,617 435,450 111,115 

Louisiana 152,923 69,064 708,002 331,726 

Mississippi 75,448 32,813 791,305 436,631 

New States or Territories after 1820 

California  379,994 - 

Iowa 674,913 - 

Kansas 107,206 2 

Minnesota 172,023 - 

Nevada 6,857 - 

Oregon 52,465 - 

Wisconsin 775,881 - 

(West Virginia-1863) (376,688) - 

Florida 140,424 61,745 

Texas 604,215 182,566 

Colorado 34,277 - 

Nebraska 28,841 15 
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New Mexico 93,516 29 

Utah 40,273 - 

Washington 11,594 - 

Data source: US Census Bureau, World Almanac 2007 

 

Blue- states that fought on the side of the Union in the Civil War, and can be considered 

NORTHERN STATES. 

Gray- states that are geographically in the South and that fought on the side of the Confederacy 

in the Civil War, the SOUTHERN STATES. 

Light Blue- states that never declared secession from the Union, called BORDER STATES, that 

were, technically, on the side of the North although they were in the South.  All practiced 

slavery, although, in 1863, a condition of statehood for West Virginia, included here to show its 

status, was a clause that freed its enslaved over a period of time. 

White- territories that were not yet states 
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Name:                               Class:    Date: 

Enslaved Population as Part of the Total Population in 1790, 1820 and 1860 

Student Organizer 

Directions:  Look at each of the statements about slavery.  Using the chart of census data, decide 

which of the statements are TRUE and which are FALSE.  Be ready to defend your answers. 

1. In 1790, there were more enslaved people in New York than in some Southern states. 

TRUE or FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

2. In the thirty years between 1790 and 1820 slavery all but disappeared in five Northern 

states.  TRUE or FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

3. In Georgia, the enslaved population remained stable from 1790 to 1860. TRUE or 

FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

4. There were no enslaved people in any of the Northern states that joined the Union after 

1790. TRUE or FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

5. By the time the Civil War began, no states that fought on the side of the Union had 

enslaved people in them. TRUE or FALSE? How do you know? 
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6. In North Carolina in 1860, about one out of every three people was enslaved. TRUE or 

FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

7. In 1860, there were more enslaved people living in South Carolina than the total 

populations of any one of these states: New Hampshire, Vermont, Delaware, Florida, 

Minnesota, Kansas, Nevada, California or Oregon. TRUE or FALSE? Why? 

 

 

 

8. Slavery did not extend to any states or territories that became part of the US after 1820.  

TRUE or FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

9.  Some states never had an enslaved population. TRUE or FALSE? How do you know? 

 

 

 

10.  By 1860, more than half the population of South Carolina was enslaved. TRUE or 

FALSE? How do you know? 
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Slave Quarter Photographs 

 

The following photographs were taken long after the Civil War.  The people seen in the 

photographs are most likely sharecroppers who lived lives too similar to their enslaved 

ancestors, but they give some idea, if not a precise one, of the conditions in which the enslaved 

lived.  Also, bear in mind the photographs taken in the 1930s represent what actual slave 

quarters looked like sixty years after the end of slavery, though at that time, many were still 

being used to house poor farm workers with minimal amenities. 

 

 

A Note to the Educator:  

You should decide how to present these photographs to your students, that is, in sets for small groups or 

individuals, projected for the whole class to see, etc.  It’s often helpful for students to have time to mull 

over one or two photographs by themselves. The Photo Analysis sheet will help students to be thorough in 

their examination of a picture.   

 

There are many photographs of slave quarters online and, should you want to have your class complete 

more research about this particular aspect of slavery, they will find pictures that range from neat, sturdy 

brick buildings to hovels that hardly look habitable by farm animals.  In your discussion of the pictures, 

try to elicit from your students the understanding that the slave experience differed in many ways from 

one place to another because of many factors (climate, location, the attitudes and temperament of the 

slaveholders, and the quarters), but there was no good slavery.
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Name: ___________________    Class: __________  Date: ____________ 

Photograph Analysis Guide 

 

What is the title of the photograph? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where was the photograph taken?  When 

was it taken? 

 

 

Who is the photographer? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who are the people in the photograph?    

 

 

 

 

What objects, things, or animals do you see in 

the photograph?  What are these things made 

of?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What words are in the photograph that may 

help you understand what the photograph 

is about (if there are any)? 
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Write about things you see that indicate 

when the picture was taken (clothing styles, 

what things look like and how they are made, 

etc.) What might you say about the level of 

technology available to people at that time 

and place? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the people (or animals) doing? 

What do you infer about the people and the 

place from all that you notice?  Do the people 

or objects seem posed or arranged?  Does it 

seem as if the photographer wants you to 

come away with a certain feeling about what 

is in the picture?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I can’t make any sense of the photograph.  

This is probably because… (List as many 

reasons as you can.) 
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Old slave quarters near Caruthersville, Missouri. 

Farm Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection 

(Library of Congress) 

Lee, Russell, 1903-1986, photographer. 

CREATED/PUBLISHED- 1938 Aug. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b20000/8b20300/8b20394v.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/mcc,gottscho,detr,nfor,wpa,aap,cwar,bbpix,cowellbib,calbkbib,consrvbib,bdsbib,dag,fsaall,gmd,pan,vv,presp,varstg,suffrg,nawbib,horyd,wtc,toddbib,mgw,ncr,ngp,musdibib,hlaw,papr,lhbumbib,rbpebib,lbcoll,alad,hh,aaodyssey,magbell,bbc,dcm,raelbib,runyon,dukesm,lomaxbib,mtj,gottlieb,aep,qlt,coolbib,fpnas,aasm,denn,relpet,amss,aaeo,mff,afc911bib,mjm,mnwp,rbcmillerbib,molden,ww2map,mfdipbib,afcnyebib,klpmap,hawp,omhbib,rbaapcbib,mal,ncpsbib,ncpm,lhbprbib,ftvbib,afcreed,aipn,cwband,flwpabib,wpapos,cmns,psbib,pin,coplandbib,cola,tccc,curt,mharendt,lhbcbbib,eaa,haybib,mesnbib,fine,cwnyhs,svybib,mmorse,afcwwgbib,mymhiwebib,uncall,afcwip,mtaft,manz,llstbib,fawbib,berl,fmuever,cdn,upboverbib,mussm,cic,afcpearl,awh,awhbib,sgp,wright,lhbtnbib,afcesnbib,hurstonbib,mreynoldsbib,spaldingbib,sgproto,scsmbib,afccalbib,mamcol:@OR%28@field%28AUTHOR+@3%28Lee,+Russell,+1903+1986,+%29%29+@field%28OTHER+@3%28Lee,+Russell,+1903+1986,+%29%29%29
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b20000/8b20300/8b20394v.jpg
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Interior of old slave quarters near Caruthersville, Missouri. 

Farm Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection 

(Library of Congress) 

Lee, Russell, 1903-1986, photographer. 

CREATED/PUBLISHED- 1938 Aug. 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b20000/8b20300/8b20388v.jpg 

 

 

  

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/mcc,gottscho,detr,nfor,wpa,aap,cwar,bbpix,cowellbib,calbkbib,consrvbib,bdsbib,dag,fsaall,gmd,pan,vv,presp,varstg,suffrg,nawbib,horyd,wtc,toddbib,mgw,ncr,ngp,musdibib,hlaw,papr,lhbumbib,rbpebib,lbcoll,alad,hh,aaodyssey,magbell,bbc,dcm,raelbib,runyon,dukesm,lomaxbib,mtj,gottlieb,aep,qlt,coolbib,fpnas,aasm,denn,relpet,amss,aaeo,mff,afc911bib,mjm,mnwp,rbcmillerbib,molden,ww2map,mfdipbib,afcnyebib,klpmap,hawp,omhbib,rbaapcbib,mal,ncpsbib,ncpm,lhbprbib,ftvbib,afcreed,aipn,cwband,flwpabib,wpapos,cmns,psbib,pin,coplandbib,cola,tccc,curt,mharendt,lhbcbbib,eaa,haybib,mesnbib,fine,cwnyhs,svybib,mmorse,afcwwgbib,mymhiwebib,uncall,afcwip,mtaft,manz,llstbib,fawbib,berl,fmuever,cdn,upboverbib,mussm,cic,afcpearl,awh,awhbib,sgp,wright,lhbtnbib,afcesnbib,hurstonbib,mreynoldsbib,spaldingbib,sgproto,scsmbib,afccalbib,mamcol:@OR%28@field%28AUTHOR+@3%28Lee,+Russell,+1903+1986,+%29%29+@field%28OTHER+@3%28Lee,+Russell,+1903+1986,+%29%29%29
http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/fsa/8b20000/8b20300/8b20388v.jpg
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The Whole black family at the Hermitage, Savannah, Ga. 

Detroit Publishing Company Photograph Collection- no. 034666 

CREATED/PUBLISHED: 1907? 

Gift; State Historical Society of Colorado; 1949 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/det/4a10000/4a18000/4a18100/4a18122v.jpg 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/service/pnp/det/4a10000/4a18000/4a18100/4a18122v.jpg
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Slave quarters on St. Georges Island 

Collection of the New-York Historical Society 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/images/4sqsg17b.jpg

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/images/4sqsg17b.jpg
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

On the following pages, you will find “flashcards” with terms and definitions (both combined and 

separate) that your students may encounter while playing Part 1 of “Flight to Freedom.” These terms and 

definitions can be introduced and practiced before or during the time students see or hear them in the 

context of Mission US or in their American history study. The discussion questions and writing prompts 

will provide further opportunities for students to have more practice with the words and terms. 

 

Divide your students into small groups of four or five, and ask each group to review the terms and 

definitions.  

 

After your students have had a chance to review and discuss the terms and definitions, distribute the 

excerpt from the reporter’s interview with Lucy. Review the directions with your students, and ask them 

to complete the text using the terms they studied.   

 

Here are the terms which should be inserted into each paragraph of Lucy’s life story: 

Paragraph 1- plantation, Lexington, hemp 

Paragraph 2- master, slaves, slop, chicken coop, big house 

Paragraph 3- slave quarters, plantation, road pass, overseer    

Paragraph 4- hemp-break, “sold south” 

Paragraph 5- smokehouse, auction  
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plantation 

a large farm, normally specializing 

in the growth of 

one cash crop 

and worked by 

slaves 

 

Lexington 

a city in 

northern 

Kentucky, 

located about 

80 miles from 

the Ohio border 

 

hemp 

a plant, the coarse 

fibers of which can 

be used to make 

rope, clothing, or 

paper 

 

master 

a person who owned a slave 

 

slop 

bran or cornmeal 

mixed with water and 

fed to pigs and other 

livestock 

 

slaves 

people owned 

by and forced 

to work for 

someone else, 

not earning 

money or reward for their effort 

Big House 

a reference to the 

plantation owner’s 

home, the biggest 

house on the 

plantation 

chicken coop 

 

a shed or other 

enclosure where 

chickens are kept and 

raised 
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road pass 

a pass needed by 

slaves (and 

sometimes by 

free blacks) 

giving them legal 

permission to travel in the South 

slave quarters 

the housing for slaves, oftentimes 

small shack-

like houses 

with very few 

comforts 

 

hemp-break 

a machine used to separate hemp 

fibers from the 

plant’s stalk 

 

overseer 

a person, usually 

white, who was in 

charge of the day-

to-day operations 

of a plantation, 

including the discipline of slaves 

smokehouse 

 

a place to 

“smoke,” or 

preserve, meat 

“sold south” 

the term used when 

slave owners 

decided to sell 

either disobedient 

or nonessential 

slaves further south as punishment 

or to make money  

auction 

a public sale where 

goods or services 

go to the highest 

bidder 
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plantation 

 

Lexington 

 

hemp 

 

master 

 

slop 

 

slaves 

 

Big House 

 

chicken coop 
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road pass 

 

slave quarters 

 

hemp break 

 

overseer 

 

smokehouse 

 

“sold south” 

 

auction 
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a large farm, normally 

specializing in the growth of 

one cash crop and worked by 

slaves 

a city in northern Kentucky, 

located about 80 miles from the 

Ohio border 

a plant, the coarse fibers of 

which can be used to make 

rope, clothing, or paper 

a person who owned a slave 

bran or cornmeal mixed with 

water and fed to pigs and other 

livestock 

people owned by and forced to 

work for someone else, not 

earning money or reward for 

their effort 

a reference to the plantation 

owner’s home, the biggest 

house on the plantation 

 

a shed or other enclosure where 

chickens are kept and raised 
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a pass needed by slaves (and 

sometimes by free blacks) 

giving them legal permission to 

travel in the South 

the housing for slaves, 

oftentimes small shack-like 

houses with very few comforts 

a machine used to separate 

hemp fibers from the plant’s 

stalk 

a person, usually white, who 

was in charge of the day-to-day 

operations of a plantation, 

including the discipline of 

slaves 

a place to “smoke,” or preserve, 

meat 

the term used when slave 

owners decided to sell either 

disobedient or nonessential 

slaves further south as 

punishment or to make money 

a public sale where goods or 

services go to the highest bidder 
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Name:        Date:      

 

 

Activity: In the years following the Civil War, former slaves celebrated the end of slavery with a 

holiday called “Juneteenth.” Juneteenth, held annually on June 19, commemorated the day on 

which slaves in Texas learned of slavery’s abolition.  

 

This activity imagines Lucy is telling a reporter about her life and adventures at a Juneteenth 

picnic in 1868, twenty years after the beginning of “Flight to Freedom.”     

 

After reading and talking about the words and terms on the flash cards, read this excerpt from 

Lucy’s interview with the reporter, describing what her life was like in Kentucky. Use the cards 

and your memory to help you fill in the missing words and terms. Some words may be used 

more than once. 

 

Auction 

master 

chicken coop  

slave quarters 

big house 

hemp-brake 

overseer 

slop 

hemp 

plantation 

slaves 

smokehouse 

Lexington 

road pass 

sold south 

 

 

 

 

“I was born on the King _________________, not far from the city of _________________, in 

northern Kentucky.  The King family grew _____________, which was used to make rope. They 

needed lots of rope in those days, to bundle up the cotton being grown further south.  

 

_______________ King and his family owned me and about fifteen other ________________. We 

worked hard, day in and day out. I had to do all sorts of work for the Kings: I had to do the 

laundry, give the hogs their_______________, and gather eggs  from the_________________. 

Sometimes, I also got called up to the _________________ to answer to Miss Sarah, Master 
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King’s daughter. I had to do any little thing she wanted, no questions asked. Miss Sarah and I 

were friendly when we were children, but as I grew older she ordered me around and made me 

work hard for her, too. I worked from the moment I got up in the morning until the moment I 

went to bed at night.  It was a hard life. 

 

I lived in the __________________ with my mother and my brother Jonah. My daddy lived on 

another _________________, a few miles away. Sometimes, we could get a __________________ 

from Mr. Otis to go and visit my daddy. Mr. Otis was the Kings’_________________. He was not 

a kind man. He would yell at me, and frighten me, and sometimes he whipped or beat the other 

slaves. It was his job to make sure we did our work.  

 

One year, not long after my fourteenth birthday, there was some big trouble. Henry, one of the 

slaves, had run off and been brought back. Mr. Otis thought Henry purposefully broke the 

__________________, to slow down the hemp harvest and cost Master King money.  Henry was 

afraid he would be _________________, to one of the big cotton plantations, where they worked 

slaves to death. He would never see any of us ever again.  

 

I had to do Henry’s work for him, because Mr. Otis had beaten him so badly. One night, the 

__________________ burned to the ground, and Mr. Otis thought I’d done it. I’d never been so 
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scared in all my life. I was sure I’d be sold at an _________________. I would never see my 

mother or Jonah again.  I had no choice. I had to run away.”   
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

You will need to decide how best to share these writing prompts with your students.  You might share 

them all and ask students to choose one to respond to.  You may assign one or more to the entire group.  

You might make one or more of the topics the basis for in-class discussions.  Make your decisions 

according to the needs of your group. 

 

You may notice that many of the topics contain some version of the phrase, “Write about a time in your 

life…” The intention of these prompts is twofold: first, since students remember the content of their own 

lives, they can more easily respond to the questions and they are more likely to want to express themselves 

if they feel competent to do so; second, these questions can form a meaningful bridge between what 

happens in the lives of ordinary people today and the lives of people in history or in historical events.  For 

these reasons, you might decide to use some of the prompts before students encounter the history because 

thinking about them sets the students up to understand  and to relate to it better. 

 

Since students vary in their degree of comfort and skill in writing, you should decide when and how 

much students should write.  We suggest that since students need to share their writing with each other 

to make personal and historical connections, you should encourage them to focus on content rather than 

on mechanical skills.  Pieces can be revised and edited later if you decide they should be shared formally 

(such as on a bulletin board or in a newsletter). 
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Read through all the topics first, and then choose one of them to write about.  Write the title 

of the piece at the top of your page.  Write in complete sentences.  After you are finished, 

proofread your work for correctness. 

 

 

WHAT WOULD YOU CHOOSE?  Suppose you lived in Kentucky in the late 1840s and 

somehow you had the following choice to make: EITHER TO BE an indentured servant for a 

period of seven years to a farmer who was a sadistic tyrant, who overworked you, insulted, 

beat, and otherwise abused you for small mistakes you made, underfed you, and showed you 

no sympathy or affection, but who would, in the end, release you and give you two acres of 

farmland; OR TO BE a slave on a small family farm in the home of a kindly couple who treated 

you almost like one of the family, with a reasonable amount of work to do, who provided you 

with food similar to what they ate in quality and amount, comfortable clothing, and adequate 

quarters in which to sleep.  They forgave your mistakes, encouraged you to read and to better 

yourself.  They would never, however, entertain any conversation about ending your bondage 

as a slave.  Which would you choose?  Why? 

 

ARE YOU A SLAVE?  Most students of school age are entirely, or nearly entirely, dependent on 

their parents for food, clothing, shelter and a general level of care.  While most parents are 

caring most of the time, some parents mete out punishments to their children when they feel it's 

necessary or make rules for their children that seem harsh or unfair.  Children under the age of 

eighteen or twenty-one are, in general, far from free people.  So are children, in a sense, slaves to 

their parents?  Explain.  If you disagree, say why. 

 

LUCY AS SABOTEUR.  In Part 1, Lucy is confronted with several instances in which she might 

pretend to take longer to do a task than it requires, or she might even take action to undermine 

the smooth running of the plantation by destroying property.   In historical France, people 

sometimes wore wooden shoes called sabot.  The intentional clatter made by sabot to distract or 

muddle people who were trying to work, talk or think, was called sabotage.  Later, the definition 

extended to other contexts, such as what Lucy must sometimes consider.  Why might a person 

in Lucy's position choose sabotage rather than some other way to protest her condition?  You 

might think of times when you have either considered or actually used sabotage in your own 

life to try to imagine Lucy's thinking. 
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TAKING VS. STEALING.  Rationalizing is the process of making something seem reasonable or 

right when it really isn't.  For example, you forget to do your homework and then play hooky 

from school.  When you are asked why you didn't go to school, you explain that since you 

didn't have your work prepared, you didn't want to waste the teacher's time—that’s a 

rationalization.  You might think of it as well-packaged baloney.  A rationale, on the other hand, 

is an expression of the thought process you use to define how you will act or what you believe, 

and it's not an attempt to get away with something.  On large plantations, enslaved people 

sometimes quietly and secretly helped themselves to food or other property that belonged to 

the owner; they reasoned that they themselves were property and property couldn't logically 

steal property, so that was taking, and thus morally acceptable.  Stealing was when one enslaved 

person took something from another, and that was wrong.  Is this explanation of the difference 

between taking and stealing a rationalization or a rationale?  Explain. 

 

LUCY’S JOURNAL.  Through Lucy’s eyes, think about your circumstances from the beginning 

to the end of this part of “Flight to Freedom.”  Think about the people with whom you 

interacted, and what you learned from them.  Think about the choices you made and the 

consequences of those choices.  Now write a journal entry from Lucy’s point-of-view 

summarizing what happened to you in Part 1.  You may choose to illustrate one aspect of your 

entry. 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

The purpose of these questions is to check the students’ understanding of the action of the game 

and the history embedded in that action.  Since the outcome of gameplay can vary depending on 

the choices the student makes, the answers to the questions might also vary.  

 

Some students might learn information later than others, or not at all.  If you choose to discuss 

students’ responses as a whole group, information can be shared among all your “Lucys.” 

 

There may be more questions here than you want your students to answer in one sitting or in 

one evening.  In that case, choose the questions you feel are most essential for their 

understanding of Part 1. 

 

Feel free to copy the following pages of this activity for your students. 

 

If you are not planning to have your students write the answers to the questions, you’ll need to 

modify the directions. 
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Name: ___________________________   Date:_____________________ 

 

 

Directions: After you play Part 1, read and answer these questions from the point of 

view of your character, Lucy.  You may not know all the answers, so do the best you 

can.  Write in complete sentences and proofread your work. 

 

 

1) Lucy has a lot of work to do on the King family’s plantation. What are some of the 

chores and tasks she is assigned?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Where is Lucy’s father? Why is he there?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) What is the King plantation like? What are some of the things you saw and heard?  
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4) What are some of the ways Mr. Otis punishes slaves who break the rules or are 

disrespectful? What is the harshest punishment you heard about?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5) How do the slaves help each other?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) On this day, in addition to your mother, you may have met the following people. 

Make a note or two about them next to the name of each.  For this question, your notes 

don’t have to be in complete sentences. 

a. Jonah 

b. Henry 

c. Mr. Otis  

d. Miss Sarah King  

e. Esther  
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7) Do you think Lucy likes Miss Sarah? Why or why not?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8) Why did Lucy have to run away?  
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Selections from 

Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American Slave 

 

 Henry Walton Bibb was born into slavery on a plantation near Louisville, Kentucky in 1815.  

His mother was a slave and of mixed race; his father was a white state senator.  Bibb escaped to 

freedom and was recaptured at least three times.  His autobiography, Narrative of the Life and 

Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American Slave, published in 1849-1850 when he was living in 

Boston, became one of the most successful antebellum slave narratives.   

 

With the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act, Bibb left Boston for Canada and settled permanently 

as a free man.  In Canada, he spoke against slavery and for the total integration of the races. He 

was a founding director of the Refugee Home Society, the work of which was to help the 25-

35,000 fugitive slaves in Canada to “recolonize.” He also edited the first black newspaper in 

Canada, Voice of the Fugitive.  

 

 

A Note to the Educator: 

While the circumstances of Lucy’s enslavement and the strategies she considers in her escape are based on 

thorough research, Lucy is a fictional character.  The circumstances of Henry Bibb’s enslavement and the 

record of his attempts to escape are factual, regardless of whether or not he has embellished them for his 

readers. Bibb’s story provides a real-life companion to the second part of “Flight to Freedom,” and it will 

reinforce the historical aspects of the period to your students. 

 

Since this activity is also available to you as a Word document, you can edit the excerpts, and remove or 

modify the annotations to suit the needs of your students.  You might define more or fewer words, or use 

the margin to write discussion or comprehension questions.  

 

Potential discussion questions include:  

 

1. For Bibb, it is ironic that the person who presumes to own him is a deacon.  Why is this? (A 

deacon assists the minister of a Christian church.  We infer that Bibb feels that to be a Christian 

means to be compassionate to others, so to be a slaveholder, and a heartless one at that, seems 

contradictory to him.) 

2. Why does Bibb decide to run? (Bibb mentions several reasons for his actions, some that seem 

more immediate [fear of whippings, fear for the safety of his wife and child], some that are a bit 

further away [fear of his family being sold away from him], and some that are more philosophical 

[such as when he discusses with the reader why he took the risks that he did].) 

3. Does Bibb intend to attempt an escape when he first decides to go to the religious meeting?  When 
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he decides to escape, how does Bibb complicate matters and risk an even worse punishment?  (He 

decides to increase his chances for escape by taking a mule and a knife with him.  Either of these 

increases the possible penalty from a whipping to death.) 

4. What are some of the ways Bibb resists enslavement over the course of the story? (He attends a 

religious service after being prohibited from doing so; he steals a mule and a bowie knife, and runs 

away twice, the second time with his wife and baby daughter. We can infer that Bibb continued to 

resist and to oppose slavery because later in his life, he writes the book from which this passage is 

excerpted.) 

5. What are all the reasons Bibb feels he must try to escape? (He will be whipped; his family will be 

punished even if they remain behind; his wife and daughter might be sold off; he loves liberty and 

hates his state of bondage.  The first three paragraphs of Chapter 12 are particularly powerful, 

and you might consider reading that part aloud.) 
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Henry Bibb 

Source: http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/bibb/bibb.html 

 

http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/bibb/bibb.html
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Note:  Most of American English 

spelling was standardized by the 

beginning of the 19th century, 

but readers will notice certain 

differences from current spellings 

not corrected here. 

 

It was a literary convention of 

the times to open each chapter 

with a brief summary of the 

content. 

 

Malinda is Henry' Bibb's wife.  

Deacon Whitfield is their 

slaveholder.  A deacon is a person 

who works as an assistant to a 

minister in a church.  In this 

case, because of his temperament 

and actions, Bibb has difficulty 

believing he is a Christian; the 

neighbor, by contrast, allows 

slaves to attend services. 

Superannuated- too old to do 

hard work, these enslaved might 

mind children or do less 

demanding errands. 

 

 

 

 

Narrative of the life and adventures of Henry Bibb, an 

American slave, written by himself. With an introd. by 

Lucius C. Matlack.  (1849) 

 

Source: Electronic Text Center, University of Virginia Library 

http://etext.virginia.edu/toc/modeng/public/BibNarr.html 

 

CHAPTER XI. 

I attend a prayer meeting. -- Punishment therefor threatened. 

-- I attempt to escape alone. -- My return to take my family. -- 

Our sufferings. -- Dreadful attack of wolves. -- Our recapture. 

     

Some months after Malinda had recovered from her sickness, I 

got permission from the Deacon, on one Sabbath day, to attend 

a prayer meeting, on a neighboring plantation, with a few old 

superanuated slaves, although this was contrary to the custom 

of the country -- for slaves were not allowed to assemble for 

religious worship. Being more numerous than the whites there 

was fear of rebellion, and the overpowering of their oppressors 

in order to obtain freedom. 

But this gentleman on whose plantation I attended the meeting 

was not a Deacon nor a professor of religion. He was not afraid 

of a few old Christian slaves rising up to kill their master 

because he allowed them to worship God on the Sabbath day. 

We had a very good meeting, although our exercises were not 

conducted in accordance with an enlightened Christianity; for 

we had no Bible -- no intelligent leader -- but a conscience, 

prompted by our own reason, constrained us to worship God 

the Creator of all things. 
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The 8th Amendment (1787) 

made it illegal and 

unconstitutional for the justice 

system to mete out punishments 

that were "cruel or unusual," 

but slaveholders could do 

whatever they liked to punish 

slaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note the predicament in which 

Bibb finds himself and how his 

desperation to avoid punishment 

for attending a religious service 

causes him to decide to run away 

and to steal a mule to do it. 

 

 

 

 

When I returned home from meeting I told the other slaves 

what a good time we had at our meeting, and requested them 

to go with me to meeting there on the next Sabbath. As no 

slave was allowed to go from the plantation on a visit without 

a written pass from his master, on the next Sabbath several of 

us went to the Deacon, to get permission to attend that prayer 

meeting; but he refused to let any go. I thought I would slip off 

and attend the meeting and get back before he would miss me, 

and would not know that I had been to the meeting. 

When I returned home from the meeting as I approached the 

house I saw Malinda, standing out at the fence looking in the 

direction in which I was expected to return. She hailed my 

approach, not with joy, but with grief. She was weeping under 

great distress of mind, but it was hard for me to extort from her 

the reason why she wept. She finally informed me that her 

master had found out that I had violated his law, and I should 

suffer the penalty. which was five hundred lashes, on my 

naked back. 

I asked her how he knew that I had gone? 

She said I had not long been gone before he called for me and I 

was not to be found. He then sent the overseer on horseback to 

the place where we were to meet to see if I was there. But when 

the overseer got to the place, the meeting was over and I had 

gone back home, but had gone a nearer route through the 

woods and the overseer happened not to meet me. He heard 

that I had been there and hurried back home before me and 

told the Deacon, who ordered him to take me on the next 

morning, strip off my clothes, drive down four stakes in the 

ground and fasten my limbs to them; then strike me five 

hundred lashes for going to the prayer meeting. This was what 

distressed my poor companion. She thought it was more than I 

could bear, and that it would be the death of me. I concluded 

then to run away -- but she thought they would catch me with 

the blood hounds by their taking my track. But to avoid them I 

thought I would ride off on one of the Deacon's mules. She 
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Tackled up- put a harness, etc. on 

the mule 

 

 

A cane break is a section of reeds 

in a swamp. 

Twenty rods: a rod is about 16.5 

feet, so about 100 yards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Heart-rending- heartbreaking 

 

 

 

 

 

thought if I did, they would sell me. 

"No matter, I will try it," said I, "let the consequences be what 

they may. The matter can be no worse than it now is." So I 

tackled up the Deacon's best mule with his saddle, &c., and 

started that night and went off eight or ten miles from home. 

But I found the mule to be rather troublesome, and was like to 

betray me by braying, especially when he would see cattle, 

horses, or any thing of the kind in the woods. 

The second night from home I camped in a cane break down in 

the Red river swamp not a great way off from the road, 

perhaps not twenty rods, exposed to wild ferocious beasts 

which were numerous in that section of country. On that night 

about the middle of the night the mule heard the sound of 

horses feet on the road, and he commenced stamping and 

trying to break away. As the horses seemed to come nearer, the 

mule commenced trying to bray, and it was all that I could do 

to prevent him from making a loud bray there in the woods, 

which would have betrayed me. 

I supposed that it was the overseer out with the dogs looking 

for me, and I found afterwards that I was not mistaken. As 

soon as the people had passed by, I mounted the mule and 

took him home to prevent his betraying me. When I got near 

by home I stripped off the tackling and turned the mule loose. I 

then slipt up to the cabin wherein my wife laid and found her 

awake, much distressed about me. She informed me that they 

were then out looking for me, and that the Deacon was bent on 

flogging me nearly to death, and then selling me off from my 

family. This was truly heart-rending to my poor wife; the 

thought of our being torn apart in a strange land after having 

been sold away from all her friends and relations, was more 

than she could bear. 

The Deacon had declared that I should not only suffer for the 

crime of attending a prayer meeting without his permission, 

and for running away, but for the awful crime of stealing a 
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How does Bibb think about 

taking a mule in terms of right 

and wrong?  Is breaking a rule 

right as long as you don't get 

caught?  

The family's plight escalates: 

Bibb's wife and child would be 

guilty as accomplices, so they 

must all run away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parched corn- dried corn 

Pawpaw- a sweet yellow tree 

fruit 

Persimmons- a soft juicy red-

orange fruit resembling a tomato 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

jackass, which was death by the law when committed by a 

negro. 

But I well knew that I was regarded as property, and so was 

the ass; and I thought if one piece of property took off another, 

there could be no law violated in the act; no more sin 

committed in this than if one jackass had rode off another. 

But after consultation with my wife I concluded to take her and 

my little daughter with me and they would be guilty of the 

same crime that I was, so far as running away was concerned; 

and if the Deacon sold one he might sell us all, and perhaps to 

the same person. 

 

So we started off with our child that night, and made our way 

down to the Red river swamps among the buzzing insects and 

wild beasts of the forest. We wandered about in the wilderness 

for eight or ten days before we were apprehended, striving to 

make our way from slavery; but it was all in vain. Our food 

was parched corn, with wild fruit such as pawpaws, 

percimmons, grapes, &c. We did at one time chance to find a 

sweet potato patch where we got a few potatoes; but most of 

the time, while we were out, we were lost. We wanted to cross 

the Red river but could find no conveyance to cross in. 

I recollect one day of finding a crooked tree which bent over 

the river or over one fork of the river, where it was divided by 

an island. I should think that the tree was at least twenty feet 

from the surface of the water. I picked up my little child, and 

my wife followed me, saying, "if we perish let us all perish 

together in the stream." We succeeded in crossing over. I often 

look back to that dangerous event even now with 

astonishment, and wonder how I could have run such a risk. 

What would induce me to run the same risk now? What could 

induce me now to leave home and friends and go to the wild 

forest and lay out on the cold ground night after night without 
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Bibb takes time to reflect for the 

reader.  Why has he put his 

family and himself at such risk?  

"...the strongest love of liberty, 

humanity, and justice to myself 

and family...." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Faced with a pack of bloodthirsty 

wolves, Bibb summarizes his 

situation for himself and for the 

reader. 

 

piety- devotion to God or 

religion. 

covering, and live on parched corn? 

What would induce me to take my family and go into the Red 

river swamps of Louisiana among the snakes and alligators, 

with all the liabilities of being destroyed by them, hunted 

down with blood hounds, or lay myself liable to be shot down 

like the wild beasts of the forest? Nothing I say, nothing but 

the strongest love of liberty, humanity, and justice to myself 

and family, would induce me to run such a risk again. 

When we crossed over on the tree we supposed that we had 

crossed over the main body of the river, but we had not 

proceeded far on our journey before we found that we were on 

an Island surrounded by water on either side. We made our 

bed that night in a pile of dry leaves which had fallen from off 

the trees. We were much rest-broken, wearied from hunger 

and travelling through briers, swamps and cane-brakes -- 

consequently we soon fell asleep after lying down. About the 

dead hour of the night I was aroused by the awful howling of a 

gang of blood-thirsty wolves, which had found us out and 

surrounded us as their prey, there in the dark wilderness many 

miles from any house or settlement. 

My dear little child was so dreadfully alarmed that she 

screamed loudly with fear -- my wife trembling like a leaf on a 

tree, at the thought of being devoured there in the wilderness 

by ferocious wolves. 

The wolves kept howling, and were near enough for us to see 

their glaring eyes, and hear their chattering teeth. I then 

thought that the hour of death for us was at hand; that we 

should not live to see the light of another day; for there was no 

way for our escape. My little family were looking up to me for 

protection, but I could afford them none. And while I was 

offering up my prayers to that God who never forsakes those 

in the hour of danger who trust in him, I thought of Deacon 

Whitfield; I thought of his profession, and doubted his piety. I 

thought of his hand-cuffs, of his whips, of his chains, of his 
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Bowie knife  

http://www.historicarkansas. 

org/images/interior/ 

ham_img_bowie1.jpg 

 

 

 

 

stocks, of his thumb-screws, of his slave driver and overseer, 

and of his religion; I also thought of his opposition to prayer 

meetings, and of his five hundred lashes promised me for 

attending a prayer meeting. I thought of God, I thought of the 

devil, I thought of hell; and I thought of heaven, and wondered 

whether I should ever see the Deacon there. And I calculated 

that if heaven was made up of such Deacons, or such persons, 

it could not be filled with love to all mankind, and with glory 

and eternal happiness, as we know it is from the truth of the 

Bible. 

The reader may perhaps think me tedious on this topic, but 

indeed it is one of so much interest to me, that I find myself 

entirely unable to describe what my own feelings were at that 

time. I was so much excited by the fierce howling of the savage 

wolves, and the frightful screams of my little family, that I 

thought of the future; I thought of the past; I thought the time 

of my departure had come at last. 

My impression is, that all these thoughts and thousands of 

others, flashed through my mind, while I was surrounded by 

those wolves. But it seemed to be the will of a merciful 

providence, that our lives should be spared, and that we 

should not be destroyed by them. 

I had no weapon of defence but a long bowie knife which I had 

slipped from the Deacon. It was a very splendid blade, about 

two feet in length, and about two inches in width. This used to 

be a part of his armor of defence while walking about the 

plantation among his slaves. 

The plan which I took to expel the wolves was a very 

dangerous one, but it proved effectual. While they were 

advancing to me, prancing and accumulating in number, 

apparently of all sizes and grades, who had come to the feast, I 

thought just at this time, that there was no alternative left but 

for me to make a charge with my bowie knife. I well knew 

from the action of the wolves, that if I made no farther 
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resistance, they would soon destroy us, and if I made a break 

at them, the matter could be no worse. I thought if I must die, I 

would die striving to protect my little family from destruction, 

die striving to escape from slavery. My wife took a club in one 

hand, and her child in the other, while I rushed forth with my 

bowie knife in hand, to fight off the savage wolves. I made one 

desperate charge at them, and at the same time making a loud 

yell at the top of my voice, that caused them to retreat and 

scatter, which was equivalent to a victory on our part. Our 

prayers were answered, and our lives spared through the 

night. We slept no more that night, and the next morning there 

were no wolves to be seen or heard, and we resolved not to 

stay on that island another night. 

We travelled up and down the river side trying to find a place 

where we could cross. Finally we found a lot of drift wood 

clogged together, extending across the stream at a narrow 

place in the river, upon which we crossed over. But we had not 

yet surmounted our greatest difficulty. We had to meet one 

which was far more formidable than the first. Not many days 

after I had to face the Deacon. 

We had been wandering about through the cane brakes, 

bushes, and briers, for several days, when we heard the 

yelping of blood hounds, a great way off, but they seemed to 

come nearer and nearer to us. We thought after awhile that 

they must be on our track; we listened attentively at the 

approach. We knew it was no use for us to undertake to escape 

from them, and as they drew nigh, we heard the voice of a man 

hissing on the dogs. 

After awhile we saw the hounds coming in full speed on our 

track, and the soul drivers close after them on horse back, 

yelling like tigers, as they came in sight. The shrill yelling of 

the savage blood hounds as they drew nigh made the woods 

echo. 

The first impulse was to run to escape the approaching danger 
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of ferocious dogs, and blood thirsty slave hunters, who were so 

rapidly approaching me with loaded muskets and bowie 

knives, with a determination to kill or capture me and my 

family. I started to run with my little daughter in my arms, but 

stumbled and fell down and scratched the arm of little Frances 

with a brier, so that it bled very much; but the dear child never 

cried, for she seemed to know the danger to which we were 

exposed. 

But we soon found that it was no use for us to run. The dogs 

were soon at our heels, and we were compelled to stop, or be 

torn to pieces by them. By this time, the soul drivers came 

charging up on their horses, commanding us to stand still or 

they would shoot us down. 

Of course I surrendered up for the sake of my family. The most 

abusive terms to be found in the English language were 

poured forth on us with bitter oaths. They tied my hands 

behind me, and drove us home before them, to suffer the 

penalty of a slaveholder's broken law. 

As we drew nigh the plantation my heart grew faint. I was 

aware that we should have to suffer almost death for running 

off. I was filled with dreadful apprehensions at the thought of 

meeting a professed follower of Christ, whom I knew to be a 

hypocrite! No tongue, no pen can ever describe what my 

feelings were at that time. 

 

 

CHAPTER XII. 

My sad condition before Whitfield. -- My terrible 

punishment. -- Incidents of a former attempt to escape. -- 

Jack at a farm house. -- Six pigs and a turkey. -- Our surprise 

and arrest. 
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Note that Bibb felt freer facing 

wolves than he did here; at least 

he was free to defend himself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The reader may perhaps imagine what must have been my 

feelings when I found myself surrounded on the island with 

my little family, at midnight, by a gang of savage wolves. This 

was one of those trying emergencies in my life when there was 

apparently but one step between us and the grave. But I had no 

cords wrapped about my limbs to prevent my struggling 

against the impending danger to which I was then exposed. I 

was not denied the consolation of resisting in self defence, as 

was now the case. There was no Deacon standing before me, 

with a loaded rifle, swearing that I should submit to the 

torturing lash, or be shot down like a dumb beast. 

I felt that my chance was by far better among the howling 

wolves in the Red river swamp, than before Deacon Whitfield, 

on the cotton plantation. I was brought before him as a 

criminal before a bar, without counsel, to be tried and 

condemned by a tyrant's law. My arms were bound with a 

cord, my spirit broken, and my little family standing by 

weeping.  

 

I was not allowed to plead my own cause, and there was no 

one to utter a word in my behalf. 

He ordered that the field hands should be called together to 

witness my punishment, that it might serve as a caution to 

them never to attend a prayer meeting, or runaway as I had, 

lest they should receive the same punishment. 

At the sound of the overseer's horn, all the slaves came 

forward and witnessed my punishment. My clothing was 

stripped off and I was compelled to lie down on the ground 

with my face to the earth. Four stakes were driven in the 

ground, to which my hands and feet were tied. Then the 

overseer stood over me with the lash and laid it on according 

to the Deacon's order. Fifty lashes were laid on before 

stopping. I was then lectured with reference to my going to 

prayer meeting without his orders, and running away to 

escape flogging. 
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Slave collar with bells. 

http://faculty.umf.maine.edu/ 

walter.sargent/public.www/ 

web%20103/slave%20collar.gif 

While I suffered under this dreadful torture, I prayed, and 

wept, and implored mercy at the hand of slavery, but found 

none. After I was marked from my neck to my heels, the 

Deacon took the gory lash, and said he thought there was a 

spot on my back yet where he could put in afew more. He 

wanted to give me something to remember him by, he said. 

After I was flogged almost to death in this way, a paddle was 

brought forward and eight or ten blows given me with it, 

which was by far worse than the lash. My wounds were then 

washed with salt brine, after which I was let up. A description 

of such paddles I have already given in another page. I was so 

badly punished that I was not able to work for several days. 

After being flogged as described, they took me off several 

miles to a shop and had a heavy iron collar riveted on my neck 

with prongs extending above my head, on the end of which 

there was a small bell. I was not able to reach the bell with my 

hand. This heavy load of iron I was compelled to wear for six 

weeks. I never was allowed to lie in the same house with my 

family again while I was the slave of Whitfield. I either had to 

sleep with my feet in the stocks, or be chained with a large log 

chain to a log over night, with no bed or bedding to rest my 

wearied limbs on, after toiling all day in the cotton field. I 

suffered almost death while kept in this confinement; and he 

had ordered the overseer never to let me loose again; saying 

that I thought of getting free by running off, but no negro 

should ever get away from him alive. 
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Runaway Posters and Advertisements 

 

While the experience of being enslaved varied tremendously, the one thing that was shared, 

whether you were treated kindly or badly, whether you worked harvesting rice in Louisiana or 

helping in a home in New York City, was that you were presumed to be owned; you were 

someone’s property.  Often, you were considered to be an invaluable resource, an essential cog 

in the machinery of an economic system.  If an enslaved person went missing, it was as if 

someone snuck into a factory and stole a very important and expensive machine.  Slaves were 

costly to buy and to maintain.  It was not uncommon for a slave to cost $1,000 in 1860, which is 

almost $27,000 in today’s money.  If a slave went missing, it was not considered a small matter. 

 

But even running away didn’t mean one thing.  Many slaves who ran off did so temporarily, in 

order to visit a family member on a nearby plantation or just get away for a short time.  

Depending on the circumstances, some slaveholders might even have looked the other way, 

and tolerated these absences as part of the cost of maintaining a labor force.  But if the 

slaveholder felt that it was a real, permanent escape attempt, he would not take that news 

lightly.  He might form a posse or hire a patroller to follow and track down the runaway, often 

with bloodhounds leading the way; penalties might be severe, not only to punish the crime of 

grand theft, but as an example and warning to others to not try and run.  If the enslaved person 

was not caught soon, the slaveholder might post signs or take out newspaper advertisements 

offering a reward for the return of his property.  Some patrollers were local, but others were the 

bounty hunters of their day, traveling far and wide to bring the errant property back to his/her 

rightful owner, and collecting the reward. 
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A Note to the Educator: 

 

When your students look at these posters and advertisements, one of the things that may strike them is 

their oddity: they read like something between a wanted poster for a criminal (the runaway was, after all, 

a conveyer of stolen property: him or herself!), and a notice about an animal that had wandered off or been 

stolen. 

 

So, after a first look at these, you might ask students to make observations prompted by questions like 

these: 

1. What do all the posters and ads have in common? (descriptions, rewards, owner’s name and 

location) 

2. What qualities or characteristics do the slaveholders use to describe the runaways? (name, 

general physical description, clothing, temperament, distinctive markings, location) 

3. What do you notice about the amounts of money offered for the return of the enslaved persons? 

(Usually, the further away the person is, the more money is offered as a reward.) 

 

It’s necessary to have students make these observations, which may or may not elicit responses about this 

deeper underlying concept: prior to 1865, slaveholders (and really, Americans in general) thoroughly 

believed in their right to hold as chattel fellow human beings who had committed no offense other than to 

be born into slavery or stolen from Africa against their will, for their entire lives.  Today, even a 

kidnapper knows that he/she is committing a crime and that it is understandable that the victim would 

want to escape, and has a right to his/her life.  So, to advertise for a runaway’s return in this way only 

underscores the slaveholder’s certainty the enslaved were property, as sure as any beast of burden, and 

that a human being did not own him/herself.   

 

While we cannot expect all students to immediately appreciate the magnitude of this fundamental concept 

about enslavement, a graphic representation like a runaway ad can sometimes bring some closer to it.  

Our suggestion is that you ask your students what they have made of the experience of looking at the ads 

and posters, and to reinforce those responses that seem to get at that deeper understanding. 
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Ohio Historical Society, http://dbs.ohiohistory.org/africanam/page.cfm?ID=4418 
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Ohio Historical Society, http://dbs.ohiohistory.org/africanam/page.cfm?ID=4418 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

On the following pages, you will find “flashcards” with terms and definitions (both combined and 

separate) that your students may encounter while playing Part 2 of “Flight to Freedom.” These terms and 

definitions can be introduced and practiced before or during the time students see or hear them in the 

context of Mission US or in their American history study.  The discussion questions and writing 

prompts will provide further opportunities for students to have more practice with the words and terms. 

 

Divide your students into small groups of four or five, and ask each group to review the terms and 

definitions.  

 

After your students have had a chance to review and discuss the terms and definitions, distribute the 

excerpt from the reporter’s interview with Lucy. Review the directions with your students, and ask them 

to complete the text using the terms they studied.   

 

Here are the terms which should be inserted into each paragraph of Lucy’s life story: 

Paragraph 1- Ripley  

Paragraph 2- Border State, border 

Paragraph 3- fugitive, bounty 

Paragraph 4- illiterate, slave catchers 

Paragraph 5- ford 

Paragraph 6- Licking River, Ohio River, ferry, surveillance 
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Ripley 

 

A town in Ohio, on the far side of 

the Ohio River 

from Kentucky, 

that served as a 

safe haven for 

fugitive slaves 

along the “underground railroad.” 

Border State 

The states that were located between 

the “free” and “slave” states:  

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, 

Kentucky, and Missouri.   Although 

they were referred 

to as border states, 

each of them had 

slavery within 

their borders 

border 

The line or area 

separating two 

geographic 

regions 

fugitive 

The term used to describe runaway 

slaves; also, a person 

who has escaped 

from a place (like a 

jail) and is hiding 

bounty 

A reward put out 

for returning a 

lost item, such as 

a runaway slave 

illiterate 

Unable to read. 

slave catchers 

Men who were paid 

to travel in the North 

to find and bring 

back slaves who had 

run away 

ford 

A shallow place in a 

river where one can 

walk across (noun); 

to cross a river at a 

shallow place (verb) 
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Licking River 

Tributary of 

the Ohio river 

in 

Northeastern 

Kentucky 

Ohio River 

The river separating 

the states of Ohio and 

Kentucky.  It begins in 

Pennsylvania, and is 

the largest tributary of 

the Mississippi River 

ferry 

A boat or raft 

used to carry 

passengers 

and/or goods 

from one side 

of a body of water to another 

surveillance 

The close observance 

of a person or people, 

especially if that 

person (or those 

people) are suspected 

of criminal behavior 
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Ripley 

 

Border State 

 

border 

 

fugitive 

 

bounty 

 

 

illiterate 

 
 

slave catchers 

 

ford 
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Licking River 

 

Ohio River 

 

ferry 

 

surveillance 
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A town in Ohio, on the far side 

of the Ohio River from 

Kentucky that served as a safe 

haven for fugitive slaves along 

the “underground railroad” 

The states that were located 

between the “free” and “slave” 

states:  Delaware, Maryland, 

Virginia, Kentucky, and 

Missouri.   Although they were 

referred to as Border States, 

each of them had slavery within 

their borders 

The line or area separating two 

geographic regions 

The term used to describe 

runaway slaves; also, a person 

who has escaped from a place 

(like a jail) and is hiding 

A reward put out for returning 

a lost item, such as a runaway 

slave 

Unable to read 
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Men who were paid to travel in 

the North to find and bring 

back slaves who had run away 

A shallow place in a river 

where one can walk across 

(noun); to cross a river at a 

shallow place (verb) 

 

Tributary of the Ohio river in 

Northeastern Kentucky 

The river separating the states 

of Ohio and Kentucky.  It 

begins in Pennsylvania, and is 

the largest tributary of the 

Mississippi River 

A boat or raft used to carry 

passengers and/or goods from 

one side of a body of water to 

another 

The close observance of a 

person or people, especially if 

that person (or those people) 

are suspected of criminal 

behavior 
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Name:        Date:      

 

 

Activity: In the years following the Civil War, former slaves celebrated the end of slavery with a 

holiday called “Juneteenth.” Juneteenth, held annually on June 19, commemorated the day on 

which slaves in Texas learned of slavery’s abolition.  

 

This activity imagines Lucy is telling a reporter about her life and adventures at a Juneteenth 

picnic in 1868, twenty years after the beginning of “Flight to Freedom.”     

 

After reading and talking about the words and terms on the flash cards, read this excerpt from 

Lucy’s interview with the reporter, describing what her life was like when she made her escape. 

Use the cards and your memory to help fill in the missing words and terms. Some words may 

be used more than once. 

 

border 

Border State 

bounty 

ferry  

ford 

fugitive 

illiterate 

 

Licking River 

Ohio River 

Ripley 

 

slave catchers 

surveillance 

 

“It is only about seventy-five miles from Master King’s plantation in Kentucky to the little town 

of __________________, in Ohio. But back when I ran away, those two places could not have 

been more different. 

 

Kentucky, you see, was a __________________. That meant there was slavery there, but in the 

state just to the north of it, Ohio, there was no slavery. It seems awfully foolish to me that a 

person’s freedom was decided by which side of an imaginary line, or __________________, they 

were standing on.  

 

The minute I left Master King’s plantation, I was a __________________. I was also a criminal. 

There was a __________________ offered to anyone who could recapture me. I don’t know how 
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much it was, but people could make a nice amount of money if they managed to catch an 

escaped slave back in those days.  

 

Master King put up posters all over that part of the state, letting folks know I had run off. A lot 

of folks were __________________, and couldn’t read the posters. That helped some.  I had to 

sleep in the woods and in caves, and spent a lot of my time trying to keep away from the 

__________________, who patrolled the roads looking for anyone who might be a runaway. 

 

It seems like everywhere I turned, there was a new obstacle to prevent me from getting north. 

That country has more streams and rivers than I care to remember. Every time I turned around, 

there was a new river for me to __________________.   

 

The first big river I had to cross was the __________________, but after I made it across, I was 

still in Kentucky. The ___________________ separates Kentucky from Ohio.  These were big 

rivers, too. It would have been easiest to get across them on a _____________________, but it 

was often too dangerous for a runaway to try and do that.  The Ohio River, especially, was 

under constant _______________________ by people looking for slaves.  

 

When I made it to Ohio and the town of Ripley I thought I was free and my troubles were over. 

I was wrong.”   
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

You will need to decide how best to share these writing prompts with your students.  You might share 

them all and ask students to choose one to respond to.  You may assign one or more to the entire group.  

You might make one or more of the topics the basis for in-class discussions.  Make your decisions 

according to the needs of your group. 

 

You may notice that many of the topics contain some version of the phrase, “Write about a time in your 

life…”  The intention of these prompts is twofold: first, since students remember the content of their own 

lives, they can more easily respond to the questions and they are more likely to want to express themselves 

if they feel competent to do so; second, these questions can form a meaningful bridge between what 

happens in the lives of ordinary people today and the lives of people in history or in historical events.  For 

these reasons, you might decide to use some of the prompts before students encounter the history, because 

thinking about them sets the students up to understand and to relate to it better. 

 

Since students vary in their degree of comfort and skill in writing, you should decide when and how 

much students should write.  We suggest that since students need to share their writing with each other 

to make personal and historical connections, you should encourage them to focus on content rather than 

on mechanical skills.  Pieces can be revised and edited later if you decide they should be shared formally 

(such as on a bulletin board or in a newsletter). 
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Read through all the topics first, and then choose one to write about.  Write the title of the 

piece at the top of your page.  Write in complete sentences.  After you are finished, proofread 

your work for correctness. 

 

 

TWO’S COMPANY?  One of the decisions Lucy needs to make in Part 2 in connection with her 

attempt to escape is whether to try her luck on her own or to go off with Henry.  What do you 

imagine are the advantages and disadvantages of going with Henry?  What might be the 

advantages and disadvantages of going off alone?   

 

INDEPENDENCE AND INTERDEPENDENCE.  Probably since you were a young child at 

school, your teachers have reported to your parents periodically about your ability to work 

independently and also your ability to work cooperatively with others.  Both are important.  At 

one time, school meant sitting quietly and working mostly by yourself.  Then, in the last 

decades of the 20th century, researchers discovered that once we leave school and go into the 

workplace, there are more occupations in which we need to work with others interdependently 

than ones in which it is important to be able to work alone.  Which kind of work is most 

difficult for you to do?  What makes that kind of work so difficult?  Write a letter to your 

parents as if you are your teacher, and describe yourself as an independent or interdependent 

learner.  What would your teacher say about you?  What are your strengths?  On what do you 

need to work?  Give examples.   

 

TO BE, OR NOT TO BE, A SLAVE.   If you had been enslaved on a large plantation that was 

surrounded by other large plantations, you would have known the number of enslaved black 

people nearby outnumbered the number of free white people considerably.  You can safely 

assume most enslaved people were neither cowardly nor stupid, and there were good reasons 

why, historically, rebellions or escapes were not often attempted.  What were all the forces and 

controls that kept the enslaved from rebelling or escaping? Try to think of what their beliefs and 

attitudes might have been as well as all the controls that were in place in the South to keep 

people from rebelling or running away.  Then, imagine you are one of the enslaved people on 

the King Plantation.  Another slave asks you to join him/her in an escape or a rebellion.  Write 

the speech in which you explain to that person all the reasons you think it’s a bad and/or 

dangerous idea.  Use what you have learned from the game and other sources as evidence for 

your decision. 
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WHOM DO YOU TRUST?  Think about the choices Lucy faces in Part 2.  Many of her choices 

are informed by what other people tell her.  While sometimes a good or bad outcome from a 

decision has to do with your own analysis of what is best or luck, often it’s about your decisions 

about whom to trust.  Have you ever been in a situation where your decision had to do with 

whom to trust?  How do you decide whether or not to trust a person?  Make a list of the things 

that signal you to trust or not to trust someone.  These things may have to do with your 

relationship to that person (parent, total stranger, etc.), the circumstances (a teacher, a stranger 

who emails you, etc.), qualities of that person (evidence he/she presents, tone of voice, etc.)  If 

you like, include an instance of a time you decided to trust someone and tell whether you feel 

you made the right decision.  State what, if anything, you learned from that experience. 

 

LUCY’S JOURNAL.  Through Lucy’s eyes, think about your circumstances from the beginning 

to the end of this part of “Flight to Freedom.”  Think about the people with whom you 

interacted, and what you learned from them.  Think about the choices you made and the 

consequences of those choices.  Now write a journal entry from Lucy’s point-of-view 

summarizing what happened to you in Part 2.  You may choose to illustrate one aspect of your 

entry. 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

The purpose of these questions is to check the students’ understanding of the action of the game and the 

history embedded in that action.  Since the outcome of gameplay can vary depending on the choices the 

student makes, the answers to the questions might also vary.  

 

Some students might learn information later than others, or not at all.  If you choose to discuss students’ 

responses as a whole group, information can be shared among all your “Lucys.” 

 

There may be more questions here than you want your students to answer in one sitting or in one 

evening.  In that case, choose the questions you feel are most essential for their understanding of Part 2. 

 

Feel free to copy the following pages of this activity for your students. 

 

If you are not planning to have your students write the answers to the questions, you’ll need to modify 

the directions. 
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Name: ___________________________   Date:_____________________ 

 

 

Directions: After you play Part 2, read and answer these questions from the point of view of 

your character, Lucy.  You may not know all the answers, so do the best you can.  Write in 

complete sentences and proofread your work. 

 

 

1)  Was it easy to escape from slavery? Why or why not?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) What were some of the obstacles Lucy encountered on her escape?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Did anyone help Lucy during her escape? Who? What did they do for her?  
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4) Did “your” Lucy make it to freedom on the first try? If not, what stopped you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5) What advice would you give to a slave trying to escape from Kentucky to Ohio, based on 

your experiences? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) Lucy’s decision to run away had an effect on many people. Describe how you think the 

following people may have felt about Lucy’s escape, and why they may have felt that way.    

For this question, your notes don’t have to be in complete sentences. 

a. Jonah 

b. Henry 

c. Mr. Otis  

d. Miss Sarah King  

e. Master King 
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7) What sorts of places did you visit or stay in on your journey to Ohio?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8) Why were so many people interested in capturing runaway slaves?  
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

On the following pages, you will find “flashcards” with terms and definitions (both combined and 

separate) that your students may encounter while playing Part 3 of “Flight to Freedom.” These terms and 

definitions can be introduced and practiced before or during the time students see or hear them in the 

context of Mission US or in their American history study.  The discussion questions and writing 

prompts will provide further opportunities for students to have more practice with the words and terms. 

 

Divide your students into small groups of four or five, and ask each group to review the terms and 

definitions.  

 

After your students have had a chance to review and discuss the terms and definitions, distribute the 

excerpt from the reporter’s interview with Lucy. Review the directions with your students, and ask them 

to complete the text using the terms they studied.   

 

Here are the terms which should be inserted into each paragraph of Lucy’s life story: 

Paragraph 1- abolitionists 

Paragraph 2- ruthless, affidavit, foolhardy 

Paragraph 3- proprietress, stalwart 

Paragraph 4- free papers, bankruptcy 

Paragraph 5—embroidery, foundry 
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abolitionists 

 
men or women who wanted the 

immediate end to slavery 

affidavit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a written statement used as evidence 

in court 

bankruptcy 

 
when a person can no longer pay the 

people who loaned him/her  

money or goods 

embroidery 

 
the art of stitching decoration onto 

cloth with thread or yarn 

foolhardy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

reckless; doing things without 

thinking 

foundry 

 
a workshop or factory where metal 

can be cast and shaped 
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free papers 

 

 

 

 

a pass that shows an African 

American was born free, not a  

slave, to prevent slave catchers from 

taking him or her South 

proprietress 

 

a woman who owns a business or 

property 

 

ruthless 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cruel, mean, heartless 

stalwart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a loyal, hardworking member of a 

group, team, or cause 
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abolitionists 

 

 

affidavit 

 

 

bankruptcy 

 

 

embroidery 

 

 
 

foolhardy 

 

 

foundry 
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free papers 

 

 

proprietress 

 

 

 

ruthless 

 

 

stalwart 
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men or women who wanted the 

immediate end to slavery 

 
a written statement used  

as evidence in court 

when a person can no longer pay 

the people who loaned him/her 

money or goods 

the art of stitching decoration onto 

cloth with thread or yarn 

reckless; doing things without 

thinking 

a workshop or factory where metal 

can be cast and shaped 
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a pass used to show that an African 

American was born free, not a slave, 

to prevent slave catchers from 

taking him or her South 

a woman who owns a  

business or property 

cruel, mean, heartless 
a loyal, hardworking member of a 

group, team, or cause 
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Name:        Date:      

 

 

Activity: In the years following the Civil War, former slaves celebrated the end of slavery with a 

holiday called “Juneteenth.” Juneteenth, held annually on June 19th, commemorated the day on 

which slaves in Texas learned of slavery’s abolition.  

 

This activity imagines Lucy is telling a reporter about her life and adventures at a Juneteenth 

picnic in 1868, twenty years after the beginning of “Flight to Freedom.”     

 

After reading and talking about the words and terms on the flash cards, read this excerpt from 

Lucy’s interview with the reporter, describing what her life was like after she made her escape. 

Use the cards and your memory to help you fill in the missing words and terms. Some words 

may be used more than once. 

 

abolitionists 

affidavit 

bankruptcy 

embroidery  

foolhardy 

foundry 

free papers  

proprietress 

ruthless 

stalwart 

 
“I thought once I crossed the Ohio River and made it north, I’d be safe.  I was wrong.  Although 

I was being helped by __________________, people who wanted to end slavery, I was still in 

danger. I wasn’t a slave anymore, but I lived with the fear of being sent back South.   

 

One day, I met a ______________ slave catcher named TC Bercham.  He had an ______________ 

for the capture of Henry, a friend of mine from the plantation.  Henry had escaped from the 

King Planation!  I was so worried about him.  Bercham started asking me questions about who I 

was!  I was so scared!  I could tell he didn’t believe Abigail Wright was my real aunt.  I knew I 

could not be _____________ with a man like Bercham around town.  I didn’t want to be taken 

back to slavery.  

 

I also met the _________________ of the Ripley hotel. She wasn’t very nice to me when I came to 

pick up laundry from the hotel.  Overall, I was much luckier than most runaways.  I had so 
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many caring people around me who were sympathetic to me and other freedom seekers.  

People like the Reverend John Rankin, a _____________ of the antislavery movement, were so 

kind to me.  They helped me find a place to live, a job and even helped me learn to read!  How I 

longed to learn to read in those days.  And these kind men and women also protected me from 

the dangerous slave catchers whenever they could.   

 

But, they couldn’t help me with everything.  Because I didn’t have any _____________, being 

born a slave and all, I was at constant threat of being discovered as a fugitive.  I was also very 

worried about my mother and brother. Reverend Rankin told me that Master King was going to 

auction his slaves, because he needed the money and was facing ____________________.  

 

I kept very busy, helping the Wrights with their laundry business. I also used my sewing and 

________________ skills and made some pretty handkerchiefs for an anti-slavery fundraiser. I 

found out that Henry was actually in Ripley, being helped by the local antislavery community.  

He had been hurt badly during his escape.  Mr. Parker, who works on metal in the local 

____________, was helping hide him. I really wanted to see him and make sure he was okay.  
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

You will need to decide how best to share these writing prompts with your students.  You might share 

them all and ask students to choose one for response.  You might assign one or more to the entire group.  

You might make one or more of the topics the basis for in-class discussions.  Make your decisions 

according to the needs of your group. 

 

You may notice that many of the topics contain some version of the phrase, “Write about a time in your 

life…”  The intention of these prompts is twofold: first, since students remember the content of their own 

lives, they can more easily respond to the questions and they are more likely to want to express themselves 

if they feel competent to do so; second, these questions can form a meaningful bridge between what 

happens in the lives of ordinary people today and the lives of people in history or in historical events 

themselves.  For these reasons, you might decide to use some of those prompts before students encounter 

the history, because thinking about them sets the students up to understand it and to relate to it. 

 

Since students vary in their degree of comfort and skill in writing, you should decide when students write 

and how much students should write.  We do suggest, though, that since students need to share their 

writing with each other to make personal and historical connections, you encourage them to focus on 

content rather than on mechanical skills.   Pieces can be revised and edited later if you decide they should 

be shared more formally (such as on a bulletin board or newsletter). 
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Read through all the topics.  Then choose one of them to write about.  Write the title of the 

piece at the top of your page.  Write in complete sentences.  After you are finished, proofread 

your work for correctness. 

 

HARBORING A FUGITIVE.  Abigail and Morgan Wright put themselves at great personal risk 

by letting Lucy stay in their home. According to the law, she is a fugitive and criminal. If Lucy 

is exposed, Abigail and Morgan could face severe consequences.  If you were a free person in 

the 1840s, would you allow an escaped slave to stay in your home? Why or why not? If a friend 

or family member of yours today broke the law, would you assist in hiding them? Why or why 

not? How might the circumstances change your decision?  

 

ASSUMING ANOTHER IDENTITY.  Lucy must act as if she is the niece of Abigail and 

Morgan Wright.  Her freedom and safety in this part of the game depends on her willingness 

and ability to become someone else.  She says that this is difficult and that she misses her real 

family.  Imagine what it might be like if you had to become someone else at this point in your 

life.  What might make you or your family decide to do this?  What do you imagine might be 

the advantages of continuing your life as another person?  What would be the difficulties? 

 

FREEDOM IN A FOREIGN LAND.  Abigail explains to Lucy that the money she and other 

abolitionists raise from selling embroidered handkerchiefs at anti-slavery fundraisers often goes 

to assisting formerly enslaved people who have run away to Canada. Why would fugitives run 

all the way to Canada when slavery was banned in the northern United States? Do you think 

most former slaves would have a particularly patriotic or sentimental attachment to the Unites 

States? Why or why not? Putting yourself in their place, would you have preferred to risk 

capture in order to stay in the northern states, or would you have wanted of security of freedom 

in Canada? 

 

THE MANY WAYS TO FIGHT SLAVERY. Miss Hatcher says that abolishing slavery will 

require everyone to “fight the best way we can,” which in her case means using her command 

of language to speak out against slavery, and which for Lucy has already meant running away 

from her master. In what ways are other characters prepared to fight against slavery? 

Historically, we know that the issue was only finally decided by a bloody civil war, but do you 

think there may have been alternate ways to end slavery based on what you’ve learned in this 

game? What might have been the pros and cons of such an alternate history? 
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WOULD YOU BUY YOURSELF?  John Parker was an enslaved person who bought his own 

freedom.  Historically, there were many cases where freedmen bought the freedom of a family 

member.  From the slaveholder’s perspective, he got what he considered the dollar value of his 

property, whether he sold that property to a stranger or to the property him/herself!  But there 

were enslaved people who, when confronted with that opportunity, refused to do it, even if a 

friend would pay the price and even if it meant remaining enslaved.  Can you think about why 

that might have been the case?  What might you have done in that situation? Would you buy 

your own freedom?  Explain. 

 

LUCY’S JOURNAL.  Through Lucy’s eyes, think about your circumstances from the beginning 

to the end of this part of “Flight to Freedom.”  Think about the people with whom you 

interacted, what you learned from them.  Think about the choices you made in Part 3 and the 

consequences of those choices.  Now write a journal entry from Lucy’s point-of-view 

summarizing what happened to you in Part 3.  You may choose to illustrate one aspect of your 

entry. 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

The purpose of these questions is to check the students’ understanding of the action of the game and the 

history embedded in that action.  Since the outcome of gameplay can vary depending on the choices the 

student makes, the answers to the questions might also vary.  

 

Some students might learn information later than others, or not at all.  If you choose to discuss students’ 

responses as a whole group, information can be shared among all your “Lucys.” 

 

There may be more questions here than you want your students to answer in one sitting or in one 

evening.  In that case, choose the questions you feel are most essential for their understanding of Part 2. 

 

Feel free to copy the following pages of this activity for your students. 

 

If you are not planning to have your students write the answers to the questions, you’ll need to modify 

the directions. 
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Name: ___________________________   Date:_____________________ 

 

 

Directions: After you play Part 3, read and answer these questions from the point of view of 

your character, Lucy.  You may not know all the answers, so do the best you can.  Write in 

complete sentences and proofread your work. 

 

 

1)  Where is Lucy staying in Red Oak, Ohio?  What has she been doing to earn money?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Is Lucy safe now that she has made it to the North?  What are some of the dangers Lucy faces 

on a daily basis?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) What is happening at the King Plantation?  How might Lucy’s family be affected?  
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4)   During this part, you may have met the following people.  Make a note or two next to the 

name of each, and what you think his or her view of slavery might be.  For this question, your 

notes don’t have to be in complete sentences. 

a) “Aunt” Abigail Wright 

b) Reverend John Rankin 

c) John Parker  

d) Millie Hatcher  

e) T.C. Bercham  

 

 

5)   What is Ripley, Ohio like?  What are some of the things you saw and heard?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6)   How would you describe the Ripley Hotel proprietress, Mrs. Porter?  How do you think she 

feels about slavery?  Why? 
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7)   How does Benjamin Harrison, a Free Soil candidate in the upcoming elections, feel about 

ending slavery?  Why does he feel this way? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8)   Who is John Parker hiding from T.C. Bercham?  Is the fugitive slave in danger?  Why?  
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The Power of Rhetoric 

Today’s 24-hour political news media cycle tends to be built on five second sound bites, slickly 

marketed campaign advertisements, and endless analysis by media pundits. In the 19th century, 

however, the primary political tool was still the speech—the often extended and sometimes 

fiery public addresses in which politicians summoned their erudite mastery of rhetoric to 

advance their positions and denounce those of their opponents. Many of these speeches—often 

widely read and hotly debated at the time--have since become landmarks of American history, 

as notable for their eloquence as their content.  

Politicians today still give speeches today, of course, but they tend to be shorter, simpler, and 

more informal. While this reflects our more casual usage of language more generally, it also 

reflects a specifically diminished appreciation for finely-wrought oratory. “Rhetoric”—the art of 

persuasive public speaking—was once considered fundamental to a good education, but to 

many modern ears, the sophisticated vocabulary, extended metaphors, grammatical polish, and 

classical allusions of 19th century speechifying sound suspiciously artificial, and even un-

democratic. We tend to prefer that our politicians at least give the impression of being plain-

talking and down-to-earth people. It remains to be seen, however, how many contemporary 

political sound bites will end up chiseled onto public buildings or etched in our collective 

consciousness.   

Whatever one thinks of rhetoric, it has only ever been a tool for its practitioners, used as 

effectively on one side of a debate as the other. Below are two famous examples of 19th century 

political oratory—one arguing that slavery is a “natural” arrangement to the benefit of both 

races, and the other condemning its utter injustice—particularly in a nation so idealistically 

conceived as the United States.  The questions following will challenge your students to 

compare and contrast the two speeches, considering the rhetorical devices used by each, 

estimating their effectiveness at the time, and judging their legacy today. 

A Note to the Educator 

As with the other “Flight to Freedom” Document-Based Activities, you might wish to the share the 

speeches and the following questions with your students, and give them some time to read and answer 

them, independently or in small groups, before you begin full-class discussion. 
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"The 'Mudsill' Theory" 

by James Henry Hammond 

from a speech to the U.S. Senate, March 4, 1858 

 

James Henry Hammond was a wealthy 19th century plantation owner 19th century who 

represented South Carolina in both the U.S. Congress and Senate, and served as that state’s 

governor from 1842 to 1848. He was best known at the time as an outspoken defender of slavery 

and states' rights. The following excerpt is from his famous "Mudsill Theory" speech, made to 

the U.S. Senate on March 4, 1858, in which he attempted to justify slavery by claiming that 

having an underclass performing “menial duties” is what allows a civilization to progress. 

Hammond further insisted that the South looked after its slaves better than the North cared for 

its poor.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_slavery_in_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/States%27_rights
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docility – an ability to be 

taught 

fidelity – loyalty 

 

 

mud-sill - the lowest level of 

a building; a foundation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"lex naturae est"- (Latin) “is 

natural law”  

 

“ears polite” – higher class 

society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

repeals – removes, reverses 

fiat – a command or 

declaration 

 

hireling – one who works for 

money without regard for 

the nature of the work 

 

want - lack 

 

 

 

 

 

In all social systems there must be a class to do the menial 

duties, to perform the drudgery of life. That is, a class 

requiring but a low order of intellect and but little skill. Its 

requisites are vigor, docility, fidelity. Such a class you must 

have, or you would not have that other class which leads 

progress, civilization, and refinement. It constitutes the very 

mud-sill of society and of political government; and you 

might as well attempt to build a house in the air, as to build 

either the one or the other, except on this mud-sill. Fortunately 

for the South, she found a race adapted to that purpose to her 

hand. A race inferior to her own, but eminently qualified in 

temper, in vigor, in docility, in capacity to stand the climate, to 

answer all her purposes. We use them for our purpose, and 

call them slaves. We found them slaves by the common 

"consent of mankind," which, according to Cicero, "lex naturae 

est." The highest proof of what is Nature's law. We are old-

fashioned at the South yet; slave is a word discarded now by 

"ears polite;" I will not characterize that class at the North by 

that term; but you have it; it is there; it is everywhere; it is 

eternal. 

The Senator from New York said yesterday that the whole 

world had abolished slavery. Aye, the name, but not the thing; 

all the powers of the earth cannot abolish that. God only can 

do it when he repeals the fiat, "the poor ye always have with 

you;" for the man who lives by daily labor, and scarcely lives 

at that, and who has to put out his labor in the market, and 

take the best he can get for it; in short, your whole hireling 

class of manual laborers and "operatives," as you call them, 

are essentially slaves. The difference between us is, that our 

slaves are hired for life and well compensated; there is no 

starvation, no begging, no want of employment among our 

people, and not too much employment either. Yours are hired 

by the day, not cared for, and scantily compensated, which 

may be proved in the most painful manner, at any hour in any 

street in any of your large towns. Why, you meet more 
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galled - humiliated  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hearthstones – fireplaces, 

symbolic of the home 

beggars in one day, in any single street of the city of New 

York, than you would meet in a lifetime in the whole South. 

We do not think that whites should be slaves either by law or 

necessity. Our slaves are black, of another and inferior race. 

The status in which we have placed them is an elevation. They 

are elevated from the condition in which God first created 

them, by being made our slaves. None of that race on the 

whole face of the globe can be compared with the slaves of the 

South. They are happy, content, unaspiring, and utterly 

incapable, from intellectual weakness, ever to give us any 

trouble by their aspirations. Yours are white, of your own 

race; you are brothers of one blood. They are your equals in 

natural endowment of intellect, and they feel galled by their 

degradation. Our slaves do not vote. We give them no 

political power. Yours do vote, and, being the majority, they 

are the depositories of all your political power. If they knew 

the tremendous secret, that the ballot-box is stronger than "an 

army with banners," and could combine, where would you 

be? Your society would be reconstructed, your government 

overthrown, your property divided, not as they have 

mistakenly attempted to initiate such proceedings by meeting 

in parks, with arms in their hands, but by the quiet process of 

the ballot-box. You have been making war upon us to our 

very hearthstones. How would you like for us to send 

lecturers and agitators North, to teach these people this, to aid 

in combining, and to lead them?  

Picture: 

http://www.sciway.net/hist/governors/hammond.html 

 

Speech: www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/4h3439t.html 

 

 

 

http://www.sciway.net/hist/governors/hammond.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part4/4h3439t.html
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Frederick Douglass 

Fourth of July Speech, 1852 

 
When the leading citizens of Rochester, New York invited the famous abolitionist Frederick 

Douglass to speak on the Fourth of July, 1852, they were well aware of the powerful irony of 

having the former slave speak at a celebration of the country’s independence. In this dramatic 

piece of oratory, Douglass takes on defenders of slavery by making the hideousness of slavery 

clear and unmistakable. He makes quick work of those who defend slavery with scripture, and 

severely criticizes America as hypocritical for celebrating “independence” while four million 

people remained enslaved in the South.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Fourth of July is yours, not mine. You may rejoice, I must 

mourn….  

I shall see this day and its popular characteristics from the 

slave's point of view…. 

Must I undertake to prove that the slave is a man? That point 

is conceded already. Nobody doubts it. The slave-holders 
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ciphering – doing arithmetic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

themselves acknowledge it in the enactment of laws for their 

government. They acknowledge it when they punish 

disobedience on the part of the slave. There are seventy-two 

crimes in the State of Virginia, which, if committed by a black 

man (no matter how ignorant he be), subject him to the 

punishment of death; while only two of these same crimes will 

subject a white man to like punishment. 

What is this but the acknowledgment that the slave is a moral, 

intellectual, and responsible being? The manhood of the slave 

is conceded. It is admitted in the fact that Southern statute 

books are covered with enactments, forbidding, under severe 

fines and penalties, the teaching of the slave to read and write. 

When you can point to any such laws in reference to the beasts 

of the field, then I may consent to argue the manhood of the 

slave.... 

For the present it is enough to affirm the equal manhood of 

the Negro race. Is it not astonishing that, while we are 

plowing, planting, and reaping, using all kinds of mechanical 

tools, erecting houses, constructing bridges, building ships, 

working in metals of brass, iron, copper, silver, and gold; that 

while we are reading, writing, and ciphering, acting as clerks, 

merchants, and secretaries, having among us lawyers, doctors, 

ministers, poets, authors, editors, orators, and teachers; that 

we are engaged in all the enterprises common to other men -- 

digging gold in California, capturing the whale in the Pacific, 

feeding sheep and cattle on the hillside, living, moving, acting, 

thinking, planning, living in families as husbands, wives, and 

children, and above all, confessing and worshipping the 

Christian God, and looking hopefully for life and immortality 

beyond the grave -- we are called upon to prove that we are 

men?.... 

What! Am I to argue that it is wrong to make men brutes, to 

rob them of their liberty, to work them without wages, to keep 
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them ignorant of their relations to their fellow men, to beat 

them with sticks, to flay their flesh with the lash, to load their 

limbs with irons, to hunt them with dogs, to sell them at 

auction, to sunder their families, to knock out their teeth, to 

burn their flesh, to starve them into obedience and submission 

to their masters? Must I argue that a system thus marked with 

blood and stained with pollution is wrong? No - I will not. I 

have better employment for my time and strength than such 

arguments would imply. 

What to the American slave is your Fourth of July? I answer, a 

day that reveals to him more than all other days of the year, 

the gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the constant 

victim.… There is not a nation of the earth guilty of practices 

more shocking and bloody than are the people of these United 

States at this very hour. 

Speech: http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/douglass.htm 

Picture: 

http://symonsez.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/douglass.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/douglass.htm
http://symonsez.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/douglass.jpg
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Discussion Questions 

1. What arguments does each speaker use to make his case for or against slavery and the 

racial inferiority of Africans?  

 

 

2. How would you describe the speaker’s tone in each speech?  

 

 

3. Who is the audience for each speaker? How do you think each speaker has tailored his 

remarks to their audience?  

 

  

4. How does each speaker describe the nature of slavery?  

 

 

5. If you were designing a historical monument to commemorate the pre-Civil War debate 

on slavery, and had to feature a quote from each of these speeches, which would it be?  
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Discussion Questions (Answer Key) 

1. What arguments does each speaker use to make his case for or against slavery and the 

racial inferiority of Africans? (Hammond is defending slavery as part of a “natural” order in 

which a supposedly inferior race is happily “hired for life” as slaves to a supposedly superior race; 

he further draws a critical comparison with the North, where he claims that working poor are 

more profoundly exploited than any southern slave. Douglass argues that the very existence of 

Southern statues against teaching slaves to read or write tacitly acknowledge slaves’ “manhood” 

or humanity, as do the virtually infinite number of roles and occupations which had already been 

successfully undertaken by blacks.)    

2. How would you describe the speaker’s tone in the speech? (Hammond affects a pseudo-

scientific tone of dispassionate rationality: he claims to be only describing only a “natural” order 

of things in slavery—and indeed one more humane than that of the North. Douglass, on the other 

hand, does not bother to conceal his contempt for a nation which continues to permit the outrage 

of slavery.)  

3. Who is the audience for each speaker? How do you think each speaker has tailored his 

remarks to their audience? (Hammond is addressing the United States Senate—a body of 

highly educated, overwhelming wealthy, and entirely white males. Accordingly, he is able to base 

his entire argument on an extended metaphor of slavery as “mudsill of society” necessary for 

civilization—namely, men like those in his audience—to progress. He further grounds his “us 

against them” appeal by invoking Northern senators’ fears of an armed uprising by their own 

disenfranchised poor. Douglass’ audience are prominent citizens of the northern city of Rochester 

who were certainly aware of their famous guest’s position on slavery; nevertheless, one suspects 

that Douglass intended his fiery words to shame his audience into greater abolitionist action than 

inviting a former slave to speak at their 4th of July celebration.)  

4. How does each speaker describe the nature of slavery? (For Hammond, slavery is 

essentially an economic system, more or less humane to its sub-human cogs. For Douglass, 

slavery is a hellishly brutal experience that robs slaves of their humanity.) 

5. If you were designing a historical monument to commemorate the pre-Civil War debate 

for and against slavery, and had to feature a quote from each of these speeches, which 

would it be? (Accept all answers.) 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

On the following pages, you will find “flashcards” with terms and definitions (both combined and 

separate) that your students may encounter while playing Part 4 of “Flight to Freedom.” These terms and 

definitions can be introduced and practiced before or during the time students see or hear them in the 

context of Mission US or in their American history study.  The discussion questions and writing 

prompts will provide further opportunities for students to have more practice with the words and terms. 

 

Divide your students into small groups of four or five, and ask each group to review the terms and 

definitions.  

 

After your students have had a chance to review and discuss the terms and definitions, distribute the 

excerpt from the reporter’s interview with Lucy. Review the directions with your students, and ask them 

to complete the text using the terms they studied.   

 

Here are the terms which should be inserted into each paragraph of Lucy’s life story: 

Paragraph 1- colonization, citizen 

Paragraph 2- defer, Underground Railroad, conductors 

Paragraph 3- brace, prowling 

Paragraph 4- steward, prudence  
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brace 

 
a device that clamps together to 

provide support (noun), to make 

sturdier (verb) 

citizen 

 
a legally recognized individual 

within a city, state, or nation who 

has rights, like voting and land 

ownership 

colonization 

 
a movement in the 1800s to 

transport free African Americans to 

Africa 

conductors 

 
people who helped transport 

freedom seekers along the 

Underground Railroad 

defer 

 
to accept someone else’s opinion or 

judgment on a particular topic or 

situation out of respect for that 

person 

prowling 

 
to move about in a sneaky manner, 

like an animal searching for its prey 
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prudence 

 

 
 

caution 

steward 

 
a person in charge of taking care of 

passengers and the food supply 

on a ship, train, bus, etc. 

Underground Railroad 

 
the loose, informal network of 

individuals, hideaways, and safe 

havens that assisted slaves as they 

tried to escape to freedom 
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brace 

 

 

citizen 

 

 

colonization 

 

 
 

conductors 

 

 
 

defer 

 

 
 

prowling 
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prudence 

 

 
 

steward 

 

 

Underground Railroad 
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a device that clamps together to 

provide support (noun), to make 

sturdier (verb) 

a legally recognized individual 

within a city, state, or nation who 

has rights, like voting and land 

ownership 

a movement in the 1800s to 

transport free African Americans to 

Africa 

people who helped transport 

freedom seekers along the 

Underground Railroad 

to accept someone else’s opinion or 

judgment on a particular topic or 

situation out of respect for that 

person 

to move about in a sneaky manner, 

like an animal searching for its prey 
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caution 

a person in charge of taking care of 

passengers and the food supply 

on a ship, train, bus, etc. 

the loose, informal network of 

individuals, hideaways, and safe 

havens that assisted slaves as they 

tried to escape to freedom 
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Name:        Date:      

 

 

Activity: In the years following the Civil War, former slaves celebrated the end of slavery with a 

holiday called “Juneteenth.” Juneteenth, held annually on June 19th, commemorated the day on 

which slaves in Texas learned of slavery’s abolition.  

 

This activity imagines Lucy is telling a reporter about her life and adventures at a Juneteenth 

picnic in 1868, twenty years after the beginning of “Flight to Freedom.”     

 

After reading and talking about the words and terms on the flash cards, read this excerpt from 

Lucy’s interview with the reporter, describing what her life was like after she made her escape. 

Use the cards and your memory to help you fill in the missing words and terms. Some words 

may be used more than once. 

 

brace 

citizen 

colonization 

conductors  

defer 

prowling 

prudence 

steward 

Underground Railroad 

 
“One day I attended an antislavery meeting and although everyone there was against slavery, 

one of the speakers, Benjamin Harrison, was in favor of the foreign _______________ of freed 

slaves. He wanted to free slaves and send them to Africa. I agreed about freeing the slaves, but 

Harrison made me mad when he said freed slaves should be sent to Africa. I did not want to be 

sent there. Although I wasn’t an American _________________, America where I was born and 

raised.  

 

After the meeting, a few of us talked about moving Henry to safety and helping my mother and 

brother escape.  I wanted to go back and get my mother and brother myself, but I decided to 

________________ to the opinion of my elders, who told me I would be putting myself in too 

much danger. That’s when I learned about the ___________________, and how individual men 

and women served as _________________, helping slaves escape to freedom. 
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That night, I saw Henry.  He had been hurt badly when he fell out of a tree during his escape, 

but a white hunter found him and put a ______________ on his injured leg.  What luck! Henry 

told me he was going to leave Ripley and head to Canada. I wished he didn’t have to go, but I 

knew he couldn’t be safe in Ohio, with slave catchers like T.C. Bercham ______________ the 

streets, looking for him. Henry told me my mother had been auctioned. That made me very sad. 

 

Then, one day, something wonderful happened. My brother Jonah arrived. I was so happy to 

see him! He had quite an adventure during his trip to Ripley. He even had to dress like a girl, so 

people wouldn’t recognize him. A woman pretended Jonah was her slave and led him safely to 

a ship, where the ___________________ made sure he had food and water. I was so glad Jonah 

was able to make it to Ripley. Although we were together, I knew if we wanted to remain safe, 

we would have to use __________________ on a daily basis.  
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

You will need to decide how best to share these writing prompts with your students.  You might share 

them all and ask students to choose one for response.  You might assign one or more to the entire group.  

You might make one or more of the topics the basis for in-class discussions.  Make your decisions 

according to the needs of your group. 

 

You may notice that many of the topics contain some version of the phrase, “Write about a time in your 

life…”  The intention of these prompts is twofold: first, since students remember the content of their own 

lives, they can more easily respond to the questions and they are more likely to want to express themselves 

if they feel competent to do so; second, these questions can form a meaningful bridge between what 

happens in the lives of ordinary people today and the lives of people in history or in historical events 

themselves.  For these reasons, you might decide to use some of those prompts before students encounter 

the history, because thinking about them sets the students up to understand it and to relate to it. 

 

Since students vary in their degree of comfort and skill in writing, you should decide when students write 

and how much students should write.  We do suggest, though, that since students need to share their 

writing with each other to make personal and historical connections, you encourage them to focus on 

content rather than on mechanical skills.   Pieces can be revised and edited later if you decide they should 

be shared more formally (such as on a bulletin board or newsletter). 
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Read through all the topics.  Then choose one of them to write about.  Write the title of the 

piece at the top of your page.  Write in complete sentences.  After you are finished, proofread 

your work for correctness. 

 

COLONIZATION: In Part 4, Lucy hears the politician Benjamin Harrison address a gathering 

of abolitionists. What does his political party—the “Free Soil Party” stand for? Does Harrison 

consider himself an abolitionist? Does he believe in racial equality between black and whites? 

Describe the “colonization” policy he proposes. Was there was any precedent in American 

history to sending formerly enslaved people back to Africa? Do you think people like Harrison 

may have played a role in ultimately abolishing slavery despite their beliefs about racial 

equality?  

 

THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD: What did the Underground Railroad consist of? Who 

served as its “conductors?” Why did they have to be careful to avoid detection even in the 

“free” states of the north? Were their activities legal? Can you think of any other examples of 

people finding it necessary to break the law in the interests of a higher moral authority? Would 

you ever consider doing so yourself? Explain.   

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING PRUDENT: Life for runaway slaves and those who helped 

them was filled with risk. Even in the “free” northern states, armed slave catchers were 

common sights, and the law was on their side when it came to returning fugitives to their 

masters.  Because of this, an important survival skill for both runaways and Underground 

Railroad conductors was “prudence”—a careful and patient attitude that looked to avoid 

trouble. Can you think of times when Lucy and other characters have been prudent (or 

imprudent) in the decisions they have made? What have the results been? Many 19th century 

Americans felt their government should be prudent in dealing with the political conflict over 

slavery. Fearing a bloody civil war, they wanted to let slavery be abandoned slowly over time 

instead of abolished all at once. Do you think prudence was a virtue in that context? Why or 

why not? 

  

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM: In Part 4, Millicent Hatcher rejects the idea of buying Lucy’s 

mother and brother’s freedom, insisting that it would be supporting the system of slavery. Do 

you agree? If not, why not? If so, would you still agree if she were talking about your own 

mother and brother? Certainly John Parker would argue that the purchase of his own freedom 

was money well spent, enabling him to help others find freedom. There is often a gap between 

what we believe is right in principle and what we find necessary to do in life itself; bridging that 

gap is a process called compromise—a concept which often carries negative connotations, but 
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which often enables progress or resolution. Assuming Lucy could have saved enough money to 

purchase her mother and brother legally, what advantages would there have been to doing so 

rather than attempting to help them to escape as she had?  

 

LUCY’S JOURNAL.  Through Lucy’s eyes, think about your circumstances from the beginning 

to the end of this part of “Flight to Freedom.”  Think about the people with whom you 

interacted, what you learned from them.  Think about the choices you made and the 

consequences of those choices.  Now write a journal entry from Lucy’s point-of-view 

summarizing what happened to you in Part 4.  You may choose to illustrate one aspect of your 

entry. 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

The purpose of these questions is to check the students’ understanding of the action of the game and the 

history embedded in that action.  Since the outcome of game play can vary depending on the choices the 

student makes, the answers to the questions might also vary.  

 

Some students might learn information later than others, or not at all.  If you choose to discuss students’ 

responses as a whole group, information can be shared among all your “Lucys.” 

 

There may be more questions here than you want your students to answer in one sitting or in one 

evening.  In that case, choose the questions you feel are most essential for their understanding of Part 3. 

 

Feel free to copy the following pages of this activity for your students. 

 

If you are not planning to have your students write the answers to the questions, you’ll need to modify 

the directions. 
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Name: ___________________________   Date:_____________________ 

 

 

Directions: After you play Part 4, read and answer these questions from the point of view of 

your character, Lucy.  You may not know all the answers, so do the best you can.  Write in 

complete sentences and proofread your work. 

 

 

1)   What are some of the ways the abolitionists are trying to end slavery?  What happens at the 

abolitionist meeting? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2)   What else do you think the antislavery community in Ohio could do to assist runaway 

slaves? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3)   Describe Benjamin Harrison’s idea of “colonization.”  How do the abolitionists at the 

meeting feel about colonization? 
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4)   What does Lucy give the abolitionists regarding Henry?  Will it help or hurt him?  How? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5)   What is the abolitionists’ plan for rescuing Lucy’s family?  Do you think the plan will work?  

Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6)   What is the Underground Railroad?  How does it help slaves? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7)   What has happened to Lucy’s mother? 
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8)   How did Henry ultimately escape from the King Plantation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9)  Why do many escaped slaves move to Canada? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10)  How does Jonah escape from the King Plantation? 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

On the following pages, you will find “flashcards” with terms and definitions (both combined and 

separate) that your students may encounter while playing Part 5 of “Flight to Freedom.” These terms and 

definitions can be introduced and practiced before or during the time students see or hear them in the 

context of Mission US or in their American history study.  The discussion questions and writing 

prompts will provide further opportunities for students to have more practice with the words and terms. 

 

Divide your students into small groups of four or five, and ask each group to review the terms and 

definitions.  

 

After your students have had a chance to review and discuss the terms and definitions, distribute the 

excerpt from the reporter’s interview with Lucy. Review the directions with your students, and ask them 

to complete the text using the terms they studied.   

 

Here are the terms which should be inserted into each paragraph of Lucy’s life story: 

Paragraph 1- cholera 

Paragraph 2- ambushed, runaway, opportunists, Fugitive Slave Act 

Paragraph 3- witnesses, testify, commissioner 

Paragraph 4- quandary, vigilant  
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ambush 

  
to attack by surprise 

cholera 

 
a life-threatening disease of the small 

intestine, which causes severe diarrhea, 

vomiting, and muscle cramps 

commissioner 

 

   
 

a person who has been hired to perform a 

business or duty for the government 

Fugitive Slave Act 

 
part of the Compromise of 1850, providing 

slave catchers with increased powers to 

return freedom seekers to the South and 

requiring northerners, and their legal 

officials, to assist in this process. 

opportunist 

 
a person who takes advantage of a 

situation, often with little thought to 

consequences or principles involved 

quandary 

 
a state of uncertainty; a predicament 
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runaway 

 

 
a slave trying to escape his or her owners 

so that he could be free 

testify 

 
to make a statement based on personal 

knowledge or belief 

vigilant 

 
keeping careful watch for danger or 

trouble 

witness 

 

  
someone with personal knowledge of 

something 

 

  

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_CYTnxTBGfBs/TNymcjpSa4I/AAAAAAAAAIw/L272TptoxNw/s1600/Night+watchman+of+London.jpg
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ambush 

 

  
 

cholera 

 

 
 

commissioner 

 

   
 

Fugitive Slave Act 

 

 

opportunist 

 

 
 

quandary 
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runaway 

 

 

testify 

 
 

vigilant 

 

witness 
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to attack by surprise 

a life-threatening disease of the 

small intestine, which causes severe 

diarrhea, vomiting, and muscle 

cramps 

a person who has been hired to 

perform a business or duty for the 

government 

part of the Compromise of 1850, 

providing slave catchers with 

increased powers to return freedom 

seekers to the South and requiring 

northerners, and their legal officials, 

to assist in this process 

a person who takes advantage of a 

situation, often with little thought to 

consequences or principles involved 

a state of uncertainty; a predicament 
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a slave trying to escape his or her 

owners so that he could be free 

to make a statement based on 

personal knowledge or belief 

keeping careful watch for  

danger or trouble  

someone with personal knowledge 

of something 
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Name:        Date:      

 

 

Activity: In the years following the Civil War, former slaves celebrated the end of slavery with a 

holiday called “Juneteenth.” Juneteenth, held annually on June 19th, commemorated the day on 

which slaves in Texas learned of slavery’s abolition.  

 

This activity imagines Lucy is telling a reporter about her life and adventures at a Juneteenth 

picnic in 1868, twenty years after the beginning of “Flight to Freedom.”     

 

After reading and talking about the words and terms on the flash cards, read this excerpt from 

Lucy’s interview with the reporter, describing what her life was like after she made her escape. 

Use the cards and your memory to help you fill in the missing words and terms. Some words 

may be used more than once. 

 

ambushed 

cholera 

commissioner 

 

Fugitive Slave Act 

opportunists 

quandary 

 

runaway  

testify 

vigilant 

witnesses 

 
“Jonah and I enjoyed living with the Wrights in Red Oak. In 1850, however, things changed for 

the worse. Many people were sick with ________________. That was a terrible disease. I was 

scared Jonah, the Wrights or I might catch it. Fortunately, were all able to stay healthy. 

 

However, one day something terrible happened to Uncle Morgan. He was _______________ by 

three white men, who ripped up his free papers and took him to jail. They accused him of being 

a _____________________.  They were lying! They knew he was a free man. They were 

___________________, wanting to take advantage of the __________________________, which 

encouraged people to find and capture fugitives. 

 

Uncle Morgan was arrested. In order to save him, we needed to find ___________________ who 

could ___________________ that he was actually a free man. We had to find people very 
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quickly, since the ____________________ was coming to town and he would make the final 

decision about what would happen to Uncle Morgan. 

 

Later, the Wrights decided to move to Canada, since they thought it was too dangerous to stay 

in Ohio. I was in a __________________________ because I really wanted to stay and help the 

abolitionists in Red Oak, but I also knew that it would probably be safer to go with the Wrights. 

In the end, I stayed in Red Oak. I was very _________________ and careful about trying to avoid 

danger, but in the end my true identity was discovered and I was captured and sent to jail.   
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

You will need to decide how best to share these writing prompts with your students.  You might share 

them all and ask students to choose one for response.  You might assign one or more to the entire group.  

You might make one or more of the topics the basis for in-class discussions.  Make your decisions 

according to the needs of your group. 

 

You may notice that many of the topics contain some version of the phrase, “Write about a time in your 

life…”  The intention of these prompts is twofold: first, since students remember the content of their own 

lives, they can more easily respond to the questions and they are more likely to want to express themselves 

if they feel competent to do so; second, these questions can form a meaningful bridge between what 

happens in the lives of ordinary people today and the lives of people in history or in historical events 

themselves.  For these reasons, you might decide to use some of those prompts before students encounter 

the history, because thinking about them sets the students up to understand it and to relate to it. 

 

Since students vary in their degree of comfort and skill in writing, you should decide when students write 

and how much students should write.  We do suggest, though, that since students need to share their 

writing with each other to make personal and historical connections, you encourage them to focus on 

content rather than on mechanical skills.   Pieces can be revised and edited later if you decide they should 

be shared more formally (such as on a bulletin board or newsletter). 
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Read through all the topics.  Then choose one of them to write about.  Write the title of the 

piece at the top of your page.  Write in complete sentences.  After you are finished, proofread 

your work for correctness. 

 

FUGITIVE SLAVE ACT: The Fugitive Slave Act, passed by Congress in 1850, made it a crime 

for any law enforcement official to not arrest a person suspected of being runaway slave. 

Suspected fugitives were not given trials and could not legally challenge those claiming to be 

their owners. This led to many free blacks being kidnapped into slavery. Northerners used to 

thinking of slavery as a southern problem now saw their own officials responsible for enforcing 

it. Imagine yourself as a northern abolitionist who happened to also be a policeman or other 

official whose duty is to enforce the law. Would you stand against what you believed to be an 

unjust policy, or would you compromise your conscience in order to uphold the law of the 

land?  

 

LET ME SEE YOUR PAPERS! For free blacks in pre-Civil War United States, “free papers”—

written legal documents declaring their holder to be free—were often all that stood between 

them and a slave catcher’s irons. Many papers were borrowed or forged to help with escapes 

and changed identities, but as you have seen in Part 5, even genuine papers could be ignored or 

destroyed by unethical slave catchers. Free papers were abolished after the Civil War, but in 

certain contexts, society has continued to insist that citizens carry something officially 

confirming their identity. Driver’s licenses are the most obvious example of this—can you think 

of others? At what point do you think requiring official identification comes at the expense of 

people’s liberty? What about new laws being passed today requiring people suspected of being 

illegal immigrants to show proof of legal residency? Discuss where (or if) you think the line 

should be drawn between the practical need to establish people’s identity and an unfair 

compromise of their rights. 

 

SLAVE AUCTIONS: Perhaps the most humiliating aspect of slavery was the slave auction, at 

which enslaved people were inspected like livestock—often stripped naked to better showcase 

their health and strength—and sold to the highest bidder. Far from being shameful events 

hidden away from public view, slave auctions were held in prominent locations, widely 

advertised, and well-attended—even by those who lacked the money to buy slaves themselves. 

Enslaved people were considered expensive investments—like farm equipment or appliances 

would be today. Strong males could command prices of up to $1000 to $1200, with healthy 

women going for $300 to $500. Children cost between $150 and $200. Families were often 

broken up at auction, but many buyers considered happier, more productive slaves a good 

return on the investment of purchasing entire families. To better understand how humiliating 
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this process was, try writing up a slave auction advertisement for yourself from the perspective 

of a hypothetical seller. Without mentioning your name, list your qualities and abilities, but 

leave out anything about your personality or interests (a potential buyer wouldn’t be interested) 

and be sure not to mention any of your troublemaking dreams and ambitions! When you’re 

finished, have the teacher read everyone’s advertisements aloud and see how accurately the 

class can identify who is who. You may be surprised at how hard this is! 

 

LUCY’S JOURNAL.  Through Lucy’s eyes, think about your circumstances from the beginning 

to the end of this part of “Flight to Freedom.”  Think about the people with whom you 

interacted, what you learned from them.  Think about the choices you made and the 

consequences of those choices.  Now write a journal entry from Lucy’s point-of-view 

summarizing what happened to you in Part 5.  You may choose to illustrate one aspect of your 

entry. 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR:  

 

The purpose of these questions is to check the students’ understanding of the action of the game and the 

history embedded in that action.  Since the outcome of game play can vary depending on the choices the 

student makes, the answers to the questions might also vary.  

 

Some students might learn information later than others, or not at all.  If you choose to discuss students’ 

responses as a whole group, information can be shared among all your “Lucys.” 

 

There may be more questions here than you want your students to answer in one sitting or in one 

evening.  In that case, choose the questions you feel are most essential for their understanding of Part 3. 

 

Feel free to copy the following pages of this activity for your students. 

 

If you are not planning to have your students write the answers to the questions, you’ll need to modify 

the directions. 
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Name: ___________________________   Date:_____________________ 

 

 

Directions: After you play Part 5, read and answer these questions from the point of view of 

your character, Lucy.  You may not know all the answers, so do the best you can.  Write in 

complete sentences and proofread your work. 

 

 

1)   What happens to Lucy’s “uncle,” Morgan Wright? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2)   What are “Free Papers”?  Why are they important? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3)   What are some ways Lucy can help her uncle, Morgan Wright, prove he is a free man? 
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4)   Who does Millie Hatcher say are “ideal” witnesses for Mr. Wright?  Why are people like that 

ideal? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5)   What do the Wrights decide to do to stay safe and remain free?  Do you agree with their 

decision?  Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

 

6)   Why does Lucy stay in Ohio?  Do you think this is a good idea?  Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7)   Why is Lucy captured? 
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8) Describe how you think the following people may have felt about Lucy’s capture, and why 

they may have felt that way.    

For this question, your notes don’t have to be in complete sentences. 

a. Jonah 

b. T.C. Bercham 

c. Millie Hatcher  

d. Miss Sarah King  
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John Brown’s Raid on Harper’s Ferry 

On October 16th, 1859, the radical abolitionist John Brown led 21 followers--including 

free blacks and former slaves--in a raid on the Federal arsenal at Harper’s Ferry, 

Virginia. Brown’s intention was to spark an uprising by slaves, who he planned to arm 

with weapons captured from the arsenal and lead in a campaign of liberation across the 

South. As it happened, Brown’s group was detected before they had seized the arsenal, 

and were forced to retreat into an adjacent engine house. Local militias and armed 

citizenry kept them surrounded until a federally dispatched unit of United States 

Marines—commanded by Brevet Colonel Robert E. Lee—arrived on the 18th to storm 

the engine house, capturing Brown and seven of his surviving followers.  

Brown was tried for murder, conspiracy to incite slave rebellion, and treason against the 

state of Virginia. He was convicted and sentenced to death. The day of his execution, he 

wrote for himself the following epitaph: 

I, John Brown, am now quite certain that the crimes of this guilty 

land will never be purged away but with Blood.  

Indeed, although John Brown’s dramatic raid failed to spark a larger slave rebellion, it 

convinced Americans on both sides of the slavery debate that the time for compromise 

and negotiation had past. The raid on Harper’s Ferry has since come to be regarded by 

many as the first skirmish of a civil war which, within a year, would finally erupt 

between North and South.   

The following passages are excerpted from newspaper editorials published shortly after the 

Harper’s Ferry raid.  Having your students read them and discuss the prompted questions 

will help give them an understanding of how John Brown’s raid was perceived at the time, 

and why it was such a critical turning point.  

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Brown_%28abolitionist%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_%28law%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treason
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1. The Riot at Harper's Ferry 

Nashville, Tennessee, Union and American, October 21, 1859 

. . .  Later accounts seem conclusive that [the raid] was a concerted attempt at insurrection, 

aided by leading Northern Abolitionists. The papers of Brown, the leader, are said to have 

fallen into the hands of Gov. Wise, and to include among them letters from Gerrit Smith, 

Fred Douglass and others. We shall hear more in a few days, when, no doubt, the whole 

plot will be disclosed. 

In the mean time, the facts already before us show that Abolitionism is working out its 

legitimate results, in encouraging fanatics to riot and revolution. The "harmless 

republicanism" out of which there is serious talk even here of making a national party, to 

defeat the Democracy, fosters and sustains, and is formidable only from the zeal of, the 

class within its ranks who incited this insurrection. Of the capacity of the South to defend 

and protect herself, we have no doubt. But when called on to do this, as at Harper's Ferry, 

she must know who are her friends and who are her enemies. She can have no political 

association with men who are only watching a safe opportunity to cut the throats of her 

citizens. It will not do for Northern Republicans to attribute this outbreak to the fanaticism 

of a few zealots. The Republican party of the North is responsible for it. . . . 

Discussion Questions: 

Why does the Union and American blame “Northern Abolitionists” for Brown’s Raid on 

Harper’s Ferry? (Because letters from Frederick Douglass and other abolitionists were found on 

Brown after his capture.) Why does the Union and American believe abolitionists are such a 

threat? (Because they supposedly encourage “fanatics to riot and revolution” and seek “to defeat the 

Democracy”—meaning the United States as a whole.)  
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2. “Where the Responsibility Belongs” 

Chicago, Illinois, Press and Tribune, October 20, 1859 

The attempt of the Chicago Times to place the responsibility of the Harper's Ferry affair 

upon the Republican party, is a resort to the rogue's trick of crying "stop thief, stop thief," 

for the purpose of diverting attention from the really guilty party. . . . The opposition to 

slavery is based upon moral and economic considerations, and the only action it proposes 

or that it would countenance, with respect to the institution, is to confine it to its present 

limits, leaving the problem of "what will they do with it?" to the solution of the people of 

the slaveholding States. 

The Democratic party, however, proposes to increase the chances for insurrection, 

bloodshed and all the horrors of servile war, by extending the area of slavery indefinitely 

and by re-opening the African slave trade. . . .  

As respects the attempt of an insane old man and his handful of confederates to excite a 

negro insurrection in Virginia and Maryland, it is easy to determine where the 

responsibility really belongs. That act is but a part of the legitimate fruit of the repeal of the 

Missouri Compromise. In another part of this paper, in a sketch of the life of the leader of 

the attempted insurrection, will be found a statement of some of the wrongs heaped upon 

old Brown by the minions of that power at whose command and for whose benefit the 

compromise was broken down -- wrongs which entered his soul and made him what he is -

- a monomaniac who believes himself to be a God-appointed agent to set the enslaved free. 

Upon the heads of those who repealed that compromise and who sanctioned the lawless 

violence and bloodshed which grew out of it on the plains of Kansas, rests the blood of 

those who fell at Harper's Ferry.  

Discussion Questions: 

How does the Press and Tribune describe the ambitions of the Republican party? (That 

Republicans only seek—per the Missouri Compromise—to prevent the extension of slavery into new 

territories, not ban it in current slaveholding states.) How does it describe the intentions of 

Democrats? (That, by repealing the Missouri Compromise, they wish to extending slavery into new 

territories and reestablish the slave trade.) Who does it hold responsible for Harper’s Ferry? 

(The Democrats.)  
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3. “The Harper's Ferry Riot”   

Nashville, Tennessee, Republican Banner and Nashville Whig, October 24, 1859 

. . . It can no longer be doubted that the object of the conspirators was the liberation of the 

slaves in Virginia and Maryland. It is gratifying to record that the energy of President 

Buchanan and Governor Wise, the activity of the soldiery and the zeal of the citizens have 

crushed out the conspiracy before it could attain the huge dimensions of a revolution. But 

though the movement resulted so disastrously to the insurgents and met with so little 

sympathy from the negro population, for whose benefit it was designed, it will 

nevertheless prove a valuable lesson to the people of the South, if they give it that calm 

reflection and careful consideration that it deserves. 

This attempt to excite an insurrection among the slaves is one of the natural results of the 

agitation of the slavery question, originated and so persistently kept up by designing 

politicians, both of the North and the South for partisan purposes. It can be traced to no 

other cause, and unless the people of both sections rise in the majesty of their strength and 

put an end at once to this mischievous agitation, the page that records the bloody events of 

the last two days, will be but a preface to the history of a civil war in which the same scenes 

will be re-enacted on a larger scale, and end in the dissolution of our glorious Union. 

Discussion Questions: 

Based upon this editorial, would you describe the Republican Banner and Nashville Whig as a 

pro- or anti-slavery newspaper? Why? (It is difficult to say. Although Tennessee is a southern 

city, the editorial is moderate in its appeal to both sides of the debate to ratchet down the level of 

“agitation” which surrounds the issue before the nation descends into civil war.) Who does it 

regard as being at the core of the slavery problem? (“Designing politicians, both of the North 

and the South.”) 
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4. “The Reign of Terror” 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Gazette [Republican] November 30, 1859 

Free speech is now denied at the South. Every man who opens his mouth to utter a word of 

sympathy for old Brown, or dares to advance a single sentiment favorable to liberty, is at 

once arrested and committed to prison. Men have been thus imprisoned for saying that 

they voted for Fremont in 1856; that old Brown was right; that slavery was wrong; . . . 

It would be useless to undertake the enumeration of these cases. The Southern papers are 

full of them. Every Northern man now in the South is an object of suspicion; many have 

already been driven off; others have received notice to quit; and the rest are to be harassed 

with prosecutions for using "seditious language" in giving vent to their natural feelings, 

doubtless under strong provocation. It is a complete reign of terror. Every man is liable to 

be an object of suspicion; and he who expects to retain his foothold upon that soil must put 

a padlock upon his lips, lest some incautious word slip out and thereby endanger "the 

institution. . . ."  

There is another view of this subject which it behooves the South to take note of -- every 

man who is thus suspected, driven off or punished for his free speech will become, in the 

North, a proselyter for free sentiments. They will become, in 1860, the most efficient 

laborers in the cause of Republicanism. The South had better be careful, or it may send 

home too many of them. 

Discussion Questions: 

What is the main point of this editorial? (That the South’s zeal to protect the institution of 

slavery is eroding the basic right of free speech for those who oppose it.) What does the Gazette feel 

will be the ultimate result of this? (That those forced to flee or return to the North will support 

and strengthen the Republicans and their abolitionist allies.) 
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5. “What Shall the South Do?” 

Wilmington, North Carolina, Daily Herald [Opposition] December 5, 1859 

. . . Old Brown has been hanged. What will be the result of this enforcement of the law? 

Will the effect be salutary upon the minds of the Northern people? Have we any reason to 

suppose that it will cause them, for one moment only, to pause and reflect upon the course 

they have persistently followed towards the South and her institutions? 

It is useless to disguise the fact, that the entire North and Northwest are hopelessly 

abolitionized. We want no better evidence than that presented to us by their course in this 

Harper's affair. With the exception of a few papers (among them we are proud to notice 

that sterling Whig journal, the New York Express,) that have had the manliness to denounce 

the act as it deserved, the great majority have either sympathised with the offenders, or 

maintained an ominous silence. 

Let us look calmly at the case: A sovereign State, in the peaceful enjoyment of the rights 

guarantied by the Constitution, has been invaded by an armed force, not foreign 

mercenaries, but citizens of the same Confederacy, and her people shot down in the public 

highways. The question is a natural one -- Why is this thing done? Why is murder and 

rapine committed? -- And who are the perpetrators? -- The answer is found in the fact, that 

the State whose territory has thus been invaded, is a Southern State in which the institution 

of slavery exists according to the law and the gospel; and the actors in the terrible drama 

were but carrying out the precepts and teachings of our Northern brethren. The 

"irrepressible conflict" between the North and the South then, has already commenced; to 

this complexion it must come at last.  

Discussion Questions: 

How does the Daily Herald portray Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry? (As a violent criminal 

invasion of a peaceful state supported by a “hopelessly abolitionized” North.) What does the raid 

signal to them? (The start of a civil war.) 
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General Discussion Questions* 

 

1. Was John Brown’s use of violence warranted?  

 

 

2. Why do you think abolitionists disagreed about the use of violence? 

 

 

3. Do you think slave owners would have ended slavery without a fight? 

 

 

 

4. Some commentators view the Harper’s Ferry raid as the first battle of the Civil War, 

while others view it as a terrorist act. How do you view it and why? 

 

 

 

5. How did the raid escalate tensions between the North and South and between the newly 

formed Republican Party and the Democratic Party? 

 

 

6. How were John Brown’s actions similar to, and different from, the acts of resistance 

committed by Lucy and the other characters in “Flight to Freedom”? 

 

 

*Note that no answer key is provided for these questions, which are intended to be 

open-ended. 
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Editorial Discussion Questions (Answer Key) 

1. “The Riot at Harper's Ferry” Discussion Questions:                                                                                     

Why does the Union and American blame “Northern Abolitionists” for Brown’s Raid on 

Harper’s Ferry? (Because letters from Frederick Douglass and other abolitionists were found on 

Brown after his capture.) Why does the Union and American believe abolitionists are such a 

threat? (Because they supposedly encourage “fanatics to riot and revolution” and seek “to defeat the 

Democracy”—meaning the United States as a whole.)  

2. “Where the Responsibility Belongs” Discussion Questions:                                                        

How does the Press and Tribune describe the ambitions of the Republican party? (That 

Republicans only seek—per the Missouri Compromise—to prevent the extension of slavery into new 

territories, not ban it in current slaveholding states.) How does it describe the intentions of 

Democrats? (That, by repealing the Missouri Compromise, they wish to extending slavery into new 

territories and reestablish the slave trade.) Who does it hold responsible for Harper’s Ferry? 

(The Democrats.)  

3. “The Harper's Ferry Riot” Discussion Questions:                                                                            

Based upon this editorial, would you describe the Republican Banner and Nashville Whig as a 

pro- or anti-slavery newspaper? Why? (It is difficult to say. Although Tennessee is a southern 

city, the editorial is moderate in its appeal to both sides of the debate to ratchet down the level of 

“agitation” which surrounds the issue before the nation descends into civil war.) Who does it 

regard as being at the core of the slavery problem? (“Designing politicians, both of the North 

and the South.”) 

4. “The Reign of Terror” Discussion Questions:                                                                                    

What is the main point of this editorial? (That the South’s zeal to protect the institution of 

slavery is eroding the basic right of free speech for those who oppose it.) What does the Gazette feel 

will be the ultimate result of this? (That those forced to flee or return to the North will support 

and strengthen the Republicans and their abolitionist allies.) 

5. “What Shall the South Do?” Discussion Questions:                                                                       

How does the Daily Herald portray Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry? (As a violent criminal 

invasion of a peaceful state supported by a “hopelessly abolitionized” North.) What does the raid 

signal to them? (The start of a civil war.) 
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR: 

 

These activities can be used at any time while you are using “Flight to Freedom” with your students, as 

there is unlimited flexibility in how you and your students develop multimedia projects related to the 

mission and their experiences playing it.  The MISSION US “Flight to Freedom” multimedia projects are 

intended to inspire students to think about how the themes and issues faced by characters in the game 

relate to contemporary issues in students’ own lives. 

 

Multimedia projects have multiple benefits for students, providing them with the opportunity to use their 

imaginations and be creative in ways not always possible in traditional classroom instruction.  By 

working together to produce a final product, students build teamwork and communication skills.  There 

are several opportunities for cross-curricular extensions, particularly with ELA and visual arts classes.  

And, perhaps most importantly, students have the opportunity to explore and understand the historical 

concepts of the game in new and interesting ways. 

 

When it comes to deciding what kind of multimedia project to do, the possibilities are endless.  Your 

students can work individually, in groups, or as a class.  As the teacher, you can choose an appropriate 

level of involvement.  Students can play to their individual strengths, as there are many roles in any 

given project: acting, writing, camera and/or microphone operation, video/sound editing, web design, etc.  

Student projects might include short films or videos, podcasts, websites, recorded songs, etc.  Projects 

should incorporate the use of audio, video and/or the Internet. 
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“FLIGHT TO FREEDOM” MULTIMEDIA PROJECTS 

 

Students: Read through all of the topics, and choose ONE on which to base your multimedia 

project.  Projects can directly address one of the questions presented below, or you can use the 

topics as inspiration for new ideas.  Be creative – you can write and perform original skits, 

present reenactments of historical or current situations, record podcasts, create websites – the 

sky is the limit, as long as your projects are audio, video, or Internet-based. 

 

PLANTATION LIFE 

In “Flight to Freedom,” Lucy lives on the King plantation, a large farm dedicated to growing 

and harvesting hemp.  Plantation life was full of complexities.  Slaves living on the plantation 

had their own living quarters, families, social structure, and culture, all of which existed in the 

larger social structure and culture of the plantation owners.  The family that owned and 

operated the plantation may have employed other white workers, like the overseer, to ensure 

that the slaves were working to the owners’ expectations.  A typical plantation like the Kings’ 

would have covered a lot of area and included the smokehouse, a barn or other structure for 

keeping animals, the yard, fields where the crop was grown, a source of running water, and the 

“big house” where the master’s family lived.  A young female slave like Lucy was expected to 

successfully manage several aspects of plantation life, including her own family responsibilities, 

jobs for her master and the overseer, favors for her friend Esther in the big house, taking care of 

her brother, and looking out for herself. 

 

Every community has its own unique blend of families, with their own cultures, living spaces, 

and beliefs; businesses, employers, and workers; buildings, roadways, restaurants, and shops; 

public spaces, parks, and schools.  Many of these things are related to each other and are 

dependent on each other to function and operate smoothly.  How do you fit into the structure of 

your community?  What are your responsibilities to your community?  Do you do volunteer or 

paid work in your community?  If so, how do you balance that work with your housework, 

schoolwork, and social life?  How do your actions affect the other members of your community? 

 

SABOTAGE AND RESISTANCE 

It was common for slaves on plantations to engage in work slow-downs, acts of non-

cooperation, petty theft, sabotage, or other acts of non-violent resistance as a way to rebel 

against their masters and resist their enslavement.  However, these actions, if discovered, were 

often met with negative consequences.  Slaves who were caught would often be assigned more 

work, beaten severely, or sold to other plantations further south.  As Lucy, a player can choose 

to engage in this behavior or not.  Either way, that’s certainly what Mr. Otis thinks you did by 

burning down the smokehouse, and the consequences lead to your escape from the King 

plantation. 
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How do you challenge rules, policies, or practices that you find to be unfair or oppressive in 

your everyday life?  Where do you run into said unfair or oppressive rules?  Are you free to 

speak your mind and tell your authority figures that you disagree, or must you stay silent and 

get your point across in different ways?  Imagine that your teacher has decided that your class 

is not performing to his expectations, and will now be giving a pop quiz every day in class.  

Your teacher says that your entire grade for the class will be determined by these pop quizzes, 

and that you are not allowed to ask for extra study help, nor are you allowed to complain about 

the quizzes – if so you will get two weeks of detention.  Even though you try to study every 

night, you don’t have enough time with your other schoolwork and housework, and you have 

been getting Ds and Fs on the quizzes.  What can you do to express your dissatisfaction to your 

teacher?  Are you willing to accept negative consequences if it improves your situation?  Would 

you do something that seemed unethical if it convinced your teacher to change his mind? 

 

In contemporary America, if we disagree with a policy or a law held by our government, we are 

free to respond in a variety of ways: contacting a representative, public dissent, assembly and 

demonstration.  Do some of these actions work better than others?  Why? 

 

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CHANGE 

While many prominent abolitionists and government officials fought for an end to slavery, the 

slaves themselves arguably did the most for their cause, even though they had no political 

power.  Why did the slaves fight to enact change, despite their apparent lack of influence?  

What effect did it have? 

 

As a minor, you are without political power until you are old enough to vote.  Does that affect 

your daily life?  What if your city was trying to pass a law with which you disagreed – for 

example, a summer curfew law stating no minors are allowed out past 6:00 p.m. between 

Memorial Day and Labor Day.  How would you feel?  Simply voting against the law on Election 

Day isn’t an option for you.  Can you appeal to your parents or teachers to sway their vote?  

Stage a protest at city hall to change the mayor’s mind? 

 

Currently in the United States there are many people who have no political power – or even 

legal status – who are trying to enact legal change on their own behalf.  These are the hundreds 

of thousands of children and young adults who have lived in America for most of their lives, 

but were brought to this country illegally.  These young people have no right to vote, no way to 

obtain a driver’s license or passport, and difficulty applying for college or financial aid.  For 

several years, the U.S. government has been considering a piece of legislation called the 

DREAM (Development, Relief and Education for Alien Minors) Act that would allow 

conditional residency to these young people who entered the country as minors, graduated 
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from high school, and completed at least two years of college or military service.  Do you think 

this legislation (which has not yet been passed by the United States Congress) would have an 

effect on the demographics or population of this country?  In light of many states adopting 

stricter immigration laws and deportation policies, should young people who might benefit 

from the DREAM Act reach out to local congressmen and senators to try and convince them to 

vote for this legislation?  Many young adults across the country have staged demonstrations 

such as sit-ins, marches, and hunger strikes in support of the law.  What are the potential 

consequences of publicly drawing attention to one’s illegal or undocumented status?  As a 

group without voting rights or a legal voice, how can they argue for change on their own 

behalf? 

 

SLAVERY IN AMERICA 

The practice of slavery was legal in the Union until 1865 when it was officially abolished and 

prohibited by the Thirteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.  Prior to this 

amendment, United States citizens were permitted to own other human beings as property, buy 

and sell slaves as part of an economic system, and operate farms, factories, plantations, and 

households using unpaid human labor.  Most of the enslaved population held in America were 

Africans or African-Americans owned by whites; however, there were a small number of 

Native American and free black slaveowners, as well as white and Native American slaves. 

 

Lucy runs away from her life as a slave but is faced with the obstacle of the Fugitive Slave Act 

of 1850, a law passed by the U.S. government declaring that all runaway slaves had to be 

returned to their owners, and citizens or government officials who did not comply could be 

fined or even thrown in jail.  How did this law affect the practice of slavery at the time?  How 

did Northerners react?  Was this legislation a government endorsement of slavery? 

 

In the 21st century, it is generally accepted in American society that the practice of slavery is 

wrong and a violation of human rights.  Unfortunately this does not mean that it no longer 

exists.  Over ten thousand enslaved people are trafficked into this country every year, and there 

are an estimated 27 million victims of “human trafficking” (modern day slavery) worldwide.  

People – often from foreign countries – are recruited or obtained through means of force, fraud, 

or coercion and used for purposes of involuntary servitude or forced labor including 

sweatshop, agriculture, mine, construction, service industry, restaurant, or housekeeping work.  

These slaves are treated poorly, forbidden from leaving their homes except to work, 

blackmailed, and lied to about repaying debts.  In 2000, the United States Congress passed a law 

called the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA), with the goal of preventing overseas 

trafficking, protecting victims, and prosecuting traffickers.  How does our modern 

government’s stance on slavery compare with that of the administration in the 1840s and 1850s?  

Prior to the Civil War, the economy of the South was heavily reliant on slavery.  How does the 
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TVPA affect the economies of the countries that traffic slaves into the U.S.?  Although 

trafficking victims are allegedly protected by the TVPA, oftentimes their lack of documentation 

leads them to be mistreated by legal officials and prosecuted as illegal immigrants.  How does 

this affect the human trafficking problem?  What is the benefit of trading human beings for 

labor or profit? 

 

UNDERGROUND RAILROAD  

Lucy manages to escape enslavement on the King plantation as a runaway on the Underground 

Railroad.  As you know, the Underground Railroad was not a system of subterranean train 

tracks; it was a network of secret routes, safe houses, and community buildings (such as 

churches) utilized by slaves to escape to both free states in the Union and Canada.  

Abolitionists, sympathizers, and free blacks helped slaves make the journey.  Many escaped 

slaves found safe haven in free black communities in border and northern states.  The 

Underground Railroad served as a way for slaves to try and escape their oppressors and 

abusers, even though it was a blatant disregard for the law and the consequences, if caught, 

could be severe. 

 

How are you fighting oppression in your everyday life?  How does it affect the people around 

you?  What are the consequences of your actions? 

 

A different kind of “underground railroad” exists today in cities all across America, and unlike 

the network that existed in the 19th century, this secretive system assists mostly women and 

children of all races.  This network is for victims and survivors of domestic abuse, who cannot 

pursue traditional legal recourse for a variety of reasons: they fear retribution from their 

abusers, they don’t speak English, they are illegal or undocumented immigrants, or the law is 

just not strict or clear enough for their situation.  As a result, networks that circumvent the 

traditional legal system have sprung up to help these women and children.  Social workers and 

local community leaders are trained to help women leave dangerous situations and escape to 

safe houses or battered women’s shelters while cutting off all ties with their oppressors or 

abusers.  What are the consequences of such actions for the women and children being assisted 

by the secret network?  What message does it send to our legal system to have this 

“underground” support system in place?  What message does it send to abusers?
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A NOTE TO THE EDUCATOR: 

 

This chart can be used at any time while you are using “Flight to Freedom” with your students.  

It provides both teachers and students with an easy and visually accessible way to capture ideas 

and thoughts about the characters in the game.  This chart could be printed out for each 

individual student or displayed for the entire class.
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Part 1 Observations Part 2 Observations Part 3 Observations Part 4 Observations Part 5 Observations 

Does s/he resist slavery? 

How? 

What are the effects of 

her/his actions? 

 
Henry 

       

 
Esther 

       

 
Sarah 

       

 
John Rankin 

       

 
Abigail Wright 

       

 
Millicent Hatcher 

       

 
John Parker 

       

 
Benjamin Harrison 

       

 
T.C. Bercham 
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The creators of MISSION US have assembled the following list of websites, fiction, non-fiction, film, and 

television productions to enhance and extend teacher and student learning about the people, places, and 

historical events depicted in the game. 

 

I. WEB RESOURCES 

 

Portals and Collections 

 

Academic Info: American History—U.S. History 

http://www.academicinfo.net/histus.html 

Portal containing links to resources categorized by period and topical categories. 

 

Africa: South of the Sahara, Stanford University 

http://library.stanford.edu/depts/ssrg/africa/history/hislavery.html 

A collection of resources documenting topics such as the Trans-Atlantic slave trade, African 

genealogy, the Amistad, antislavery literature, and famous slaves, among other topics. 

 

Best of History Web Sites 

http://www.besthistorysites.net  

Portal linking to over a thousand history websites and teacher resources. 

 

History of American Slavery, 1619-1865, Georgetown College 

http://spider.georgetowncollege.edu/htallant/courses/his475/475links.htm 

Research links to primary and secondary sources, documentation projects, and demographics 

about American slavery. 

 

The African-American Migration Experience 

http://www.inmotionaame.org/home.cfm 

Links to information and primary sources about such topics as “The Transatlantic Slave Trade,” 

“Runaway Journeys,” and “The Domestic Slave Trade.” 

 

Teacher Tidbytes 

http://www.teachertidbytes.com/web_resources/american_history.html 

Portal containing links to American history lesson plans, tips for teaching, and primary sources. 

 

Yale Slavery and Abolition Portal 

http://slavery.yale.edu 

A collection of links and digital databases concerning the topics of slavery and abolition.  

 

http://www.academicinfo.net/histus.html
http://library.stanford.edu/depts/ssrg/africa/history/hislavery.html
http://www.besthistorysites.net/
http://spider.georgetowncollege.edu/htallant/courses/his475/475links.htm
http://www.inmotionaame.org/home.cfm
http://www.teachertidbytes.com/web_resources/american_history.html
http://slavery.yale.edu/
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Links, Resources, and Videos on Demand 

 

Digital History 

http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu 

An online textbook, primary source documents, multimedia resources, timeline, guides, and 

online exhibition. 

 

Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History 

http://gilderlehrman.org/teachers/index.html 

A variety of American history resources for teachers and students. 

 

National Park Service—The Civil War: 150 Years 

http://www.nps.gov/civilwar150 

The National Park Service’s commemoration of the Civil War’s sesquicentennial, including a 

link to the parks addressing the issue of slavery. 

 

National Park Service—Aboard the Underground Railroad 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/underground 

The National Park Service’s sites dedicated to the Underground Railroad, including 

introductory passages on the slave trade, antislavery activities, and the Civil War. 

 

Underground Railroad Experience—City College of New York 

http://www.ccny.cuny.edu/undergroundrailroadexperience/index_flash.html 

A collection of routes, stories (primary sources), themes, and recent discoveries/news about the 

Underground Railroad. 

 

Underground Railroad in New York—New York History Net 

http://www.nyhistory.com/ugrr 

Information pertaining to the routes, people, and places that were integral for the Underground 

Railroad in New York State. 

 

Abolitionism in America—Cornell University 

http://rmc.library.cornell.edu/abolitionism/spread_word.htm 

Presents passages and primary sources that seek to uncover the “intellectual, moral, and 

political struggle to achieve freedom for all Americans” during the nineteenth century. 

 

America’s Library 

http://www.americaslibrary.gov 

Library of Congress site for kids, containing information about U.S. history. 

http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/
http://gilderlehrman.org/teachers/index.html
http://www.nps.gov/civilwar150
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/travel/underground
http://www.ccny.cuny.edu/undergroundrailroadexperience/index_flash.html
http://www.nyhistory.com/ugrr
http://rmc.library.cornell.edu/abolitionism/spread_word.htm
http://www.americaslibrary.gov/
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U.S. National Slavery Museum 

http://www.usnationalslaverymuseum.org 

The Museum’s website has links to art about American slavery. 

 

Teaching American History (National Endowment for the Humanities)—The Civil War 

http://www.teachingamericanhistory.org/neh/interactives/civilwar/lesson1  

Excellent maps and information on slavery, free blacks, immigration, railroads, and cotton 

production, among other relevant information about the antebellum era. 

 

Freedmen and Southern Society Project 

http://www.history.umd.edu/Freedmen/index.html 

Includes documents and a timeline of emancipation beginning with 1860. 

 

Territorial Kansas Online 

http://www.territorialkansasonline.org/~imlskto/cgi-bin/index.php  

An informative website with primary sources, photographs, and timelines about Territorial 

Kansas, covering the years 1854 to 1861. 

 

Quakers & Slavery: Underground Railroad 

http://trilogy.brynmawr.edu/speccoll/quakersandslavery/commentary/organizations/undergrou

nd_railroad.php 

An excellent overview of Quakers and their views on slavery, equality, and approaches to 

abolitionism. 

 

“Scartoons:  Racial Satire and the Civil War,” Civil War Cartoons, University of Virginia 

http://xroads.virginia.edu/~cap/scartoons/cartoons.html  

Interesting articles and documents about the role visual materials played in influencing 

opinions on race before, during, and after the Civil War. 

 

The Geography of Slavery in Virginia 

http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/gos  

Search for slave/fugitive slave advertisements, newspapers, essays and profiles of prominent 

Virginians. 

 

Children and Youth in History—Children in the Slave Trade 

http://chnm.gmu.edu/cyh/teaching-modules/141 

Information and primary sources about what life was like for children experiencing the slave 

trade. 

http://www.usnationalslaverymuseum.org/
http://www.teachingamericanhistory.org/neh/interactives/civilwar/lesson1
http://www.history.umd.edu/Freedmen/index.html
http://www.territorialkansasonline.org/~imlskto/cgi-bin/index.php
http://trilogy.brynmawr.edu/speccoll/quakersandslavery/commentary/organizations/underground_railroad.php
http://trilogy.brynmawr.edu/speccoll/quakersandslavery/commentary/organizations/underground_railroad.php
http://xroads.virginia.edu/~cap/scartoons/cartoons.html
http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/gos
http://chnm.gmu.edu/cyh/teaching-modules/141
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An African Timeline—African Slave Trade & European Imperialism 

http://web.cocc.edu/cagatucci/classes/hum211/timelines/htimeline3.htm 

An in-depth timeline, including links, covering the history of the African slave trade. 

 

The History Place Presents: Abraham Lincoln 

http://www.historyplace.com/lincoln/index.html  

An in-depth timeline covering the life of Abraham Lincoln. 

 

The Valley of the Shadow:  Two Communities in the American Civil War 

http://valley.lib.virginia.edu/  

Contains information about how the war impacted two communities in the Shenandoah 

Valley—one in the North, the other in the South—providing primary sources, further 

references, images, and battle maps. 

 

Primary Source Documents 

 

American Memory from the Library of Congress 

htttp://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html 

Access to written and spoken word, sound recordings, still and moving images, prints, maps, 

and more documenting the American experience. 

 

Our Documents 

http://www.ourdocuments.gov    

Explores 100 milestone documents in American history, including 18 relevant to slavery and the 

Civil War.  The site also includes tools for educators. 

 

African American Perspectives 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/aap/aaphome.html 

Searchable documents from the Daniel A.P. Murray Pamphlet Collection, presenting a range of 

African American history and intellectual thought from 1818-1907.  It also includes a timeline of 

African American history. 

 

Avalon Project: 19th Century Documents 

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/subject_menus/19th.asp  

Collection of 19th century documents, many of which relate to slavery and abolition. 

 

 

 

http://web.cocc.edu/cagatucci/classes/hum211/timelines/htimeline3.htm
http://www.historyplace.com/lincoln/index.html
http://valley.lib.virginia.edu/
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html
http://www.ourdocuments.gov/
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/aap/aaphome.html
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/subject_menus/19th.asp
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Eyewitness to the 19th Century 

http://www.eyewitnesstohistory.com/19frm.htm  

Letters and primary source documents from the 19th century. 

 

Documenting the American South, University of North Carolina 

http://docsouth.unc.edu/index.html 

A digital publishing archive providing links to texts, images, and audio files related to southern 

history, literature and culture. 

 

American Slave Narratives 

http://xroads.virginia.edu/~hyper/wpa/wpahome.html 

The Works Progress Administration’s famous interviews with former slaves. 

 

Digital Library of American Slavery, University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

http://library.uncg.edu/slavery 

A searchable database of primary sources related to American slavery and abolition. 

 

Slavery & Abolition in the U.S. 

http://deila.dickinson.edu/slaveryandabolition 

Contains books and other documents about slavery and abolition in the U.S. during the 1800s. 

 

Harriet Jacobs:  Selected Writings and Correspondence 

http://www.yale.edu/glc/harriet/docs.htm  

Important documents pertaining to Harriet Jacobs, including the advertisement for her capture, 

important letters, and reviews for her autobiography Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl 

 

Slaves and the Courts, 1740-1860 

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/sthtml/sthome.html 

A searchable database of primary sources regarding important court cases in which slavery and 

African Americans were involved. 

 

The Atlantic Slave Trade and Slave Life in the Americas 

http://hitchcock.itc.virginia.edu/Slavery/search.html 

One of the best sources for images (e.g. maps, broadsides, runaway slave posters, etc.) on the 

Web. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.eyewitnesstohistory.com/19frm.htm
http://docsouth.unc.edu/index.html
http://xroads.virginia.edu/~hyper/wpa/wpahome.html
http://library.uncg.edu/slavery
http://deila.dickinson.edu/slaveryandabolition
http://www.yale.edu/glc/harriet/docs.htm
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/sthtml/sthome.html
http://hitchcock.itc.virginia.edu/Slavery/search.html
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Voyages:  The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database 

http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/index.faces 

Contains information on almost 35,000 slaving voyages, providing researchers, students and the 

general public access to information about the slave trade in North America, Africa, the 

Caribbean, and Europe. 

 

American Slavery Debate in the Context of Atlantic History, 1770-1865 

http://atlanticslaverydebate.berkeley.edu 

Over three hundred primary source documents cover three topics: “British Antislavery 

Influence, 1770-1865,” “Black Emigration Movements—Foreign Support and Opposition, 1787-

1865,” and “Revolution and Abolition in Haiti, 1791-1865.” 

 

Beyond Face Value: Depictions of Slavery in Confederate Currency 

http://www.lib.lsu.edu/cwc/BeyondFaceValue/beyondfacevalue.htm 

Contains essays on and pictures of Southern currency depicting slavery, providing an 

interesting perspective on how southerners saw the institution. 

 

The Face of Slavery & Other African American Photographs 

http://photographymuseum.org/faceof.html 

A photo gallery depicting life for slaves, free blacks, and newly emancipated individuals. 

 

II. BOOKS 

 

Non-fiction for Students 

 

The Story of Slavery (2008).  Sarah Courtauld.  Grade level 3-6.  A concise examination of 

American slavery. 

 

Slavery: Real People and Their Stories of Enslavement (2009).  DK Publishing.  Grade level 5-9.  A 

comprehensive introduction to the topic of slavery. 

 

Daily Life on a Southern Plantation, 1853 (2000).  Paul Erickson.  Grade level 3-5.  This book 

examines life on a southern plantation, using a current historic site in Louisiana as a model for 

photographs of plantation life and descriptions of historic figures. 

 

5,000 Miles to Freedom: Ellen and William Craft’s Flight from Slavery (2006).  Judith Bloom Fradin 

and Dennis Fradin.  Grade level 6-9.  An exciting escape adventure about two slaves, a husband 

and his wife, a light-skinned African American, who escape from slavery in the South. 

 

http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/index.faces
http://atlanticslaverydebate.berkeley.edu/
http://www.lib.lsu.edu/cwc/BeyondFaceValue/beyondfacevalue.htm
http://photographymuseum.org/faceof.html
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Stolen into Slavery: The True Story of Solomon Northup, Free Black Man (2011).  Judith Bloom Fradin 

and Dennis Fradin.  Grade level 6-9.  The story of a free black man who is kidnapped in the 

North and taken as a slave into the South. 

 

Many Thousand Gone: African Americans from Slavery to Freedom (2002).  Virginia Hamilton, Leo 

Dillon and Diane Dillon.  Grade level 4-9.  Covers the experience of American slaves, from the 

earliest slave ships through the 1865 ratification of the 13th Amendment to the Constitution. 

 

Fighters Against American Slavery (1999).  Stephen R. Lilley.  Grade level 6-10.  Highlights the 

careers of leading abolitionists, including William Lloyd Garrison, Frederick Douglass, Harriet 

Tubman, Nat Turner, and John Brown. 

 

Rebels Against Slavery:  The Story of American Slave Revolts (1996).  Patricia McKissack and Fred 

McKissack.  Grade level 6-10.  The stories of those, like Nat Turner, Denmark Vesey, Cato and 

Gabriel Prosser, who rose up against those who enslaved them. 

 

Harriet Tubman:  Conductor on the Underground Railroad (1995).  Ann Petry.  Grade level 5-10.  

This classic biography covers the life and times of the most famous individual associated with 

the Underground Railroad. 

 

Freedom Struggle: The Anti-Slavery Movement in America, 1830-1865 (2005).  Grade level 4-8.  Ann 

Rossi.  A brief look at the individuals who fought to rid the United States of slavery. 

 

Slavery in America (2007).  Dorothy Schneider and Carl J. Schneider.  Grade level 6-12.  An in-

depth overview of American slavery, complete with four appendices filled with maps, tables, 

biographies, and excerpts from other publications. 

 

 

Fiction for Students 

 

North by Night: A Story of the Underground Railroad (2000).  Katherine Ayres.  Grade level 5-9.  

The story of Lucinda Spencer, a 16-year old girl from Ohio who decides to help runaway slaves 

escape to freedom. 

 

Freedom Crossing (1991).  Margaret Goff Clark.  Grade level 5-8.  A young northern girl learns 

that her family has strong ties to the Underground Railroad—and she does not like it!   
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Bull Run (1995).  Paul Fleischman.  Grade level 3-6.  The author looks at sixteen distinct 

individuals—including a slave—and their views of the events leading to the Civil War’s first 

battle. 

 

The Slave Dancer (1973).  Paula Fox.  Grade level 3-6.  Newberry Award-winning tale about 

Jesse, a 13-year-old white boy who’s snatched from the docks of New Orleans to play the fife so 

captured slaves will dance to keep their muscles strong. 

 

Stonewall (1979).  Jean Fritz.  Grade level 6-10.  Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson was one of the 

South’s most courageous generals.  This piece of historical fiction uncovers his genius and his 

peculiarities, but also uncovers what life was like in the Antebellum South. 

 

Henry’s Freedom Box (2007).  Ellen Levine and Kadir Nelson.  Grade level 2-5.  Tells the story of 

Henry “Box” Brown’s escape from slavery after he’s torn from his mother as a child. 

 

I, Dred Scott: A Fictional Slave Narrative Based on the Life and Legal Precedent of Dred Scott (2005).  

Sheila P. Moses.  A short piece of historical fiction tracing the events of the famous 11-year court 

case. 

 

Nightjohn (1995).  Gary Paulsen.  Grade level 5-10.  Narrator Sarny, a twelve-year old slave girl, 

tells us what life under the “peculiar institution” was like in the 1850s. 

 

Across the Wide River (2004).  Stephanie Reed.  Grade level 6-10.  Based on an actual family living 

from 1787 to 1865, this story uncovers the struggle for freedom and one family’s role in the 

Underground Railroad. 

 

Friend on Freedom River (2005).  Gloria Whelan.  Grade level 3-6.  A story about a white boy’s 

courageous attempt to row a fugitive slave to freedom in Canada. 

 

General Non-Fiction/Non-fiction for Teachers 

 

The Most Famous Man in America: The Biography of Henry Ward Beecher (2006).  Debby Applegate.  

A biography of the 19th century minister, intellectual, and abolitionist. 

 

Generations of Captivity: A History of African-American Slaves (2004).  Ira Berlin.  An examination 

of slave life across place and time, alternating between locales in the North and South, from the 

seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. 
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Bound for Canaan: The Epic Story of the Underground Railroad, America’s First Civil Rights Movement 

(2006).  Fergus M. Bordewich.  Focuses on the lives and memories of people involved in the 

Underground Railroad through letters, autobiographies, tax records and slave narratives. 

 

Harriet Tubman: The Road to Freedom (2005).  Catherine Clinton.  A readable biography that seeks 

to recreate the life of one of the most influential and misunderstood women of the nineteenth 

century. 

 

My Bondage and My Freedom.  Frederick Douglass.  The most famous abolitionist recounts his 

experience as a slave and his escape to the North.  Available as an E-text from the University of 

Virginia at http://etext.virginia.edu/toc/modeng/public/DouMybo.html.  

 

Atlas of the Transatlantic Slave Trade (2010).  David Eltis and David Richardson.  A 

comprehensive volume of slave historiography, including maps, charts, and primary source 

documents. 

 

The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery (2010).  Eric Foner.  A Pulitzer Prize-

winning examination of Lincoln’s evolution on the issue of slavery in American society. 

 

The Trials of Anthony Burns: Freedom and Slavery in Emerson’s Boston (1999).  Albert J. von Frank.  

An insightful look into one of the most famous fugitive slave cases, successfully capturing the 

drama between slave catchers and abolitionists in an antislavery stronghold.   

 

Runaway Slaves: Rebels on the Plantation (2000).  John Hope Franklin and Loren Schweninger.  A 

detailed account of slaves who escaped from their masters during the Antebellum era. 

 

The Liberty Line: The Legend of the Underground Railroad (1996).  Larry Gara.  Tackles head-on the 

myth that the Underground Railroad was a cohesive, structured system. 

 

The Classic Slave Narratives: The Life of Olaudah Equiano, The History of Mary Prince, Narrative of the 

Life of Frederick Douglass, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (2002).  Henry Louis Gates Jr., ed.  A 

collection of slave narratives, examining life as a slave in different eras of American history. 

 

Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (1972).  Eugene Genovese.  The classic that examines 

how slaves created and maintained a distinct culture on southern plantations. 

 

Beyond the River: The Untold Story of the Heroes of the Underground Railroad (2004).  Ann 

Hagedorn.  A captivating look at Ripley, Ohio, a town near the Kentucky border that served as 

http://etext.virginia.edu/toc/modeng/public/DouMybo.html
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a gateway for runaway slaves, and John Rankin, one of the most active “conductors” of the 

Underground Railroad. 

 

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861).  Harriet Jacobs.  Originally published in 1861, Jacobs’s 

narrative recounts her experience on a brutal North Carolina plantation. 

 

Soul by Soul:  Life Inside the Antebellum Slave Market (2001).  Walter Johnson.  A look at the New 

Orleans slave market, a place where many African Americans were shipped to be sold in the 

Deep South. 

 

Fugitive Justice: Runaways, Rescuers, and Slavery on Trial (2010).  Steven Lubet.  Examines three of 

the most important legal cases following the enactment of the controversial Fugitive Slave Act 

of 1850, effectively capturing the passion and desperation of those fleeing slavery. 

 

Sojourner Truth: A Life, a Symbol (1996).  Nell Irvin Painter.  The definitive biography of the 

famous ex-slave and abolitionist. 

 

His Promised Land: The Autobiography of John P. Parker, Former Slave and Conductor on the 

Underground Railroad (1998).  John Parker, Stanley Stuart Sprague (editor).  An oral history, 

recorded in the 1880s, of John Parker. 

 

The Impending Crisis, 1848-1861.  David Potter, Don E. Fehrenbacher (editor).  The seminal work 

covering the years from the end of the Mexican-American War to Fort Sumter. 

 

John Brown, Abolitionist: The Man Who Killed Slavery, Sparked the Civil War, and Seeded Civil Rights 

(2005).  David S. Reynolds.  A fascinating—and controversial—look at the most radical 

abolitionist of the Antebellum period. 

 

Frontiers of Freedom: Cincinnati’s Black Community, 1802-1868 (2005).  Nikki Taylor.  An intriguing 

look at one African American community’s development in the Antebellum North.  

 

Antislavery Political Writings, 1833-1860 (2003).  C. Bradley Thompson (editor).  A collection of 

writings from various strains of the antislavery movement, including William Lloyd Garrison, 

Frederick Douglass and Abraham Lincoln. 

 

Back of the Big House: The Architecture of Plantation Slavery (1993).  John Michael Vlach.  This book 

vividly portrays slave housing. 
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Ar’n’t I a Woman?  Female Slaves in the Plantation South (1985).  Deborah Gray White.  Challenges 

the “Mammy” myth and provides a richer, more nuanced portrait of African American women 

in the Antebellum South. 

 

General Fiction/Fiction for Teachers 

 

Cloudsplitter (1999).  Russell Banks.  A piece of historical fiction, narrated by Owen Brown, the 

last surviving son of John Brown, the infamous abolitionist martyr, about the political and social 

landscape in the years before the Civil War. 

 

Kindred (2004).  Octavia Butler.  A young African-American woman, Dana, living in 1976, is 

transported back in time to save Rufus, a white boy who she learns was a part of the family that 

owned her own ancestors.   

 

Middle Passage (1998).  Charles Johnson.  The story of Rutherford Calhoun, a newly freed Illinois 

slave in New Orleans, who sneaks aboard a ship, not knowing he’s headed for Africa on a slave 

clipper. 

 

The Known World (2003).  Edward P. Jones.  A Pulitzer Prize-winning novel set twenty years 

before the Civil War in Manchester County, Virginia. 

 

Song Yet Sung (2008).  James McBride.  A captivating tale of a fugitive slave, Liz, and the slave 

catcher determined to find her. 

 

Beloved (1987).  Toni Morrison.  Set several years after the Civil War, this novel explores a 

former slave (Sethe) and her attempt to escape from the horrors of the past. 

 

Wench (2011).  Dolen Perkins-Valdez.  Set in pre-Civil War Ohio, this story chronicles the 

experiences of four slave women who meet as they travel north as their masters’ mistresses. 

 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852).  Harriet Beecher Stowe.  The classic sentimental novel about Tom, a 

slave, as he encounters hardship and suffering as chattel.  

 

A Million Nightingales (2006).  Susan Straight.  A complex novel set on post-Louisiana Purchase 

plantations exploring the relationships between masters and their mistresses. 

 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884).  Mark Twain.  The American classic about Huck’s 

adventure down the Mississippi River with a runaway slave named Jim. 
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Dessa Rose: A Novel (1999).  Sherley A. Williams.  A suspenseful tale of Dessa Rose, a fugitive 

slave, and a white woman who harbors runaways on her farm. 

 

III. FILMS & TELEVISION PROGRAMS 

 

Films 

Amistad.  Steven Spielberg, 1997.  155 min, R.  A star-studded film about the famous slave ship 

insurrection and the ensuing U.S. Supreme Court trial for the release of captured Africans.   

 

Andersonville:  The Great Untold Story of the Civil War.  John Frankenheimer, 1996.  167 minutes, 

Not Rated (NR).  Recounts the trials and tribulations of Union soldiers imprisoned at the most 

notorious Confederate prisoner-of-war camp. 

 

Cold Mountain.  Anthony Minghella, 2003.  154 min, R.  Adapted from Charles Frazier’s novel, 

this film focuses on life on the Confederate home-front, portraying the difficulties that women 

faced as the men marched off to war. 

 

Gangs of New York.  Martin Scorsese, 2002.  167 min, R.  Set in Antebellum and Civil War Five 

Points New York City, Scorsese’s period piece shows the animosity between Protestant Natives 

and Irish Catholics/immigrants. 

 

Gettysburg.  Ronald F. Maxwell, 1993.  261 minutes, PG.  The story of the Battle of Gettysburg, 

highlighting the experiences of General James Longstreet and Colonel Joshua Chamberlain.  

Adapted from Michael Shaara’s novel The Killer Angels. 

 

Glory.  Edward Zwick, 1989.  122 minutes, R.  This award-winning film recounts the story of the 

Massachusetts 54th Volunteer Infantry, an all-black unit that won praise for its heroics during 

the war. 

 

Gods and Generals.  Ronald F. Maxwell, 2003.  219 minutes, PG-13.  A prequel to Gettysburg, the 

film traces the early years of the war, with particular attention to the rise of John “Stonewall” 

Jackson.  Adapted from Jeffrey Shaara’s novel of the same title. 

 

The Red Badge of Courage.  John Huston, 1951.  69 minutes, Not Rated (NR).  Retells Stephen 

Crane’s famous novel of a young Union recruit who goes back and forth between wanting to 

fight and doubting his own courage. 

 

Ride With the Devil.  Ang Lee, 1999.  138 minutes, R.  A story of Missouri during the Civil War, 

depicting the violence of guerilla warfare that pitted neighbor against neighbor. 
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Shenandoah.  Andrew V. McLaglen, 1965.  105 minutes, Not Rated (NR).  James Stewart stars as a 

Virginian who wants no part in the Civil War until his son is abducted by Union soldiers. 

 

Television Programs 

Ironclads.  Made-for-TV movie, 1991.  Recounts the most famous naval battle of the Civil War—

the confrontation between the USS Monitor and the CSS Virginia (formerly the USS Merrimack). 

 

Roots.  Miniseries, 1977.  The acclaimed miniseries, it covers several generations of African 

Americans, starting with a captured and then enslaved African and ending with a freed slave 

who battles against racism in the post-bellum South. 

 

Solomon Northup’s Odyssey, 1984.  A made-for-TV movie based on Solomon Northup’s Twelve 

Years a Slave (1853).  It was originally released with the title Half Free, Half Slave. 

 

IV. PBS PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES 

 

Abraham and Mary Lincoln:  A House Divided (2005) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/lincolns 

A companion website to the documentary, complete with information about the time of the 

Lincolns. 

 

Africans in America:  America’s Journey Through Slavery (2000) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/home.html  

America’s journey from enslaving Africans through emancipation, presented in four parts. 

 

The American President (2000) 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/amerpres 

Profiles all of the presidents of the U.S., including those instrumental to the institution of 

slavery. 

 

The Assassination of Abraham Lincoln (2009) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/assassination 

A heart-racing account of the plan to murder Lincoln, Seward and Johnson and the race to find 

the conspirators. 

 

The Civil War:  A Film by Ken Burns (1990). 

http://www.pbs.org/civilwar 

An in-depth examination of the events of the American Civil War (1861-1865). 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/lincolns
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/home.html
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/amerpres
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/assassination
http://www.pbs.org/civilwar
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Freedom:  A History of US 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/historyofus 

Parts 5, 6, and 7 explore the issues of slavery, freedom, and emancipation. 

 

God in America (2010) 

http://www.pbs.org/godinamerica 

Part 3 explores religion in the years before the Civil War and provides an in-depth look at how 

the war affected Lincoln’s views on religion/spirituality. 

 

History Detectives (Various) 

http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives 

Episodes deal with different topics throughout history, including slavery and the Civil War. 

 

John Brown’s Holy War (2005) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/brown 

An extraordinary look at a radical abolitionist and how his violent crusade sparked the Civil 

War. 

 

Reconstruction: The Second Civil War (2005) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/reconstruction  

Focuses on the turbulent period of Reconstruction (1863-1877), with particular attention paid to 

the plight of emancipated slaves. 

 

Robert E. Lee (2010) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/lee 

A fascinating examination of one of the most famous Americans, including his ownership of 

slaves. 

 

Slavery and the Making of America (2005) 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/slavery 

A landmark, four-part documentary that looks at the role slavery had in the nation’s early 

years. 

 

Walt Whitman (2008) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/whitman 

A biographical look at the famous poet, including his volunteering as a nurse during the Civil 

War. 

 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/historyofus
http://www.pbs.org/godinamerica
http://www.pbs.org/opb/historydetectives
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/brown
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/reconstruction
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/lee
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/slavery
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/whitman
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War Letters (2005) 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/warletters 

Personal correspondence from soldiers in wars, including the Mexican-American and Civil 

Wars. 

 

The West (1996) 

http://www.pbs.org/weta/thewest  

The first half of the film wonderfully portrays America’s march westward, including the 

controversy surrounding slavery’s expansion to the West. 

 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/warletters
http://www.pbs.org/weta/thewest
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Lucy King 
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Jonah King 
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Nell King 
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Henry  
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Mr. Otis 
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Esther 
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Sarah King 
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John Rankin 
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Abigail Wright 
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John Parker 
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Millicent Hatcher 
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T.C. Bercham 
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Benjamin Harrison 
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Slave Quarters 
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King Plantation 
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The Yard 
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Ripley, OH
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Kentucky Slave Codes (1794-1850) 

 
Beginning in the colonial era, slaveholders frequently passed laws, known as “slave codes” to restrict the 

movements and activities of the enslaved population.  As the selection of laws from Kentucky shows, slave 

owners were especially concerned with preventing runaways and rebellions. 

 

1794  Any slave who is freed by their master must carry a certificate of freedom 

 

1798  Slaves cannot leave a plantation without a written note from their master 

  Slaves cannot carry any type of weapon  

  Slaves cannot trade goods without the written consent of their master 

  Slaves are classified as real estate for inheritance matters  

 

1811  Conspiracy among enslaved blacks is punishable by death; enslaved or   

  free blacks guilty of poisoning were also to be put to death. 

1823  No slave can work on a steamboat.  

1831  Boats cannot transport slaves across the Ohio River without a note from 

  their master; ship owners must pay a $200 violation for breaking this law. 

1834  No person shall sell or give liquor to slave. 

1840   There is a 10pm curfew for slaves.  

1846  The penalty for tempting blacks to run away or rebel is imprisonment. 

  County patrols must ride through the county on horseback at night to   

  enforce slave laws. 

1850  Any slaves freed by their masters had to leave the state.  Their owners had to  

  provide money to pay for their transportation out of Kentucky, and one year’s  

  subsistence.  

Source: J. Winston Coleman, Slavery Times in Kentucky (1940), Marion B. Lucas, A History of 

Blacks in Kentucky: From Slavery to Segregation, 1760-1891 (2003), and Ivan McDougle, Slavery in 

Kentucky, 1792-1865 (1918).  
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The United States School Primer (1844)  
 

Very few areas in the southern United States offered public education in the years before the Civil War. 

Individuals, churches and some communities established schools for girls as well as boys. Most children if 

educated at all were taught at home from primers such as this. After the Nat Turner uprising in 1831, 

slaves across the south were prohibited from being taught to read or write. 
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Source: The United States School Primer of the First Book for Children, George F. Cooledge & 

Brother, 1844, Internet Archive, http://www.archive.org/details/unitedstatesscho00newyiala 

  

http://www.archive.org/details/unitedstatesscho00newyiala
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“A History of the Amistad Captives” Advertising Broadside (1840) 

 
In 1839, captive West Africans revolted and took control of the Spanish slave ship Amistad. They 

ordered the crew to return them to Africa, but were waylaid by a U.S. Navy vessel off the coast of New 

York. The Africans were charged with murdering the captain, and put in jail in New Haven, 

Connecticut. Abolitionists came to their support, and after a long legal battle, in 1841 the U.S. Supreme 

Court ruled that the men had acted in self-defense and should be freed. A year later the men returned to 

Africa 

  

A HISTORY OF THE AMISTAD CAPTIVES: 

Being a circumstantial account of the capture of the Spanish Schooner Amistad, by the Africans 

on board; their Voyage and Capture near Long Island, New York; with Biographical Sketches of 

each of the surviving Africans. Also, and account of the Trials had on their case, before the 

District and Circuit Courts of the United States, for the District of Connecticut, &c. Compiled 

from authentic sources, by J. W. Barber. 

 Illustrated by an accurate profile sketch of each of the Africans, with other engravings. Price, 25 

cts. 
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Death of Capt. Ferrer, the Captain of the Amistad, July, 1839. 

Don Jose Ruiz and Don Pedro Montez, of the Island of Cuba, having purchased fifty-three 

slaves at Havana, recently imported from Africa, put them on board the Amistad, Capt. Ferrer 

in order to transport them to Principe, another port on the Island of Cuba. After being out from 

Havana about four days, the African captives on board, in order to obtain their freedom, and 

return to Africa, armed themselves with cane knives, and rose upon the Captain and crew of the 

vessel. Capt. Ferrer and the cook of the vessel were killed; two of the crew escaped; Ruiz and 

Montez were made prisoners. 

Source: Advertising broadside for J.W. Barber, "A History of the Amistad Captives," featuring 

woodcut, "The Death of Capt. Ferrer," 1840. Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, New 

York, NY. 
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Godey’s Lady Book (1848) 

 
Godey’s Lady Book was one of the country’s most popular magazines in this era. It advised middle-

class white women on domestic matters, including how to maintain a beautiful home, raise healthy and 

well-behaved children, and dress in the latest European styles.  

 
Source: Godey’s Paris Fashions Americanized, engraved by Joseph Pease, 1848, from New York 

Public Library’s Digital Gallery, http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?802276 

  

http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?802276
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Slave Pass (1852) 

 
Slaves were often sent out on errands to other plantations, farms, or towns.  Laws required slaves to carry 

a pass if they traveled without their owners.  Unlike more official documents, such as certificates of 

freedom, passes were handwritten and informal.  The pass below was for a slave named Barney in 

Missouri who tried to escape using the pass, but was captured. 

 

 
 

Text: 

Gentilmen let the Boy Barney pass and repass from the first of June till the 4 to Columbia Mo for 

this date 1852 Samuel Grove 
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“Sale of Slaves and Stock” Poster (1852) 

 
Slaves were considered property by their owners and by law and could be sold with no regard for family 

ties. The 1850s witnessed one of the nation’s largest geographic shifts in its slave population as the 

internal slave market sold thousands of enslaved African Americans from the upper south to the lower 

south. The death of a slave owner could result in the break up of numerous families. 

 
Source: Chicago History Museum 
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“$1200 to $1250 Dollars! For Negroes!!” Poster (1853) 

 
After 1807, slaves could no longer be imported into the United States from Africa or the Caribbean.  

Plantation owners were dependent on the domestic slave trade and the natural increase of slaves for their 

labor.  By the 1850s, the western expansion of cotton meant that the demand for slaves exceeded the 

supply in certain regions. Slave traders used advertising, as seen here, to encourage slave owners in the 

Upper South---where demand for labor was decreasing—to sell their slave property to masters in the 

Deep South where the demand for labor was highest.  
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Text: 

$1200 to $1250 Dollars! For Negroes!! 

The undersigned wishes to purchase a large lot of NEGROES for the New Orleans market.  I 

will pay $1200 to $1250 for No. 1 young men, and $850 to $1000 for No. 1 young women.  In fact 

I will pay more for likely NEGROES, Than any other trader in Kentucky. My office is adjoining 

the Broadway Hotel. on Broadway, Lexington, Ky., where I or my Agent can always be found. 

    WM. F. Talbott 

 

LEXINGTON, JULY 2, 1853 

Source: Coleman Collection, University of Kentucky Special Collections, printed in Marion B. 

Lucas, A History of Blacks in Kentucky: From Slavery to Segregation, 1760-1891 (2003), 91. 
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Brer Rabbit’s “The Tar Baby” 

Folktales played an important part in the everyday struggle of slaves to endure and resist the inhumanity 

of plantation life.  Slave families used this oral tradition to pass on wisdom, moral values, and survival 

strategies to younger generations. The tales includes stories of trickery and tricksters, borrowed from 

African culture, which provided a safe way of expressing hostility toward the master. 

Brer Wolf studied to find a way to catch Brer Rabbit. He scratched his head, and he pulled his 

chin whiskers until by and by he said, “I know what I’ll do. I’ll make me a tar baby, and I’ll 

catch that good-for-nothing rabbit.”* 

And so Brer Wolf worked and worked until he made a pretty little girl out of tar.  He dressed 

the baby in a calico apron and carried her up to the well, where he stood her up and fastened 

her to a post in the ground so that nobody could move her. Then Brer Wolf hid in the bushes 

and he waited for Brer Rabbit to come for some water. But three days passed before Brer Rabbit 

visited the well again. On the fourth day, he came with a bucket in his hand. 

When he saw the little girl, he stopped and looked at her. Then he said, “Hello. What’s your 

name? What are you doing here, little girl?” 

The little girl said nothing. 

This made Brer Rabbit angry, and he shouted at her, “You no-mannered little snip, you! How 

come you don’t speak to your elders?” 

The little girl said nothing. 

“I know what to do with little children like you. I’ll slap your face and teach you some manners 

if you don’t speak to me,” said Brer Rabbit. 

Still the little girl said nothing. 

And then Brer Rabbit lost his head and said, “Speak to me, I say.  I’m going to slap you.” With 

that, Brer Rabbit slapped the tar baby in the face, and his right hand stuck. 

“A-hah, you hold my hand, do you? Turn me loose, I say. Turn me loose.  If you don’t, I’m 

going to slap you with my left hand. And if I hit you with my left hand, I’ll know the daylights 

out of you.” 

But the little girl said nothing. So Brer Rabbit drew back his left hand and slapped the little girl 

in her face, bim, and his left hand stuck. 
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“Oh, I see. You’re going to hold both my hands, are you? You better turn me loose.  If you don’t 

I’m going to kick you. And if I kick you, it’s going to be like thunder and lightning!” With that, 

Brer Rabbit drew back his right foot and kicked the little girl in the shins with all is might, blap! 

Then his right foot stuck. 

“Well, sire, isn’t this something? You better turn my foot loose. If you don’t I’ve got another foot 

left, and I’m going to kick you with it, and you’ll think a cyclone hit you.” Then Brer Rabbit 

gave that little girl a powerful kick in the shins with his left foot, blip! With that his left foot 

stuck, and there he hung off the ground, between the heavens and the earth. He was in an awful 

fix. But he still thought he could get loose. 

So he said to the little girl, “You’ve got my feet and my hands all stuck up, but I’ve got one 

more weapon and that’s my head. If you don’t turn me loose, I’m going to butt you! And if I 

butt you, I’ll knock your brains out.” Finally, then, Brer Rabbit stuck the little girl a powerful 

knock on the forehead with his head, and it stuck, and there he hung. Smart old Brer Rabbit, he 

couldn’t move. He was held fast by the little tar baby. 

Now, Brer Wolf was hiding under the bushes, watching all that was going on.  And as soon as 

he was certain that Brer Rabbit was caught good by his little tar baby, he walked over to Brer 

Rabbit and said, “A-ha, you’re the one who wouldn’t dig a well. And you’re the one who’s 

going to catch his drinking water from the dew off the grass. A-ha, I caught the fellow who’s 

been stealing my water. And he isn’t anybody but you, Brer Rabbit. I’m going to fix you good.” 

“No, sir, Brer Wolf. I haven’t been bothering your water. I was just going over to Brer Bear’s 

house, and I stopped by here long enough to speak to this little no-manners girl,” said Brer 

Rabbit. 

“Yes, you’re the one,” said Brer Wolf. “You’re the very one who’s been stealing my drinking 

water all this time. And I’m going to kill you.” 

“Please, sir, Brer Wolf, don’t kill me,” begged Brer Rabbit. “I haven’t done anything wrong.” 

“Yes, I’m going to kill you, but I don’t know how I’m going to do it yet,” growled Brer Wolf. 

“Oh, I know what I’ll do.  I’ll throw you in the fire and burn you up.” 

“All right, Brer Wolf,” said Brer Rabbit. “Throw me in the fire. That’s a good way to die. That’s 

the way my grandmother died, and she said it’s a quick way to go. You can do anything with 

me, anything you want, but please sir, don’t throw me in the briar patch.” 

“No, I’m not going to throw you in the fire, and I’m not going to throw you in the briar patch. 

I’m going to throw you down the well and drown you,” said Brer Wolf. 
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“All right, Brer Wolf, throw me down the well,” said Brer Rabbit. “That’s an easy way to die, 

but I’m surely going to smell up your drinking water, sir.” 

“No, I’m not going to drown you,” said Brer Wolf. “Drowning is too good for you.” Then Brer 

Wolf thought and thought and scratched his head and pulled his chin whiskers. Finally he said, 

“I know what I’m going to do with you. I’ll throw you in the briar patch.” 

“Oh no, Brer Wolf,” cried Brer Rabbit. “Please, sir don’t throw me in the briar patch. Those 

briars will tear up my hide, pull out my hair, and scratch out my eyes. That’ll be an awful way 

to die, Brer Wolf. Please, sir, don’t do that to me.” 

“That’s exactly what I’ll do with you,” said Brer Wolf all happy-like. Then he caught Brer Rabbit 

by the hind legs, whirled him around and around over his head, and threw him way over into 

the middle of the briar patch. 

After a minute or two Brer Rabbit stood up on his hind legs and laughed at Brer Wolf and said 

to him, “thank you, Brer Wolf, thank you. This is the place were I was born. My grandmother 

and grandfather and all my family were born right here in the briar patch.” 

And that’s the end of the story. 

* Tar was often spread on fences by masters to catch slaves who, out of hunger or mischief, 

would sneak into the fields and orchards to steal food.  Tar stuck on the hands and would 

betray the ‘guilty’ slave. 

Source: William J. Faulkner, The Days When the Animals Talked, 1977 (copyright William 

Faulkner) 
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“INFAMOUS!” Kentucky Newspaper Editorial (1847) 

Only a small number of slaves in Kentucky managed to escape north, and an even smaller number 

escaped via the Underground Railroad. Yet Kentucky slave owners were furious any time an abolitionist 

“slave stealer” was found to have provided encouragement or safe haven for fugitive slaves. The following 

report describes a real incident in which Kentucky slave catchers attempted to recapture fugitive slaves 

living in Michigan, but instead were arrested on kidnapping charges. The judge in the ensuing trial was a 

known abolitionist, and found that the Kentuckians did not have the correct paperwork. The slave 

catchers returned to Kentucky empty-handed, while the fugitives made their way to Canada.  This event 

helped rally southern support for the passage of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law. 

It will, perhaps be remembered, that several weeks ago we announced the elopement of some 

20 or 30 Slaves from this county. 

A short time since information was received by their owners, that the runaways were colonized 

in a small town in the southern part of Michigan. 

A party of some 12 or 15 gentlemen, composed principally of those who had sustained the loss, 

immediately repaired to that place, and succeeded in finding and recapturing their slaves 

without difficulty. But no sooner had they taken them into custody than they were surrounded 

by a furious mob of several hundred abolitionists who treated them with every indignity which 

cowardly brutality could invent, rescued the slaves from them by force, and had a mock trial 

before a Judge who had previously sworn that they should not take the negroes away in any 

event, the result of which was that the slaves were immediately turned loose and the 

Kentuckians confined and forced to give bail under charges of kidnapping, rioting &c. We 

intend to publish next week a full narrative of this most atrocious piece of abolition villainy, the 

details of which cannot fail to make the blood of every honest man boil in his veins. Things have 

indeed come to a startling condition when such conduct is not only allowed to pass 

unpunished, but actually receives the sanction of public approval in the North. The time may 

come when those cowards and sons of cowards will again, as during the last war, turn their 

imploring eyes to Kentucky and to Kentuckians for protection from the ravages of a foreign foe; 

and they may find that Kentucky as no more Shelby’s Johnsons Dudleys and Clays, to march to 

their frontier at the head of her heroic and devoted armies, for the protection of a vile den of 

Negro thieves and recreants to every principle of honor and common honesty––to say nothing 

of gratitude. 

Source: Licking Valley Register, September 3, 1847, p. 2. 
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“Negro Stealing” Kentucky Newspaper Editorial (1847) 

As this article shows, slaveholders in Kentucky felt threatened by free blacks who were not subject to the 

same tight supervision as enslaved African Americans. In particular, whites feared that free blacks would 

conspire with northern abolitionists to encourage slaves to escape from or rebel against their owners. In 

1850, Kentucky passed a new state Constitution which discouraged slave owners from freeing slaves by 

requiring all newly free slaves to be transported out of state at the owner’s expense. 

Notwithstanding the number of servants that have been inveigled from their owners in this 

community, there seems to be an unaccountable neglect on the subject. All agree that we have 

abolitionists among us, who probably encourage our Negroes to abscond; yet there is no proper 

effort to detect them, not to arrest the real actors in this nefarious system of robbery; for in point 

of property or private rigts [sic], they might as well steal our horses or any thing else….One 

thing is certain, we have too many free Negroes among us, who have constant Intercourse with 

our servants, and with both sides of the River. These interlopers are most likely to be the 

immediate instrument of those detestable incendiaries, who like their master, the Devil, are 

always zealous in mischief. 

Those Negroes ought to be removed by law, if convenient, but at all events to be removed and 

kept away. If they are legally free, let them enjoy freedom among their benevolent friends; the 

free states are wide enough to accommodate them, and they are not wanted in this community. 

Other states have laws against the intrusion of free Negroes, and if our laws are not sufficiently 

explicit to protect our property, let us have them improved without delay. 

The loss of our servants is a serious inconvenience, and to have them contaminated and stolen 

away, is an outrage not to be endured with impunity. From the tone of feeling in this vicinity, 

something must and will be done very soon on this subject.     WATCH! 

Source: Licking Valley Register, October 22, 1847, p. 3.  
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Slave Narrative by Henry Bibb about Running Away (1849) 
 

Henry Bibb was born in Kentucky to a slave mother and Kentucky state senator, James Bibb. He was 

hired out at a young age and while he was away his brothers and sisters were sold off. Bibb was traded 

frequently, and he lived in at least seven southern states. After trying to escape several times, he finally 

reached Canada in 1837. However, he returned to Kentucky a year later for his wife and child and was 

recaptured. He made a final, successful escape in 1841 and became an active abolitionist in Detroit. 

Following the passing of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, he fled to Canada where he founded a school, 

church, and several antislavery societies. He also established the Voice of the Fugitive, Canada's first 

African American newspaper. Bibb's autobiography, Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry 

Bibb, An American Slave was published in 1849  

Among other good trades I learned the art of running away to perfection. I made a regular 

business of it, and never gave it up, until I had broken the bands of slavery, and landed myself 

safely in Canada, where I was regarded as a man, and not as a thing. 

The first time in my life that I ran away, was for ill treatment, in 1825. I was living with a Mr. 

Vires, in the village of Newcastle. His wife was a very cross woman. She was every day flogging 

me, boxing, pulling my ears, and scolding, so that I dreaded to enter the room where she was. 

This first started me to running away from them. I was often gone several days before I was 

caught. They abuse me for going off, but it did no good. The next time they flogged me, I was 

off again; but after awhile they got sick of their bargain, and returned me back into the hands of 

my owners.  

By this time. Mr. White had married his second wife. She was what I call a tyrant. I lived with 

her several months, but she kept me almost half of my time in the woods, running from under 

the bloody lash. While I was at home she kept me all the time rubbing furniture, washing, 

scrubbing the floors; and when I was not doing this, she would often seat herself in a large 

rocking chair, with two pillows about her, and would make me rock her, and keep off the flies. 

She was too lazy to scratch her own head, and would often make me scratch and comb it for 

her. She would at other times lie on her bed, in warm weather, and make me fan her while she 

slept, scratch and rub her feet; but after awhile she got sick of me, and preferred a maiden 

servant to do such business.  

I was then hired out again; but by, this time I had become much better skilled in running away, 

and would, make calculation to avoid detection, by taking with me a bridle. If any body should 

see me in the woods, as they, have, and asked "what are you doing here sir? you are a 

runaway?"--I said, "no, sir, I am looking for our old mare;" at other times, "looking for our 

cows." For such excuses I was let pass. In fact, the only weapon of self defence that I could use 

successfully, was that of deception. It is useless for a poor helpless slave, to resist a white man 
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in a slaveholding State. Public opinion and the law is against him; and resistance in many cases 

is death to the slave, while the law declares, that he shall submit or die. 

The circumstances in which I was then placed, gave me a longing desire to be free. It kindled a 

fire of liberty within my breast which has never yet been quenched.… I believed then, as I 

believe now, that every man has a right to wages for his labor; a right to his own wife and 

children; a right to liberty and the pursuit of happiness; and a right to worship God according 

to the dictates of his own conscience.  

 

Source: [Henry Bibb], Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Henry Bibb, An American Slave (1849), 

15-17. 
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John Parker on the Challenges of Running Away 

 
Nearly everything we know about John Parker comes from his autobiography. According to the memoir, 

Parker was born in 1827 in Norfolk, Virginia. His father was a wealthy white man; his mother a slave like 

Parker. He spent the first 18 years of his life as a slave and earned a reputation as a troublemaker for 

regularly trying to escape. In 1845 he purchased his freedom. In 1848 he married and moved to Ripley, 

Ohio the next year. It was in Ripley, a center of abolitionist activity, that he began his work on the 

Underground Railroad. By his own count, he helped over 400 slaves to freedom. In addition to his 

abolitionist work, Parker was a successful iron worker and businessman; in 1865 he purchased an iron 

foundry, and he patented several popular inventions. John Parker's autobiography was transcribed by the 

journalist Frank Moody Gregg in the 1880s. 

Every precaution was taken to prevent the fugitive from successfully passing through this 

forbidden land.  The woods were patrolled nightly by constables, and any man black or white 

had to give a good account of himself, especially if he were a stranger.  Every ford was watched, 

while along the creeks and river, the skiffs were not only pulled up on shore, but were 

padlocked to trees, and the oars removed.  There were dogs in every dooryard, ready to run 

down the unfortunates. 

Once word came from further south that runaways were on the way, the whole countryside 

turned out, not only to stop the fugitives, but to claim the reward for their capture.  Everything 

was organized against the slaves’ getaway. 

But in spite of the odds against them, there were a surprising number who did make good their 

escape.  This must be said for the slaves who took to the woods, they were above the average 

slave in intelligence and courage, otherwise they would never have started.  Once they were 

started, no obstacle was too great for them to overcome. 

 

Source: John P. Parker, His Promised Land, reprint, edited by Stuart Seely Sprague (W.W. 

Norton, 1996). 
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“Plantation Police” in Mississippi, 1863 

 
This scene of white patrollers examining “Negro passes” in Mississippi illustrates the constraints placed 

on all African Americans in the slave South. This news illustration captured a scene during the Civil 

War, when slave owners in Mississippi feared that large numbers of slaves would escape to freedom 

behind Union lines and organized patrols to closely monitor the movements of slaves. 

 

 
 

Source: Frank B. Schell, “Plantation Police, Vicksburg, Miss.,” Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, 

11 July 1863. 
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Interview with a former Kentucky slave about escape and capture 

 
The following excerpt is from an oral history interview with Peter Bruner who was ninety-one years old 

in 1936 when the interview was conducted by Evelyn McLemore. This interview was part of the Federal 

Writer's Project of the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in the 1930s that resulted in the Slave 

Narrative Collection, at the Library of Congress. The collection consists of more than two thousand 

interviews with former slaves, most of them first-person accounts of slave life that describe in their own 

words what it felt like to be a slave in the United States.  

Peter Bruner, was born in Winchester, Kentucky, Clark Co., in 1845.  His master was John Bell 

Bruner, who at that time treated him fairly well.  When Peter was 10 years of age his master 

brought him and his sister to Irvine.  After arriving in Irvine, Peter’s master was very cruel to 

him.  They only got cornbread, fat meat and water to eat.  If his master’s hunger was not 

satisfied, he would even take this little from them….Often he was whipped because his mistress 

said the washing was not clean when it was…. 

Peter, endured torture as long as he could and finally decided to escape.  He went to Richmond, 

Kentucky on to Lexington.  On his way he made a contract with a man to drive his horses to 

Orleans, but was caught while in Lexington.  On his way they caught him and took him to jail 

and he remained until his master came for him.  This did not down him, for just as soon as he 

could he escaped again, and this time got as far as Xenia, Ohio, but was again caught and 

brought back.  This time he was severely beaten for three hours.   

When 17 years old, Peter was hired out to Jimmy Benton, who was more cruel than John 

Bruner, but was again brought back.  It was then he tried again to escape.  This time he went 

through Madison County near Sugar Creek.  This was about the year 1861, when the war had 

begun.  Again he was caught and taken back, but this time by Joe Bruner.  He escaped several 

times, but never could seem to get anywhere.  Once when he and another slave, Phil, escaped 

they were caught and made to walk the entire distance barefoot.  After this Peter, was chained 

each night to a chair.  One morning while eating his breakfast he heard a knock at the door and 

on opening it he found a troop of Union Home Guards.  Jim Benton and John Bruner were taken 

to prison…Soon after John was released from Prison, Peter escaped again.  This time he had 

joined a regiment in the [Civil] war.” (p. 88-89) 

 

Source: Kentucky Slave Narratives from the Federal Writer’s Project. 1936-38 (Applewood 

Books, Library of Congress) 
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William Lloyd Garrison, The Liberator: “I WILL BE HEARD” (1831) 

 
Through his newspaper, The Liberator, William Lloyd Garrison spoke out against slavery and for the 

rights of black Americans for 35 years. The tone of the paper was established in the first issue of the paper 

with Garrison's editorial, "To the Public," in which he boldly called for the immediate emancipation and 

enfranchisement of slaves. Later in life, Garrison acknowledged John Rankin as the primary influence in 

his decision to devote his life and career to abolitionism. 

 

 

….Assenting to the "self-evident truth" maintained in the American Declaration of 

Independence, "that all men are created equal, and endowed by their Creator with certain 

inalienable rights -- among which are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," I shall 

strenuously contend for the immediate enfranchisement of our slave population. In Park-street 

Church, on the Fourth of July, 1829, in an address on slavery, I unreflectingly assented to the 

popular but pernicious doctrine of gradual abolition. I seize this opportunity to make a full and 

unequivocal recantation, and thus publicly to ask pardon of my God, of my country, and of my 

brethren the poor slaves, for having uttered a sentiment so full of timidity, injustice and 

absurdity….My conscience in now satisfied.  

 

I am aware, that many object to the severity of my language; but is there not cause for severity? 

I will be as harsh as truth, and as uncompromising as justice. On this subject, I do not wish to 

think, or speak, or write, with moderation. No! no! Tell a man whose house is on fire, to give a 

moderate alarm; tell him to moderately rescue his wife from the hand of the ravisher; tell the 

mother to gradually extricate her babe from the fire into which it has fallen; -- but urge me not 

to use moderation in a cause like the present. I am in earnest -- I will not equivocate -- I will not 

excuse -- I will not retreat a single inch -- AND I WILL BE HEARD. The apathy of the people is 

enough to make every statue leap from its pedestal, and to hasten the resurrection of the dead. 

Source: William Lloyd Garrison, The Liberator, January 1, 1831 
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William Lloyd Garrison, The Liberator: “On the Constitution and Union” 

(1832) 

 
In this editorial from The Liberator, Garrison denounces the Constitution and its framers for upholding 

the institution of slavery and all its accompanying evils.  Though the words “slave” or “slavery” do not 

appear in the Constitution, there were several provisions in the document that served the interests of 

slave owners and sanctioned the ownership of human property.  Among these were the three-fifths clause 

that increased southern representation by counting slaves as “three-fifths of a person;” a prohibition on 

states from freeing “a person held to service of labour” in another state; and the assurance not to enact a 

federal ban the international slave trade until 1808. 

 

There is much declamation about the sacredness of the compact which was formed between the 

free and slave states, on the adoption of the Constitution. A sacred compact, forsooth! We 

pronounce it the most bloody and heaven-daring arrangement ever made by men for the 

continuance and protection of a system of the most atrocious villany ever exhibited on earth. 

Yes—we recognize the compact, but with feelings of shame and indignation, and it will be held 

in everlasting infamy by the friends of justice and humanity throughout the world. It was a 

compact formed at the sacrifice of the bodies and souls of millions of our race, for the sake of 

achieving a political object—an unblushing and monstrous coalition to do evil that good might 

come. Such a compact was, in the nature of things and according to the law of God, null and 

void from the beginning. No body of men ever had the right to guarantee the holding of human 

beings in bondage. Who or what were the framers of our government, that they should dare 

confirm and authorise such high-handed villany—such flagrant robbery of the inalienable 

rights of man—such a glaring violation of all the precepts and injunctions of the gospel—such a 

savage war upon a sixth part of our whole population?—They were men, like ourselves—as 

fallible, as sinful, as weak, as ourselves. By the infamous bargain which they made between 

themselves, they virtually dethroned the Most High God, and trampled beneath their feet their 

own solemn and heaven-attested Declaration, that all men are created equal, and endowed by 

their Creator with certain inalienable rights—among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of 

happiness. They had no lawful power to bind themselves, or their posterity, for one hour—for 

one moment—by such an unholy alliance. It was not valid then—it is not valid now. Still they 

persisted in maintaining it—and still do their successors, the people of Massachusetts, of New-

England, and of the twelve free States, persist in maintaining it. A sacred compact! A sacred 

compact! What, then, is wicked and ignominious? 

 

Source: William Lloyd Garrison, The Liberator, December 29, 1832 
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Editorial from Anti-Abolitionist Newspaper in Ohio (1842) 

 
Cincinnati, Ohio was located just across the Ohio River from Kentucky. Its residents were sharply 

divided over the issue of slavery and civil rights for African-Americans. Some were committed to the 

abolitionist movement and active in the Underground Railroad which helped fugitive slaves from the 

South make their way safely to Canada. Others in Cincinnati, as this editorial shows, strongly opposed 

the abolitionist movement and supported southern slaveholders view of slaves as property that should be 

returned. 

 

One among the most mischievous consequences of modern Abolition, is that it certainly tends 

to excite the most injurious prejudices, heart burnings and jealousies of the South against the 

North, and the North against the South. That such has already been the case, will not be denied 

by the most casual observer, and if their schemes are persevered in, the result must inevitably 

be the severance of this our happy Union, and all the unspeakable calamities which would 

result from it.  It becomes then every friend of his country to oppose with all his might the 

spread of such pernicious doctrines: to watch their movement with Argus eyes and ceaseless 

vigilance, and be ever ready to oppose them, and to stay their mad career….  

 

It is the bounden duty of every man to examine into the subject who feels the least desire for the 

welfare of our common country.  The spirit of abolitionism is the spirit of the devil cloaked 

under the garb of love and philanthropy!  No good spirit would do as they have done, and are 

doing.  Have they not advised the slave to steal, to runaway from his master, to use brute 

force.  Out of their own mouths they stand convicted of these awfully heinous crimes, for day 

after day do they send forth their emissaries loaded with papers, books and pamphlets, 

publishing their own damming deeds to the world.  

Source: Cincinnati Post and Anti-Abolitionist, February 26, 1842 

 

[http://www.teachushistory.org/second-great-awakening-age-reform/resources/pro-slavery-

letter-cincinnati-post-anti-abolitionist] 

 

  

http://www.teachushistory.org/second-great-awakening-age-reform/resources/pro-slavery-letter-cincinnati-post-anti-abolitionist
http://www.teachushistory.org/second-great-awakening-age-reform/resources/pro-slavery-letter-cincinnati-post-anti-abolitionist
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Proslavery Letter from Anti-Abolitionist Newspaper in Ohio (1842) 

 
This letter was written by S. Trott, a resident of Virginia, and printed in the Cincinnati Post and Anti-

Abolitionist, a proslavery newspaper in the North. Cincinnati, Ohio was located just across the Ohio 

River from Kentucky. Cincinnati was home to many stations in the Underground Railroad and Harriet 

Beecher Stowe, author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. But many city residents were sympathetic to southern 

slaveholders and wanted to limit the rights of free blacks in the North. 

For nothing better can I consider the present abolition rage. Not that I would consider the 

simple idea of extending liberty to the slaves, fanaticism, when and where it can be done 

consistently with the general good – But what are the prominent features of abolitionism?  They 

are no other than the avowed determination to force the freedom of the slaves, regardless of the 

injury herby inflicted on them, in opposition to the providence of God, to the constitutional 

compact by which the states have been confederated, and to the good of society….  

But let us briefly review some of these positions. –  

1st. Abolitionist, whether successful or not, is injurious to the slaves.  It scatters discontent, and 

therefore unhappiness among them in their present state; it increases their insubordination, and 

thus subjects them to severer usage: should it free them from bondage, it would at the same 

time free their masters from the care of providing for them, and leave them an improvident 

class unprovided for, to suffer in rags and starvation, or under crime and its effects.  

2nd. The scheme is in opposition to the providence of God.  It requires but little acquaintance 

with the blacks as a people, to be convinced that by nature, they are fitted for greater usefulness, 

and the enjoyment of more comfort, in a state of bondage than in a state of freedom.  In this 

state the providence of God had placed them among us, before we became a nation, and the 

same providence which brought us into existence as a nation, and gave us the most perfect and 

favorable form of government on earth, left them in their bondage, with the masters control 

over them guaranteed by the Constitution.  Until, therefore, God by his providence deprives us 

of our happy form of government, or disposes the slave States to engage in the work of 

emancipation, these abolitionists are fighting against the indications of providence.  

3rd. Abolitionist is injurious to society at large, because it seeks to remove the slaves, without 

benefiting them, from a state of subjection in which they are useful producers, and to throw 

them loose, to squander their time in idleness, and to live by stealth upon the labors of others.  

Source: Cincinnati Post and Anti-Abolitionist, April 16, 1842 [ we got the source from 

http://www.teachushistory.org/second-great-awakening-age-reform/resources/pro-slavery-letter-s-trott] 

http://www.teachushistory.org/second-great-awakening-age-reform/resources/pro-slavery-letter-s-trott
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Free Soil Party Platform (1848) 

In 1848, a new political group, the Free Soil Party, formed in upstate New York to oppose the expansion 

of slavery.  Unlike its predecessor the Liberty Party, the Free Party focused on stopping the spread of 

slavery in western states and territories, rather than abolishing slavery where it currently existed. 

Whereas, We have assembled in Convention, as a union of freemen, for the sake of freedom, 

forgetting all past political differences in a common resolve to maintain the rights of free labor 

against the aggressions of the Slave Power, and to secure free soil to a free people. 

And Whereas, The political Conventions recently assembled…have dissolved the National party 

organizations heretofore existing, by nominating for the Chief Magistracy of the United States, 

under the slaveholding dictation, candidates, neither of whom can be supported by the 

opponents of Slavery Extension without a sacrifice of consistency, duty and self-respect; 

And whereas, These nominations so made, furnish the occasion and demonstrate the necessity of 

the union of the people under the banner of free Democracy, in a solemn and formal declaration 

of their independence of the slave power, and of their fixed determination to rescue the Federal 

Government from its control; 

Resolved, therefore, That we, the people here assembled, remembering the example of our fathers, 

in the days of the first Declaration of Independence, putting our trust in God for the triumph of 

our cause, and invoking his guidance in our endeavors to advance it, do now plant ourselves 

upon the National platform of Freedom in opposition to the sectional platform of Slavery. 

Resolved, That Slavery in the several States of this Union which recognize its existence, depends 

upon State laws alone, which cannot be repealed or modified by the Federal Government, and 

for which laws that government is not responsible. We therefore propose no interference by 

Congress with Slavery within the limits of any State. 

Resolved, That the Proviso of Jefferson, to prohibit the existence of Slavery after 1800, in all the 

Territories of the United States, Southern and Northern; the votes of six States and sixteen 

delegates, in the Congress of 1784, for the Proviso, to three States and seven delegates against it; 

the actual exclusion of Slavery from the Northwestern Territory, by the Ordinance of 1787, 

unanimously adopted by the States in Congress; and the entire history of that period, clearly 

show that it was the settled policy of the Nation not to extend, nationalize or encourage, but to 

limit, localize and discourage Slavery; and to this policy, which should never have been 

departed from, the Government ought to return... 
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Resolved, That in the judgment of this Convention, Congress has no more power to make a Slave 

than to make a King; no more power to institute or establish Slavery than to institute or 

establish a Monarchy: no such power can be found among those specifically conferred by the 

Constitution, or derived by just implication from them. 

Resolved, That it is the duty of the Federal Government to relieve itself from all responsibility for 

the existence or continuance of slavery wherever the government possesses constitutional 

authority to legislate on that subject, and it is thus responsible for its existence. 

Resolved, That the true, and in the judgment of this Convention, the only safe means of 

preventing the extension of Slavery into Territory now Free, is to prohibit its extension in all 

such Territory by an act of Congress. 

Resolved, That we accept the issue which the Slave power has forced upon us; and to their 

demand for more Slave States, and more Slave Territory, our calm but final answer is, no more 

Slave States and no more Slave Territory. Let the soil of our extensive domains be kept free for 

the hardy pioneers of our own land, and the oppressed and banished of other lands, seeking 

homes of comfort and fields of enterprise in the new world. 

Resolved, That the bill lately reported by the committee of eight in the Senate of the United 

States, was no compromise, but an absolute surrender of the rights of the Non-Slaveholders of 

all the States; and while we rejoice to know that a measure which, while opening the door for 

the introduction of Slavery into Territories now free, would also have opened the door to 

litigation and strife among the future inhabitants thereof, to the ruin of their peace and 

prosperity, was defeated in the House of Representatives, its passage, in hot haste, by a 

majority, embracing several senators who voted in open violation of the known will of their 

constituents, should warn the people to see to it, that their representatives be not suffered to 

betray them. There must be no more Compromises with Slavery; if made they must be repealed. 

Source: Horace Greeley and John F. Cleveland, eds., A Political Text-Book for 1860 (New York: 

Tribune Association, 1860), 17-18. 
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“The Transportation of Free Blacks to Africa” (1850) 

In 1850, Kentucky enacted a new state constitution that required newly freed blacks to leave the state 

(free blacks were considered a threat to slave holding interests).  The change helped to revive interest in 

“colonization,” a plan to settle former slaves in the African colony of Liberia.  This editorial from a 

Maysville, Kentucky newspaper in favor of colonization was reprinted in the Ripley Bee in Ohio. 

 

The Maysville Eagle…contains a well written article on the subject of the Transportation of Free 

Blacks to Africa. The Eagle thinks that considerations of policy, as well as of justice and 

humanity should induce the next Legislature to appropriate an annual sum, say $20,000, to this 

purpose. 

We think the suggestion a good one….The rigorous provisions which have been incorporated 

into the New Constitution, relative to the emancipation of slaves, would seem to render 

something of this sort, if not necessary, at least highly expedient and proper.  The Convention 

having established a decree of unconditional expatriation against all emancipated slaves, it 

would seem to be due to justice and humanity, that having denied them a place on own soil, 

where they were born, we should adopt some measure towards providing them a refuge and 

home elsewhere. 

Every consideration forbids that we should desire to impose upon our sister States a class of 

population which we consider a dangerous and mischievous element of our own community.  

We have no right to suppose that other States will submit to have this nuisance thrust upon 

them.  We know they will not.  They ought not, and it does not become us to ask it of them. 

Where, then, are the liberated Blacks to go?  Are they to have no home?  Are they, after a 

laborious life of servitude spent for our advantage, to be thrust forth houseless vagrants on the 

face of the earth?  Justice to the poor negro himself, as well as respect for our own character, 

forbids the idea.  Humble though he may be, the slave has claims upon our justice and 

humanity, which ought not to be disregarded. 

If an arrangement can be made by which, without material inconvenience to the Public 

Treasury, an annual sum could be set apart and appropriated to the settlement of our liberated 

slaves in Liberia, we hope it will be done. 

Source: Maysville Post Boy, reprinted in Ripley Bee, November 2, 1850, p. 3. 
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Excerpt from Frederick Douglass Autobiography 

 

Frederick Douglass was born into slavery in Maryland. Douglass attempted to runaway several times 

and finally succeeded in 1838 at the age of 20. Once North, he became a leader of the anti-slavery 

movement, editor of the abolitionist newspaper The North Star and, after the Civil War, a diplomat for 

the U.S. government. This excerpt is from Douglass’ autobiography, which received wide acclaim and 

became a bestseller in 1845. 

 

It is impossible for me to describe my feelings as the time of my contemplated start drew near. I 

had a number of warm-hearted friends in Baltimore,--friends that I loved almost as I did my 

life, --and the thought of being separated from them forever was painful beyond expression. It 

is my opinion that thousands would escape from slavery, who now remain, but for the strong 

cords of affection that bind them to their friends. 

….Besides the pain of separation, the dread and apprehension of a failure exceeded what I had 

experienced at my first attempt. The appalling defeat I then sustained returned to torment me. I 

felt assured that, if I failed in this attempt, my case would be a hopeless one — it would seal my 

fate as a slave forever.  

I could not hope to get off with any thing less than the severest punishment, and being placed 

beyond the means of escape. It required no very vivid imagination to depict the most frightful 

scenes through which I should have to pass, in case I failed. The wretchedness of slavery, and 

the blessedness of freedom, were perpetually before me. It was life and death with me. But I 

remained firm, and, according to my resolution, on the third day of September, 1838, I left my 

chains, and succeeded in reaching New York without the slightest interruption of any kind. 

How I did so, — what means I adopted, — what direction I travelled, and by what mode of 

conveyance, — I must leave unexplained, for the reasons before mentioned. 

I have been frequently asked how I felt when I found myself in a free State. I have never been 

able to answer the question with any satisfaction to myself. It was a moment of the highest 

excitement I ever experienced. I suppose I felt as one may imagine the unarmed mariner to feel 

when he is rescued by a friendly man-of-war from the pursuit of a pirate. In writing to a dear 

friend, immediately after my arrival at New York, I said I felt like one who had escaped a den of 

hungry lions.  

This state of mind, however, very soon subsided; and I was again seized with a feeling of great 

insecurity and loneliness. I was yet liable to be taken back, and subjected to all the tortures of 

slavery. This in itself was enough to damp the ardor of my enthusiasm. But the loneliness 

overcame me. There I was in the midst of thousands, and yet a perfect stranger; without home 
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and without friends, in the midst of thousands of my own brethren — children of a common 

Father, and yet I dared not to unfold to any one of them my sad condition. I was afraid to speak 

to any one for fear of speaking to the wrong one, and thereby falling into the hands of money-

loving kidnappers, whose business it was to lie in wait for the panting fugitive, as the ferocious 

beasts of the forest lie in wait for their prey.  

The motto which I adopted when I started from slavery was this — “Trust no man!” I saw in 

every white man an enemy, and in almost every colored man cause for distrust. It was a most 

painful situation; and, to understand it, one must needs experience it, or imagine himself in 

similar circumstances.  

Let him be a fugitive slave in a strange land — a land given up to be the hunting-ground for 

slaveholders — whose inhabitants are legalized kidnappers — where he is every moment 

subjected to the terrible liability of being seized upon by his fellowmen, as the hideous crocodile 

seizes upon his prey! — say, let him place himself in my situation — without home or friends — 

without money or credit — wanting shelter, and no one to give it — wanting bread, and no 

money to buy it, — and at the same time let him feel that he is pursued by merciless men-

hunters, and in total darkness as to what to do, where to go, or where to stay, — perfectly 

helpless both as to the means of defence and means of escape, — in the midst of plenty, yet 

suffering the terrible gnawings of hunger, — in the midst of houses, yet having no home, — 

among fellow-men, yet feeling as if in the midst of wild beasts, whose greediness to swallow up 

the trembling and half-famished fugitive is only equalled by that with which the monsters of 

the deep swallow up the helpless fish upon which they subsist, — I say, let him be placed in this 

most trying situation, — the situation in which I was placed, — then, and not till then, will he 

fully appreciate the hardships of, and know how to sympathize with, the toil-worn and whip-

scarred fugitive slave. 

Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave. Written by 

Himself. Boston: Anti-Slavery Office, 1845, p. 106-09. 
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Summary of the Fugitive Slave Law  

 
The Fugitive Slave Law was enacted on September 18, 1850 as part of the Compromise of 1850––a set of 

Congressional measures intended to prevent a sectional crisis between the North and South.  Slaves 

owners successfully lobbied for a new Fugitive Slave Law with stricter enforcement than earlier laws 

dating back to 1790. It denied a jury trial to anyone accused of escaping slavery, gave marshals 

tremendous leeway to pursue slaves into free states, and empowered the federal government to prosecute 

northern whites who shielded runaways. The law was fiercely denounced by abolitionists, who organized 

opposition against it, but also by some white southerners who thought that it did not go far enough to 

protect their “property.” 

 

The main provisions of the law were as follows: 

 

 Slave owners (or their representatives) could pursue and reclaim fugitives in free states, 

either by procuring a warrant, or by seizing and arresting fugitives and taking them 

before a court, judge, or commissioner. 

 Federally-appointed commissioners were given jurisdiction over local authorities in all 

matters relating to fugitive slaves. Commissioners were responsible for deciding who 

was a fugitive, and enforcing the return of fugitives to their owners. 

 Local law enforcement (marshals and deputy marshals) were required to enforce the 

Fugitive Slave Law or face fines of $1000, and if a fugitive escaped under the watch of a 

marshall, he was personally liable for the value of the fugitive slave.  

 Bystanders and “good citizens” in free states were required to assist law enforcement in 

the recapture of fugitive slaves as needed  

 Anyone accused of being a fugitive slave could not testify on their own behalf.  

 Any person who interfered with the arrest of a fugitive, or aided in a fugitive’s escape 

or concealment, could be fined one thousand dollars, and imprisonment not exceeding 

six months. If the fugitive escaped, he or she was also required to reimburse the owner 

one thousand dollars for each fugitive so lost  

 Commissioners were paid $10 for every fugitive returned south, and $5 if fugitive was 

freed. 

Source: American Social History Project/Center for Media & Learning 
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“Caution!! Colored People of Boston” Anti-Slavery Poster (1851) 

 
After the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law, abolitionists tried to warn fugitives in the North about the 

new dangers to their safety.  This poster was created by Boston abolitionist Theodore Parker.  

 
Source: Boston Public Library 
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“Great Sale of Slaves” Auction Poster (1855) 

 
The twenty-three people to be sold belonged to a Kentucky planter named John Carter.  He decided to 

“liquidate his assets” before moving to the free state of Indiana.  Cheapside, the area of Lexington 

mentioned in the auction notice, was the largest slave trading district in the state.  Slave traders 

established offices, residences, and slave pens in cities throughout the South in order to be located near 

transportation and business hubs. It was not uncommon to see slave auctions take place in public markets 

and squares.   

 

 
 

Source: John Winston Coleman, Slavery Times in Kentucky, 1940. 
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“A Bold Stroke for Freedom,” Print (1855) 

 
On Christmas Eve, 1855, patrollers finally caught up with a group of teenaged slaves who had escaped by 

wagon from Loudon County, Virginia. But the posse was driven off when Ann Wood, leader of the group, 

brandished weapons and dared the pursuers to fire. The fugitives continued on to Philadelphia. Although 

proponents of the Fugitive Slave Law hoped it would reduce the number of slaves escaping to the North, 

the law fueled abolitionist sentiment. Popular opposition in cities like Boston and Philadelphia, which at 

times led to the emancipation by force of captured slaves, at times made the law unenforceable. 

 

 
 

Source: William Still, The Underground Rail Road (Philadelphia: Porter & Coats, 1872), 125. 
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Harriet Jacobs on the Fugitive Slave Law (1861) 

 

Harriet Jacobs escaped from her master in North Carolina in 1845, and later wrote a narrative of her 

experiences.  After the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law, Jacobs and other fugitive slaves in the North 

faced new threats to their safety and freedom. In this passage, she describes the impact of the 1850 law on 

the African American community of New York City. 

…an event occurred of disastrous import to the colored people. The slave Hamlin [James 

Hamlet], the first fugitive that came under the new law, was given up by the bloodhounds of 

the north to the bloodhounds of the south. It was the beginning of a reign of terror to the 

colored population….Many families, who had lived in the city for twenty years, fled from it 

now. Many a poor washerwoman, who, by hard labor, had made herself a comfortable home, 

was obliged to sacrifice her furniture, bid a hurried farewell to friends, and seek her fortune 

among strangers in Canada. Many a wife discovered a secret she had never known before––that 

her husband was a fugitive, and must leave her to insure his own safety. Worse still, many a 

husband discovered that his wife had fled from slavery years ago, and as ‘the child follows the 

condition of his mother,’ the children of his love were liable to be seized and carried to slavery. 

Everywhere, in those humble homes, there was consternation and anguish. But what cared the 

legislators of the ‘dominant race’ for the blood they were crushing out of trampled hearts? 

…I was subject to it; and so were hundreds of intelligent and industrious people all around us. I 

seldom ventured into the streets; and when it was necessary to do an errand for [my employer], 

or any of the family, I went as much as possible through the back streets and by-ways. What a 

disgrace to a city calling itself free, that inhabitants, guiltless of offence, and seeking to perform 

their duties conscientiously, should be condemned to live in such incessant fear, and have 

nowhere to turn for protection!  This state of things, of course, gave rise to many impromptu 

vigilance committees. Every colored person, and every friend of their persecuted race, kept their 

eyes wide open. 

Source: Harriet A. Jacobs, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861) 
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Sojourner Truth, “Ain’t I A Woman?” Speech (1851) 

 

Sojourner Truth was born into slavery in New York around 1797 and escaped to freedom the year before 

New York State’s emancipation process was complete on July 4, 1827. In 1843 Truth took on the name 

Sojourner Truth and began traveling around preaching for abolition of slavery and women’s rights. In 

1851 she spoke at the Women’s Convention in Akron, Ohio. Her speech was well received and described 

in anti-slavery newspapers of the time, but no written version of the entire speech existed.  Twelve years 

later in 1863, Frances Dana Barker Gage, an abolitionist and feminist who was present at the Akron 

conference, published a version of the speech that has become the most widely reprinted. The following 

excerpt is from Gage’s version. 

 

That man over there says that women need to be helped into carriages, and lifted over ditches, 

and to have the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into carriages, or over mud-

puddles, or gives me any best place! And ain't I a woman? Look at me! Look at my arm! I have 

ploughed and planted, and gathered into barns, and no man could head me! And ain't I a 

woman? I could work as much and eat as much as a man - when I could get it - and bear the 

lash as well! And ain't I a woman? I have borne thirteen children, and seen most all sold off to 

slavery, and when I cried out with my mother's grief, none but Jesus heard me! And ain't I a 

woman? … 

Then that little man in black there, he says women can't have as much rights as men, 'cause 

Christ wasn't a woman! Where did your Christ come from? Where did your Christ come from? 

From God and a woman! Man had nothing to do with Him.  

If the first woman God ever made was strong enough to turn the world upside down all alone, 

these women together ought to be able to turn it back, and get it right side up again! And now 

they is asking to do it, the men better let them. . . . 

 

 

Source: Internet Modern History Sourcebook, http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/sojtruth-

woman.asp 
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“Political Chart of the United States” (1856) 

 
This 1856 Republican Party map delineates the geographic contours of slavery. A portrait of Republican 

presidential candidate John C. Frémont is displayed at the top of the document. 

 

 
 

Source: Chicago Historical Society, http://lincolnat200.org/items/show/166 
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Letter from Participant in John Brown’s Raid on Harper’s Ferry (1859) 

 
Among the Harpers Ferry raiders captured and sentenced to death was John Copeland, a 25-year-old free 

black born in North Carolina. Before joining Brown, Copeland and other Oberlin, Ohio abolitionists 

helped fugitive slave, John Price, escape to Canada. Price was being held under the Fugitive Slave Law 

and was to be returned to slavery. Copeland wrote this letter to his brother six days before he was 

executed on December 16, 1859. On the way to the gallows, he was reported to have said “If I am dying 

for freedom, I could not die for a better cause––I had rather die than be a slave.” 

Dear Brother: 

….It was a sense of the wrongs that we have suffered that prompted the noble but unfortunate 

John Brown and his associates to give freedom to a small number, at least, of those who are now 

held by cruel and unjust laws, and by no less cruel and unjust men. To this freedom they were 

entitled by every known principle of justice and humanity, and for the enjoyment of it God 

created them. And, now, dear brother, could I die in a more noble cause? Could I, brother, die 

in a manner and for a cause which could induce true and honest men more to honor me, and 

the angels more readily to receive me to their happy home of everlasting joy above…?And were 

it not that I know that the hearts of those to whom I am attached by the nearest and most 

enduring ties of blood relationship––yea by the closest and strongest ties that god has 

instituted––will be filled with sorrow, I would almost as [soon] die now as at any time, for I feel 

that I am now prepared to meet my maker…. 

John A. Copeland 

 

Source: Quoted in Richard J. Hinton, John Brown and His Men (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 

1894) 
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Map of the Slave Population of the Southern States, 1860 

 

 
 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3861e+cw0013200%29%2 

http://lccn.loc.gov/99447026 

 
  

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3861e+cw0013200%29%252
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3861e+cw0013200%29%252
http://lccn.loc.gov/99447026
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Anti-Slavery Fair Poster (1857) 
 

 
Description: Female abolitionists in Boston began organizing anti-slavery fundraisers in the 

1830s. The fairs were a way to raise money and gain political support for their cause among 
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middle-class northern whites. Fliers, such as the one below, advertised a wide selection of ladies 

accessories, household items, and refreshments.  

 

Source: Library of Congress, American Memory Collection 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.rbc/rbpe.06203500 
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